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FIRST
UUDRD
By David Goldfarb

4Sy showcasing a few:

successes in areas such as
space developmentand
laser technology, the Soviets

had managed to fool

;
the world into believing that

Soviet science was
effective on many fronts3

The Soviet government was designed
as a giant bureaucratic management
machine, ana its Academy of Sciences
has been the pan or that machine
that regulates and finances most of. the

basic research-—from physics io

genetics to astronomy. Under the current

distribution of power the head oi the

I academy confrofs'the behavior of every

employee. No academic freedom is
"

permitted, and the upper echelons reject

any initiative or creativity from scientists.

When Soviet leader Mikhail

Gorbachev irst stirroc the stale waters

s policies of

reiQ.r!"n--c;tos/;o; :

:

,

r ("openness") and
pefestroiha (/'restructuring

1

') • -'he

Academy of Sciences was taken by
surprise Now two years later, the

academy s in a state or turmoil.

For decades conservatives controwed
all ... ; ci ol : oviei govi i merit,

including economic policy, trade, and
scientific research, and they're reluciant

to step acton for reform-minded

Gorbachev supporters to take over.

By showcasing a I
,

areas such as soaco development and
las

-;f

had managed to fool the ;esl of the

worid into believing :ha? Soviet science
was effect ;ve on many fronts. The
truth, however Is thai the majority of

research laboratories perform on a :evel

.o:v--: -:fAoic ;o what the United States

did i
i

i
"fin. and Fit! .,

.
Billions of rubles nave supported the

annual oudget tor scientific research,

but the institutions are dogged with

po' 3

about science For instance, in 1962
the bureaucracy decided io cancel the

entire division or the acaoemv that was
responsible for She development of

computer technology says Yevgeny R
VeliKhcv. a curm-nl vice-oresident of

the academy As a result today Ihere are

only 200,000 persons: comoutersun
'

the entire Russian republic. Gorbachev
himself admits that Soviei sciences
have remained weak for decades.
One of the first incentives used to stir

uo the academy has forcer: academy
board members oico' than seventy-live

.to retire. New guidelines also instruct

directors of laboratories to leave their

posts at the age oi sixty -five. Currently

more than ha
members are oder than seventy. Without

new blood simulating new ideas,

progress wM never occur. Belore
giasmxi no one dared talk about the

problems that existed within the system-

out of fear of being seriously repri-

mandeo by Ine bureaucracy Speaking
out against govemmom poiicios > >ften

meant unemployment, harassment,
imprisonment, or even banishment,

In 1980, for example, strong political

pressure forceo many rnemPers of the

academy to condemn Andrei Sakharcv
when he criticized the Soviet

:

nvas :on

of Afghanistan. As a rest,.
- Sakharov and

i

his wife, Yelena Bonner, were exiled to

Gorki. If academy members had refused".'

to criticize Sakharov, they would have
i

been slopped of their pes: is " t

In the spuit of giasnosi. how eve:

Sr

back to Moscow oy Gorbachev, and
eiocied to the governing ooard of ine

academy by me same scientists wno "A
lung ago had branded him a traitor.

Unfortunately, ihere are Russians fin

the general poliiica. scene) o-arideo'

as dissidents for their views who will

i
, n .

.
...,;

always bo banned in Russia The
writings of Alckscndr Soizheni'.syn are
sil-i iorbldden worKs. G/esnost coos
net mean a fdure where iheSovet
govemrnen
speech that ;s a 'undamental right in

A'feroa.
.

:.
I

amount of dcmoc; r3cv w- . be tolerated.

Wild Saknarov's involvement, 'ho

academy promises to make more
progress than in ine :

ast two years One
area that particularly needs aSter^on;

medicine Lite so many other disciplines

in Russia, medicine has iagged fai

behind !he rest q- the industrial worn.;.
1

:!
, r

Jl Hi ii i
;

:: tics! !
. have i i i. i

running water no- nursing care. Antibiot-

ics are difficult to obtain, and dispos-
able noodles don't exist if restructuring

is a success, teen medicai profession-

als such as doctors, nurses, and hospital

aur

and i he -uncling lo improve the

staccatos o
What can we expect 'or She mtum of

the scemiHe community? I believe

that if all goes as planned. Gorbachev s

reform strategy can establish a level

Cl ;.' GOi .: ',... ..
1

1

,.; ::,
: .

Union to compete with oi her countries -:-.

the next century.
' <*.'" {.".,

In crde'tootealea oroduci en
tlfic community !cr She future, the entire

academy should bo dismeritfed'and
'

each instoufion made Independent c/ ins

central government. Competitive
bidding for research grants should then
be established ;n which mdlvcuni
scientists must apply ior grants to support
their research. A pee 1 " review board
would ciecirj.

programs arc most promising and award
the funds to. those scientists"

Despite the innumerable policies "na!

fiavi

dec
pen
an upheaval of oid ideology and have
spa' mucn ciobale wiihlu the Soviet

Academy oi Sciences
and constructive cnanges car renew
life in lire Soviet bnon and move tire

entire oaken toward a 'oe[:e
r uture.OO
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WALTER STEWART

i

I
emember silting in science

s the teacher droned on

I and on about the law of

gravity or the theory of relativity7 Did

you sit there doodling in your notebook,

waiting for the bell to ring? If you were
lucky, of course, you had a teacher who
devised experiments and exercises

that demonstrated, say, the laws of

thermodynamics. Parlicipation, after all,

makes science more interesting, and
we've kept that in mind while putting

together this month's issue.

Science was definitely no! research

editor Justine Kaplan's best subject

ai the University of Vermont. "I just

couldn't understand it," she says. "Maybe

I just had to live it a little bit to see how
it actually works." The chance to experi-

ence it unfortunately occurred when
she developed Hodgkin's disease and

subsequently underwent chemotherapy.

As part of Anees A. Sheikh's "Pictures

of Health" (page 104), Kaplan describes

how she used mental imagery to

reinforce her medical treatment and
gain a sense of control over her body.

Author Bernie Siegel (Love, Medicine,

and Miracles) and other physicians

have shown clinically {though not in

controlled studies) that the health of some
people improves when they use

imagery exercises. But what about

those of us who are currently healthy?

Can imaging help us stay that way? Yes,

according to Sheikh, chairperson of

Marquette University's department of

psychology and one of the foremost

experts on mental imaging. He offers

imagery exercises he developed for

Omni and that you can perform at home.

Our nationwide taste lest will also

get you involved in science. Developed

by Yale University psychophysicist

Linda Bartoshuk and others, "Oral Exam"
(page 45) requires saccharin, sugar,

MSG, and other ingredients that are

easily and cheaply obtainable.

Take the Omni taste test before reading

'A Question of Taste" (page 42) by

senior editor Murray Cox. With the

assistance of Kaplan, Melanie Menagh,

Joan Goldberg, and contributing editor

Ellen Kunes, Cox reports on taste

research and asks if there's a genetic

basis for lovers of hot jalapenos, for

example. Find out how scientists might

stimulate our taste buds in the twenty-

first century. And if you'd like a listing of

the country's taste disorder clinics,

send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Omni Taste Disorders, 1965

Broadway, New York, NY 10023-5965.

After writing his tasteful article, Cox has

become more aware of what he eats.

"I don't care about (he taste signals sent

to the cerebral cortex," he says. "I'm

cheering them on to the limbic system,

to that old, primitive brain and its hedo-

nistic response."

Public participation in science might

cause some researchers to be more
scrupulous in their work, knowing they

can't get away with errors—or even

outright fraud. When a scientist attempts

to replicate another's published

research results, writer Doug Stewar!

thought, bad results will be found out and

corrected. But, he has learned, that's

not always the case. There are thousands

of reports published every year. If

scientisls find a flaw in another

researcher's experiments, the mistake is

usually ignored because most people

pursue whatever works and forget

about what doesn't. Biophysicist Waller

Stewart, however, is a bloodhound

for scientific mischief who relentlessly

tracks down faulty research. And in this

month's Interview (page 64), Doug
Stewart gets Walter Stewart to discuss

his encounters with the unethical.

In "Solace" (page 48) by Gardner
Dozois, multinational corporations try to

thwart a guilt-ridden man who
embraces his own form of punishment.

Dozois's "Morning Child" (January

1984) won a Nebula award.

Jonathan Carroll recently won the

World Fantasy Award for his story

"Friend's Best Man." In his slory for Omni
("Mr. Fiddlehead," page 68), a woman
falls for her best friend's odd companion

and finds herself willing to do anything

to keep him at her side.

The pictorial "Slide Show" (page 58)

features the work of photographers

who got involved in science by depicting

the microscopic worlds of aspirin,

muscle cells, even mold exploding on

an orange peel.DO
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Loves Labor's DOS'l

I have been reading Omni for about a

year, and I must say that the article

"Robopsychology" [November 1988]

moved me more than any piece I've ever

read in the magazine. I'm eighteen

years old and designed and built my
first working robots when I was twelve.

Ever since then I've been considered

different, and I've felt different, too. I feel

more for my computer systems than

for other people. I take pride in everything

I do, and it makes me feel good when
I see something work alter I've built

ft. I'm one of those computer addicts you

mentioned in your article, and I'm not

ashamed of it. I'm pleased to know
I'm not alone.

Donald Bartley

St. Clair Shores, Ml

Children of Invention

After finishing "Child's Play" [November
1988], I said to myself, This is absolutely

incredible. These wonderful inventions

that children have come up with are

only one more confirmation of our ability

to create and continue to see the world

in new ways. I suspect that everybody

has minor inventions, adaptations,

conveniences, or shortcuts that we use
every day without even knowing it.

R. T. Lincoln

Santa Fe, NM

I read your article "Child's Play" and
liked the suggestion of a solar heater

made out of soda cans. I am nine years

old, and I
have an idea for an invention

trjat will keep kids safe on their bikes at

night. The bike would have built-in

lights that would turn on by stepping on

an extra pedal and a built-in horn set

off by touching a sensitive red part

on the handlebars.

Scott Dornstein

Tamarac, FL

Radio Days

Garry Wills's speculations in "The

Remaking of the Presidents" [Television,

November 1988] regarding the

hypothetical impact of television cover-

age on earlier political campaigns are

interesting. But he overlooks radio's

omnipresence on the American scene

by 1948, even if TV was still off in the

future. Through two decades of war and
peace, radio journalists had honed
their skills as thoroughly as any contem-

porary coterie of TV reporters could

claim to do. The fact that they, like their

print colleagues, misreported the 1948

campaign is one of the anomalies of

that year, but there is still no reason to

believe—as Wills seems to—that those

selfsame broadcasters would have

covered the 1948 race any differently

had they been speaking into a TV
camera rather than a radio microphone.

Charles E. Gersch
New York

A Second Opinion

Psychiatrist Stephen Barrett claims he

isn't impressed with Hermes' "suppos-

edly ancient medical-wisdom"

["Channeled Health Advice," Antimatter,

November 1988]. He also goes on to

say that "you have to wonder why anyone

would write to a 'channeled spirit' about

health problems." Why not? If I can
get relief without taking drugs or spend-

ing hours in counseling that costs a lot

of money, then so much the better.

Robert Springer

Buena Park, CA

Picture Imperfect

"The Big Picture" view of Earth's Northern

Hemisphere in winter [Space, Novem-
ber 1988] is left-right reversed. Observe
the continents and the prevailing wind

direction. Don't worry. No one will notice.

Dan Riley

Sound Beach, NY

Editors' note; We thank the many readers

who pointed out our error. The slide

was inadvertently reversed.

Setting the Record Straight

In "Hair-raising Science" [November
1988], it was mistakenly reported that

Abraham Lincoln had served in the

Senate. He did not.OQ
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By Pamela Weintraub

I

have often dreamed of meeting my
brothers on the ramp of a large, disc-

shaped ship."

"The beings from space were light-

haired and light-skinned, and there

wee subtle c fferences between their

biology and our own"
"I have lots of memory gaps from my

entire life. I think it's just my way."

The anecdotes above come from

more than 2,000 Omni readers who filled

out a December 1987 questionnaire.

Its purpose: to uncover repressed

encounters with aliens and UFOs. Devel-

oped in conjunction with UFOIogist

Budd Hopkins, the questionnaire was
designee ic hc : 3 researchers study the

mysterious phenomenon of alien

abductions, in which otherwise ordinary

individuals claim they have been
kidnapped by extraterrestrial. According

to reports from hundreds of abductees,

Hopkins says, victims are often taken

aboard a craft, where large-eyed,

gray-skinned, four-foot-tall aliens give

them medical exams and confiscate

their eggs and sperm. But what do these

claims imply? Are they merely hallucina-

tions, or could they possibly be real?

And whether or not the aliens are real, is

the "abduction experience" widespread

in our culture today?

To help him find out, Hopkins sent

about 450 completed questionnaires to

the Fund for UFO Research in Mount
Rainier, Maryland. Upon receiving

the forms, Don Berliner, a member of

the fund's executive committee, coded
arswe's on a compute: -ready form.

Physicist Bruce Maccabee, another

member ol the fund, then entered all the

data into his computer. Finally, the data

were sent to Robert Swiatek, the fund's

"abduction czar," who analyzed the

numbers to see what they might mean.

Of the people whose responses

were analyzed, Swiatek explains, 75

percent had seen a UFO; 42 percent had
experienced missing time (a period of

amnesia during which abductions

suC'posecly occur); and 33 percent

reported unexplained wounds or scars.

Other results were as follows: 39

percent reported strong but seemingly

Abductees: Ate iney renwr.berir.g acinsi extienefves q: K'.nUmy lirci&ypivsi myins'-

unexplained fear of particular places; 3"

percent said they'd exper enced an

odd displacement in which they'd found

themselves in a different location than

the one they'd been in only.seconds

before; 41 percent reported recurring

dreams about UFOs; and 65 percent

said they felt UFOs might well be extra-

terrestrial in origin. Few fell for a trick

question about the word frondanf; only

5 percent cia rncd familiarity with the

word, which Hopkins had invented.

Perhaps most interesting to the UFO
nvost gators was that many people

attached typed or handwritten notes

describing the abduction experience

itself. How many of those claiming they'd

been abducted' might be for real7

"The bulk showed some evidence of

what UFOIogists characterize as an

abduction encounter," Swiatek says.

"Four percent of the male respondents

and eleven percent of the female

resecrdents gave answers close enough
to accepted abduction lore—including

oddly placed scars, spatial displace-

ment, or periods of missing time

—

to qualify as probable abductees."

To this select group, Swiatek sent a

note along with a copy of a personal

"primer"—a guide to anyone planning

to embark upon the difficult process

of investigating abduction experiences

of his or her own.

"The decision as to whether or not

you sh.0L.id investigate the origin of

bothersome UFO dreams, memories,

and experiences is of crucial impor-

tance," the primer (written by Budd
Hopk ns arid fellow UFOIogist David

Jacobs) warned Omni, readers. "In fact,

it could be the most important decision

you will ever make. It represents one
of those rare times when a single

conscious choice can permanently alter

the course of your life. If you learn that

you actually have undergone UFO
abduction experiences, there will be no

turning back. Your relationship to

friends and relatives and, indeed, to the

world, will all have changed."

The primer also gave Omni readers

some tips on choosing the right



E-Z LISTENING

By Anthony R. Curtis

Mou are tweaking the dial of your

VHF radio one night, when
through the whine and whistle of

the static you pick up the following

conversation—a radio exchange be-
tween two cosmonauts in the Mir space
station high overhead and the people

back at Soviet mission control (MC).

(Obviously, we've translated it for you.)

MC: Let us work with Canopus. The star

will enter the telescope's field of vision

for a long time. It must be kept in a small

ring. There is no lens hood on the

objective, so try to let less light pass.

[Yuri] Romanenko worked with a
flashlight. Rule out all illumination inside

the station. According to calculations,

Canopus must now be entering the

telescope's field of vision.

Musa Manarov: We don't see it. Wait.

Here it is. Vladimir, record it.

MC: Musa, don't forget to switch on the

gas analyzer at 1810, In the next

communication session, let's try to

record the star for a longer time. Did the

tape on the tape recorder move?
Vladimir Titov: It was too dark to tell.

Eavesdropping on such space talk is

easy and fun. There are two basic

frequency ranges used for communicat-
ing with spacecraft: shortwave (SW)
and very high frequency (VHF). SW
signals skip around the globe, reflecting

off the ionosphere, which lets you
receive them from great distances. VHF
transmissions are line of sight—that

is, the transmitter and receiver must be
in a direct, unobstructed line. You can
pickup these signals only while the

space orbiters are in view of your listening

post as they pass overhead and until

they are out of sight over the horizon.

Here's what you need to listen.

GEARING UP

Voice transmissions from space
usually are clear FM quality—but you
won't be able to hear them on a stereo.

You need a programmable high-band

police scanner, two-meter amateur
radio receiver, or VHF communications

22 OMNI

receiver tunable to143.625 and 145.550

MHz (megahertz).

Genera
I-coverage receivers tune in

frequencies from below 1 MHz up io 30
MHz. You'll want to be able to hear a
range from 19.500 MHz to 20.100 MHz.
Your receiver should tune in both Morse
code (CW) and single-sideband (SSB)

voice transmissions. If your radio splits

the SSB range in two—upper and lower

sidebands (USB and LSB)—you'll find

the space channels on USB.
Inexpensive ($100 to $300) SW sets

are at department stores, ham radio

suppliers, Radio Shacks, and other

electronics outlets. Expect to pay as

much as $800, however, for a sensitive,

selective receiver to tune in SSB and
CW. For VHF listening, as with shortwave,

expect to pay $100 to $800.

TUNING IN

Because of the Doppler effect, a
satellite's shortwave frequency will seem
higher approaching your location and
lower as it moves away from your listening

post. Rather than constantly retuning,

-•.Vm ':>'<! -\nnels: Tune in the astronauts.

simply adjust the dial to the listed fre-

quency and listen to the pitch of the

broadcast become lower as the space-
craft approaches and passes. If your

SW receiver controls bandwidth, choose
the widest available for best reception.

You may be able to hear using only the

pull-up "whip" aerial built into some
SW and VHF receivers. If not, try a length

of wire (any type will do) outside your
home for an antenna. This will make your

radio more sensitive to weak signals.

VHF antennas are smaller than those

used for shortwave. Place yours

outside, high, and in the clear. An aerial

on your roof will receive Mir better than

one in your house. Remember, for VHF
listening, there must be an unobstructed
straight-line view with no mountains,

tall buildings, or the horizon between your

antenna and the satellite.

LISTENING TO VHF

On VHF you can hear voice commu-
nications between mission control and
both cosmonauts and astronauts. The
Soviets broadcast conversations

primarily at 143.625 MHz. They have
stationed a radio ship in the North Atlan-

tic to relay signals from Mir to the

Moscow control center. (This increases

the likelihood that cosmonauts will trans-

mit while orbiting over North America.) A
casual listener might overhear chatter

in Russian about supplies, engineering,

or a current science experiment.

Recently Mir cosmonauts started

using amateur radio gear to chat in Eng-
lish with hams around the globe.

During rest periods they use the call

sign U2MIR on 145.550 MHz. Amateur
radio buffs on the ground transmit to Mir

between 145.5 and 145.6 MHz.
What else to hear? AlvlSAT, a worldwide

club of hams who build satellites,

launched OSCAR 13 last June. The
digitized data from instruments control-

ling the satellite sound like the trill of

a modem or a Touch-Tone phone dialer.

This information—called telemetry

—

is transmitted on 145.812 MHz.
Some signals are easier to hear than

others. While telemetry is loud and
1 ON PAGE 114



ORGAN MASTERS

BDDV
By Mark Dowie

It
is January 23, 2009, and Dr. Nicholas

Feduska, dean of American organ

transplanting, is assessing his latest

patient at the University of California

at San Francisco (UCSF) Medical Center.

Francine Brown, a twelve-year-old girl,

has presented with Budd-Chiari

syndrome, a rare liver disease that

causes blood clots to form in the three

veins that normally ferry blood away
from the liver Feduska's preliminary

examination indicates that she has but a

few hours to live. For Brown to survive,

Feduska must find some way to repro-

duce the 500 different functions a human
liver pertorms each day.

Feduska can otfer Francine Brown
several options. He may decide to

recommend xenografting—transplanting

an animal organ into a human—or a

cell transplant from one of Francine's

blood relatives. Although a bionic liver

exists, it is far more unwieldy than its

counterparts for other organs, so

Feduska would choose it only as a

temporary measure. Great strides have
been made in organogenesis—cloning

a living organ from human tissue

—

but advances with human livers have
not kept pace with those for other organs.

Finally, while the surgeon is eager to

try genetic engineering or nanotechnol-

ogy techniques he has read about,

both remain in a developmental stage.

As in 1989, Francine's besf. option

remains a total liver transplant from a
compatible human— if the UCSF liver unit

can locate a suitable organ.

If Francine Brawn were referred to

Feduska today, only a transplant could

save her life. And before her doctors

scheduled surgery, they would have to

surmount some mind-boggling logistical

problems. Twenty years ago Dr. Thomas
E. Starzl performed the first "successful"

liver transplant, prolonging the life of

an eighteen-month-old girl by just 13

months, but even in 1989 doctors can't

preserve livers outside the human
body for more" than eight hours. Feduska

would have to locate a brain-dead

human about the same weight and with

the same blood type as Francine within

26 OMNI

2,000 miles of San Francisco.

After locating a suitable liver, Feduska
would have to fly a surgeon out to

"harvest" it and bring it back to UCSF
for transplanting into Francine. The
twelve-year-old would then have to take

drugs daily tor the rest of her life to

suppress her immune system's inclination

to attack the foreign tissue. Despite

these efforts, Francine would have only

a 70 percent chance of surviving

longer than one year, and only a 40
percent chance of living five years.

While transplant surgeons have

perfected their technique and improved
survival odds for kidney and heart

transplants, they haven't found a way to

ensure a supply of donor organs. Only

1 , 160 livers became available for trans-

plant last year, while 50,000 Ameri-

cans died of liver failure. The organ short-

age some physicians call a "crisis of

scarcity" became evident in the last

decade as transplants became the

treatment of choice for a variety of

terminal organ diseases. By 1988, a
scant four years after its founding, the

Heart beat: A transplant revolution

Virginia-based United Network for Organ
Sharing (UNOS) had registered more
than 14,000 Americans on waiting lists for

a new heart, kidney, liver, or other organ

at the country's 226 transplant centers.

More than 25,000 healthy young people
suffered brain death last year alone. If

all of them had left instructions to make
their major organs available to those

in need of transplants, there would have
been enough hearts and livers—and
almost enough kidneys—to meet the

year's demand.
Only 10 percent—a mere 2,500

—

gave up their organs. Despite well-

funded campaigns for more donations,

new laws requiring hospitals to ask

the families of dying patients for their

loved ones' organs, and statutes in

42 states making brain death legal death,

the paucity persists. The problem,

curiously enough, is not an unwillingness

among the public to donate organs:

Gallup polls show 73 percent of Ameri-

cans are willing to donate their loved

ones' organs, and more than 50 percent

are ready to part with their own. The
bottleneck is in the medical profession,

where those close to brain-dead

patients prove reluctant to approach
family members to ask for organs. Long
before the crisis of scarcity is resolved,

therefore, medicine will find better ways
to remedy kidney, heart, liver, lung,

and pancreatic disorders than replacing

the damaged organ with a new one.

Scientists expect xenografting to

become routine by the end of this

century. While some of the earliest clinical

transplant experiments involved

chimpanzee-to-man and baboon-to-

man transplants, they were stopped in

the late Sixties when a supply of human
organs became available. Transplant

researchers never slopped trying to find

ways to cross the species barrier, and
an occasional primate-to-human trans-

plant still' takes place. Perhaps the

best-known recent example occurred in

1984, when Dr. Leonard Bailey trans-

planted the heart of a baby baboon into

a human infant, Baby Fae, at Loma
Linda University Medical Center in

CONTINUED ON PAGE 62



THE IMPORTANCE OF HUGGING

EXPLORATOfUS
By Howard Bloom

^% I hy are some cultures blood-

[
,

I I ier than others? Why doU vv some societies seem to revel

in violence? One possible answer

comes from the patriarch of American

psychology, William James. Civilized life

makes it possible, said James, "for

large numbers of people to pass from

the cradle to grave without ever having

had a pang of genuine fear." Some
folks have never endured the sense that

at any moment they may lose their

lives. James implied that without this

terror, the beneficiaries of civilization feel

far less savage animosity.

A second answer may be found in a
survey of 49 primitive cultures conducted

by James W. Prescott, founder of the

National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development's Developmental

Biology Program. Some of the cultures

Prescott studied took great pleasure

in "killing, torturing, or mutilating the

enemy." Others did not. What was the

difference? "Physical affection—touch-

ing, holding, and carrying," says

Prescott. The societies that hugged

their kids were relatively peaceful. The
cultures that treated their children coldly

produced brutal adults.

Prescott's observations apply to

Islamic cultures, which treat their children

harshly. They despise open displays

of affection. The result: violent adults. For

an indirect glimpse of how the principle

works, let's meander into the world

of the Bedouin.

Bedouin culture is the mother of all

Islam. Bedouin are desert wanderers.

Until recently they traveled with tent and

camel through the Middle East and
across northern Africa, driving their flocks

of sheep and goats and organizing

caravans. The city children of Mecca,
Muhammad's birthplace, were given out

to Bedouin nurses to be suckled.

The Bedouin made up the bulk of the

armies with which Muhammad's follow-

ers went out to conquer the world.

Fourteenth-century Islamic historian

Ibn-Khaldun even proposed atheory of

Islamic culture in which the Bedouin

became the indispensable keepers of

the Muhammadan flame. Islam periodi-

another at arm's length may be prone to violence.

cally grows too citified, complacent,

and corrupt, said Ibn-Khaldun. But the

Bedouin in their austere tents keep
the true spirit of Islam alive. When the

desert dwellers can no longer take

the degeneration of the city sophisticates,

they sweep in from the sands, thrust

the fattened leaders from their seats of

power, and take over. The Bedouin

reassert the ascetic values of the Proph-

et's true word and cleanse society of

its rot. But within a few generations the

men of the desert, too, are seduced
by the city's luxuries. Gradually they

soften and become corrupt.

The old Bedouin ways have by no

means disappeared. In 1978 an Ameri-

can graduate student in anthropology

went to study "interpersonal relationships"

among the Bedouin of the western

Egyptian desert. Her name was Lila abu-

Lughod. And she had a unique advan-

tage in penetrating the most intimate

aspects of Bedouin life: Abu-Lughod's
father was an Arab. In fact, he accom-
panied his daughter to Egypt and intro-

duced her to the head of the family

she would study. Why? Had Abu-Lughod
appeared outside the nomads' tents,

pads in hand, explaining that she was a

scientific researcher, her quest would
have been over before it began. The
Bedouin would have noted that she was
a woman alone. That could mean only

one of two things: Either her family

cared nothing about her, or she had
committed a deed so immoral that her

family had thrown her out. In either case

any man who ran across her could do
with her as he willed.

With her father to make the introduc-

tions, however, Abu-Lughod was
accepted as a good Arab girl She was
taken into the family as a stepdaughter.

Abu-Lughod did not report on the

relations between the Bedouin and their

children. But she did focus on an

aspect of physical affection that is equally

revealing: the relationships between

Bedouin husbands and wives.

According to Abu-Lughod, Bedouin

society outlaws close, warm relationships

between men and women. Kissing or

CONTINUED ON PAGE 116



THE NOT-SO-GREAT LAKES

EARTH
By Justine Kaplan

Crowded beaches once separated

Lake Michigan from the spar-

kling glass-and -steel skyscrapers

that line Chicago's waterfront. Lux-

ury condominiums possessed expansive

views of lush public parks and yacht-

filled harbors. The beaches are

gone now, replaced by miles of reeking,

mosquito-infested mud flats. Dead
fish float at the water's edge where boats

were once moored.

This is Chicago in 2088, a scenario

recently generated by researchers

at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration's (NOAA) Great Lakes

Environmental Research Laboratory in

Ann Arbor, Michigan. Through computer
models, scientists have concluded

that the greenhouse effect—the global

warming trend caused by a buildup

of carbon dioxide and man-made gases
in the atmosphere—could, over the

next century, not only severely impact

water levels in the Great Lakes but

also imperil shipping, industrial and
commercial operations, and agriculture.

The 'scientists have determined how
things such as watershed runoff,

precipitation, lake heat storage, evapo-
ration, and other parameters would

be affected by a doubling of carbon
dioxide (C0 2) in the atmosphere—from

350 parts per million in 1988 to possibly

700 parts per million in 2054.

Just two years ago last month, water

levels along Lake Michigan's scenic

North Shore had risen so high lhat when
a severe winter storm sent ten-foot

waves crashing into expensive lakefront

apartments, living rooms were

submerged in as much as nine feet of

water, and flooding forced the shutdown
of all 28 miles of the heavily traveled

Lake Shore Drive. Lasl summer those

same residents enjoyed views that

resembled the coast of Florida, when
the lake dropped three feet, uncovering

miles of sandy beaches.

Water levels in the Great Lakes Basin,

the largest bodyof fresh water in the

world, have been rising and falling since

the North American glaciers retreated

18,000 years ago and have proved un-
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predictable for scientists. In October
1986 the five lakes (Erie, Michigan,

Huron, Ontario, and Superior) and their

six quadrillion gallons of water were

at their highest levels since record

keeping began after the Civil War.

Furthermore, levels have risen five feet

just since 1955 but have dropped three

and a half feet since October 1986.

The rising waters were caused by

high precipitalion and by a cooling trend,

which has decreased evaporation

over the past 15 years—a direction

forecasters believe is rapidly reversing.

But results from the NOAA study, which

was drafted for the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA), should be
received with caution, says Thomas E.

Croley II, a member of the lab's lake

hydrology group, "because the computer
model has large uncertainties" and the

results "are only possibilities for a future

with increased CO; content."

According to the report, if the

predicted climate change does occur,

lowered lake levels could reduce wetland

areas, the shallow marshes that serve

Heafs.on: Will Chicago bee

as nreedirg giounds and nursery areas

for fish and wildlife. "Salmon," says

Frank H. Quinn, head of the lab's lake

hydrology group, "would be forced

to move to deeper waters," brook trout

"would migrate to cooler streams where
they would have to compete for habitat,"

and whitefish populations "would die

off because they require an ice cover to

keep their eggs alive in winter,"

Lowered water levels would also af-

fect commercial fishing because as

channels become shallower, extensive

dredging would be required to maintain

navigation depths of 27 feet from one
lake to the next. Bottom sediments

in channels and harbors are highly

contaminated with toxins, causing the

added problems of dredge spoil disposal

and poisoning of fish.

Less water would also result in

decreased hydropower production,

used extensively along the lakes and
important because it is cleaner and less

expensive than fossil fuel or nuclear

power alternatives. And while warmer
air could mean a longer growing season,

soil moisture shortages could curtail

agricultural operations. Conditions such

as last summer's drought cause an

increase in evapotranspiration—when
plants grow fasier, use more water,

and deplete soil moisture.

And with even a 3° Celsius warming,

commerce that depends on reliable

snow cover may collapse, although a

reduced ice cover could lengthen

the shipping season. But lower lake

levels could increase shipping costs and
cause traffic backups because during

low periods more trips have lo be made
to move the same amount of cargo.

To come up with the computer model,

information was compared with EPA
data from the Goddard Institute for

Space Studies, the Geophysical Fluid

Dynamics Laboratory, and Oregon
State University. Each group had a gen-

eral model that compared the present

climale with future possibilities. While the

separate models disagreed on precipi-

tation, wind speed, and humidity, they all

agreed on climatic warming.DQ
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;an bicycles save the world?
reat Britain isn't as advanced as we are," wrote

an American student in 1967. "Probably half the

people still ride bicycles." The student was wrong
~~

about bicycle ridership in Britain—only about one

in four Brits owns a bike, and most ride for leisure, not as

alternative transport. But the American student's observation

reflects the prevailing attitude in industrial nations thai bicycles

are somehow second-class vehicles, dwarfed by the power

and convenience of automobiles. A bike, of course, won't win

any contests of speed or long-distance commuting, but in an

age when the implications of pollution threaten the health of the

world, human power is looking better and better.

Bicycle lovers have longed for the day when their machines

would regain the respectability lost after horseless carriages

took over the streets. They have proselytized about the joys of

bike riding: the closeness one feels to nature when pedaling

through the countryside; the exhilaration one feels at making it

up a long hill or skillfully maneuvering through a busy inter-

section. Biking, they contend, is the one exercise suitable for

just about everyone. When you ride a bike, the bike bears the

weight of your body, allowing you to exercise your muscles

without taxing your joints. Many an individual suffering from

arthritis or knee trouble has turned to the bicycle for relief.

Bicycle activists have mobilized in most North American and

European cities, lobbying transportation departments for bike

lanes and trying to rustle up support from nonbicycle riders.

Despite these efforts, however, transportation planners have

remained notoriously unsympathetic to the needs of bikers. It

is a stance we may all come to regret. Consider these facts

published in a recent article by the WorldWatch Institute, a

major think tank for environmental conservation:

• Gasoline and diesel fuel emissions are major contributors to

acid rain and the depletion ot the ozone layer. They are also

linked to about 30,000 deaths each year in the United States

alone. Interestingly, the worst pollution comes from short car

trips, because a cold engine is particularly inefficient, releasing

a high percentage of unburned hydrocarbons into the atmos-

phere. Many of these short trips could easily be done on a bike.

• If just 10 percent of the Americans who commute to work by

car rode their bikes to work or to a train or bus that would take

them to work, more than $1 .3 billion could be cut from the U.S.

oil import bill, (Oil imports account for nearly a quarter of the

country's $171 billion trade deficit.)

• Most cities devote at least one third of their land to parking

lots and roads. In the United States this comprises more land

than the entire state of Georgia.

"In their enthusiasm for engine power," writes Marcia D.

Lowe, author of the Worldwatch article, "transit planners have

overlooked the value of human power. With congestion, pollu-

tion, and debt threatening both the industrial and developing

worlds, the vehicle of the future clearly rides on two wheels..."

Although there are more than twice as many bicycles (800

million) as cars in the world, most of them are used for

transportation only in countries like China and India. A few

industrial nations have embraced the bicycle as a workhorse:

The Netherlands, for example, has more than 9,000 miles of

bicycle paths, and one city in Japan has actually built a

12-story bicycle parking lot. using cranes to lift and park up to

1,500 bikes at a time. In the United States, however, bicycles

are viewed essentially as pleasure machines, to be dusted off

during the summer months for Sunday rides in the park.

But what would happen if we began to use bicycles more

frequently? If, say. we hopped on a bike to go get a gallon of

milk or to visit friends on the other side of town? What if we
saved the car for big hauls and long trips? Before this can

happen, of course, much must be done to make bicycle riding

safe and pleasurable. Biking may be wonderful exercise and

environmentally sound, but few individuals will be willing to

pedal down roads where cars and trucks zoom past them with

inches to spare, leaving the biker to wobble in a blast of air.

Until roads are built with bike lanes or at least wide shoulders,

few people are likely to get in the habit of biking. Even with

those improvements, it will take a shifting of attitudes to get

most people to take up two-wheel travel. People will need to

believe that even one less trip in the car adds up to something,

that riding a bicycle is, like recycling paper or conserving

electricity, an endeavor worth pursuing. Deciding to ride a bike

is taking on responsibility. Not everyone will choose to do so,

but for everyone who does, the world, rest assured, will be at

least a little better off.— JANE BOSVELD
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B-52 SATELLITE
LAUNCHER

Mention the word bomber
and most people automati-

cally think B-52. But now this

airplane of infamy (it was
originally designed to drop

nuclear bombs on the Soviet

Union) will carry an entirely

dilierent sort of payload—-a.

satellite launcher.

Two private companies

—

Orbital Sciences Corporation

and Hercules, Incorporated—

have teamed up to develop

the Pegasus air-launched

space booster, as they call it.

Pegasus will have wings and
three stages powerful enough
34 OMNI

| to carry a 600-pound satellite

into a polar orbit. Unlike

ordinary boosters, however,

I
Pegasus will be air-launched—

that is, released from a plane

at 40,000 feel. Once if's '

dropped, an onboard com-
puter will guide it into

orbit. So far, the plane of

choice is a B-52 belonging to

NASA—in fact, the same
B-52 thai launched the X-15

rocket plane in the Sixties.

(Pegasus can also be
launched from other transport

aircraft; company olficials

haven't yet officially decided

which plane they will use.)

The advantage to the

Pegasus system, according

fe scheduled to be launched

to Scott Webster, a company
spokesperson, is that jt can

carry into orbit twice as much
payload as a comparable
ground-launched booster

—

an "unprecedented perform-

ance." The first launch is

slated for this summer
—Devera Pine

"How old would you be if you
didn't know how old you
were?" —Satchel Paige

"We all worry about the

population explosion—butwe
don't worry about it at the

right time"

—Arthur Hoppe

KOKO'S KID

Koko want gorilla baby.

That's what Koko, the famous
gorilla that's been taught

to "speak" in sign language,

has been saying lately.

And Penny Patterson, the

California psychologist

who has been Koko's trainer

and friend for the past 15

years, is trying to oblige the

mountain gorilla.

There are big problems,

however. First of all, Michael,

the gorilla who has been
sharing Koko's home at the

Gorilla Foundation in

Wbodside, California, since

1976, has only once shown
any signs of sexual interest in

his roommate. A more serious

obslacle is Koko's age: She's

1 7, which gives her only a few

more years of fertility.

Patterson plans lo over-

come these problems by
artificially inseminating Koko
with semen taken from a

gorilla by the name of Ivan

that lives in Tacoma.

—Bill Lawren

GETTING RID OF MR.
WHIPPLE

If the sight and sound of

Ed McMahon's promotional

babbling or Rosie and her

quicker picker-upper are

more than you can bear, lake

heart. Albert P. Novak may
have just the thing for you—

a

television commercial killer.

The Golden's Bridge. New
York, man has come up with

a way to electronically biock

TV commercials on private

sets. Using microchips and a

microprocessor, his commer-
cial blocker works by

digitizing—and assigning a

number to—each picture or



frame of a television broad-

cast. When a picture appears

that you want to block out,

you push a button and hold it

down until the offensive

segment is over. Novak's ma-
chine, which is- hooked up
via a special jack to the tele-

vision, records the num-
bers ol Ihe frames you wish

to excise in its memory
banks. When the numbers
reappear, the frames are

automatically blocked.

Novak is frying id sell his

device to cable companies,
which now carry free ads
when they pick up network

programming. Novak says

they could use his device !o

delete the commercials from

a cenfral location. They could

also use it to sell a monthly

service that would cheaply

block offending commercials

in accordance with (he

dislikes of individual subscrib-

ers.—George Nobbe

"Another drink and I'll be
under the host."

—Dorothy Parker

The eighteenth-century

: French biologist Jean-

Baptiste Lamarck thought
1

that giraffes got iheir long

necks by stretching to reach

i juicy leaves at the tops of

trees, then passed the

^ biologicaltendencyforlengtfv

;
ened necks along to their

I offspring. This concept,

: called inheritance of acquired

;
characteristics, was thor-

|
oughly pooh-poohed by

,
Darwinists, who held that'

I

genes mutate-only as a result

j
of"'accidents" like radiation,

!
or internal chemical "mis-

i
takes." and not as a response

; to challenges in the environ-

i ment. But a group of

i

researchers at Harvard's

. School of Public Health

i seems to have found a case
1 in which genes actually do

\

change in response to an

[ environmental stimulus.

John Cairns and his col-

i
leagues began with a

!

population of Escherichia, coti

bacteria that could not

metabolize lactose sugar.

When the researchers intro-

duced that population to an
environment in which lactose

was the only sugar, just a

small number survived.

Analysis showed that many
of the survivors had mutated

at random to a subvariely that

could metabolize lactose

before being introduced to

Ihe lactose environment. This

is in accordance with con-

ventional theories of genetic

change, But statistical

analysis then turned' up a

surprise: A majority of

surviving bacteria had mu-
tated to lactose eaters after

being introduced to the

lactose environment. In other

words, the lactose genes
in those bacteria seemed to

have changed in a pur-

poseful way, in response to

environmental challenge.

Cairns is now embarking

on experiments designed to

reveal the mechanism for

these unconventional muta-

tions. In the meantime, he is

not yet ready to dust off

Lamarck. "We're not talking

about giraffes stretching their

necks io reach treetops,"

he says. "We're talking only

about how populations ol

cells may be able to invent

useful, novel versions of

existing genes."—Bill Lawren
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With rising costs, labor

troubles, and Japanese com-
petition, the past few years

have been tough on U.S.

Steel. Now there's more bad

news: A pair of Canadians
have developed a new type

ol superwood that's cheaper

than steel but will do the

same job.

The new wood, called

Parallam. was "designed" by

Derek Barnes and Mark
Churchland, who work for the

Canadian company MacMil-

lan Bloedel. Parallam is made
by peeling a conventional log

into sheets, then cutting

the sheets into strands two to

three meters long and one
and a half centimeters wide.

The strands are lined up
and glued together with resin,

then cured by microwaves.

The secret of Parallam's

strength is due in part to the

number of strands employed:

There are more than 1,000

of them in a 3.5- by 14-ineh

cross-section.

MacMillan Bloedel is al-

ready building Parallam

It's finally here: Wood that's -

strong as steel.
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The Swiss are doing everything they can think of to

world's best-stocked pharmacies inside the granite

plants in Georgia and in

British Columbia in the hopes
that the superwood will

compete with steel and con-

crete as a construction

material in commercial and
residential buildings. The
new wood may be especially

useful in areas prone to

earthquakes: "It has the

resilience of wood," Church-

land says, "which tolerates

seismic activity very well.

It's also predictable and con-

sistent, so we can design

into a structure what's needed

to survive an earthquake."

—Bill Lawren

APOCALYPSE Rx

More than 6,000 feet above

sea level, in the granite

mountains of Einsiedeln, Swit-

zerland, is one of the world's

most unusual—and best-

protected—pharmacies. Part

of a hospital complex, the

pharmacy, designed to treat

victims of a nuclear war, is

Switzerland's survivalist

response to the proliferation

of nuclear weapons.

The bombproof pharmacy
has nine rooms for treat-

ing hospital staff and local ci-

vilians suffering from radia-

tion exposure. Amply stocked

with tresh infusion fluids,

surgical supplies, diagnostic

test materials, and inhala-

tion anesthetics, the facility is

also equipped to manufac-

ture certain medications

often needed in large volume

during an emergency.

The hospital is fortified with

heavily reinforced concrete,

engineered to endure the

shock of first impact from Ihe

bombs and also the

inevitable toxic fallout in their

wake. Even partitions be-

tween rooms are blasl-resist-

ant. Water reserves and



fuel supplies for the diesel

engines thai provide energy

would last long enough to

heat or air-condition the com-
plex for two weeks.

Information about under-

ground pharmacies is a

military secret in most coun-

tries. Several Scandina-

vian nations and China have

built underground hospitals

and pharmacies as a

safeguard against nuclear

attack. What about this

country? Russell Clanahan, a

spokesman for the Federal

Emergency Management
Agency, says, "We are

unaware of any such facilities

in the United States."

—Robert Brody

A few years ago Vasily

Folkin was in bad shape. Be-

cause of a weakened heart,

the fifty-eight-year-old Lithua-

nian's legs had swelled

so badly that he could barely

walk. But today Soviet

doctors say Folkin is leading

a normal life, walking

comfortably on normal legs.

What did the trick? An on-

going coronary beef-up from

an auxiliary "piggyback
heart" made out of muscle
from Folkin's own back.

Surgeons from the Kaunas
Medical Institute in Lithuania

attached an electronic stimu-

lator to a muscle in Folkin's

back, then, over a period of

about a month, gave it

electronic stimulation at

increasingly higher frequen-

cies. The treatment changed
the structure of the back
muscle so that it closely re- !

sembled the muscle of the
i

heart, and it also caused the
i

muscle to contract in a

regular, heartlike rhythm. In

a dramatic operation, sur-

geons then folded the back
muscle to form a bag,

attached it to Folkin's own
blood vessels and
nerves, and wrapped the

muscle around his heart.

Group leader Yurgis Bre-

dikis thinks that because the

piggyback heart is made
from the patient's own tissue,

it may ultimately prove a
better treatment for some
forms of heart disease than

transplants or artificial hearts,

which require strong drugs to

suppress the immune sys-

tem's natural tendency to re-

ject all foreign tissue.

Apparently the idea is being

taken seriously; Similar re-

search is already under way
in France, Britain, and the

United States.—Bill Lawren

"The world is made of people

who never quite get onto the

first team and who just miss
the prizes at the flower show."

—Jacob Bronowski

It's match point at the U.S.

Open 1991. John McEnroe
hits his famous sidewinder

serve and dances onto the

court as the ball flies across

the net and smashes very

near the centerline. Looks like

an ace, and McEnroe's ready

to celebrate. But an electronic

voice issues a loud "Out!"

McEnroe stops, turns, looks

at the umpire, and smiles.

With a meek shrug he

trudges back to the service

line lor his second serve.

Say what? The Prince of

Pique taking a close call like

a lamb? Must be deep
therapy, or hypnosis, or

megatranquilizers. In fact, it's

Accu-Call, a new electronic

line-calling system devised

by Nova Scotia inventor John

van Auken.

Basically, Accu-Call con-

sists of a mesh laced with

electronic circuits that's laid

out over the lines on a tennis

court, as well as along the top

of the net. A special ball has
conductive fibers in its

covering, and when it lands

on or inside a critical cir-

cuit along the outside of the

line, it sends a signal to a
computer, which in turn

whispers "In" through an

earphone worn by the

umpire. If the ball's outside

the line, the signal acti-

vates an electronic voice that

yells "Out!" for all to hear.

Accu-Call works on any

playing surface except grass

(the lines are sprayed on
grass surfaces), so it can't be
used at Wimbledon, but the

system has already been
installed permanently at the

Ontario Racquet Club in

suburban Toronto, and it has
been tested by such top

tennis pros as Mais Wilander,

Andre Agassi, Jimmy Con-

nors, and McEnroe. Mac's
critique? "The only thing

wrong with it," he reportedly

said, "is.that it came ten

years too late."—Bill Lawren

"Show me a hero and I will

write you a tragedy."
—F. Scott Fitzgerald
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In Dante Alighieri's classic

Fne Divine Comedy, the

Roman poet Virgil takes the

author on a guided tour

through Hell and Purgatory.

But until recently, Virgil

seemed to have left Dante

scholars behind, stranded in

an inferno of 15,000 lines,

more than 500 characters,

and 200 published interpreta-

tions of the poem.
To solve this problem,

Dartmouth College recently

unveiled the Dante scholar's
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salvation: a computer data-

base called the Dante Project

devoted exclusively to the

poem and its Italian, Latin,

and English-language inter-

pretations. Anyone with a

computer and modem can

use the database, which is

located on the school's

Hanover. New Hampshire,

campus. Dante scholar

: and project founder Robert

Ho 1 1ande r describes its opera-

tion; "Instead of searching

through hundreds of ref-

erences to find how the char-

acter Boethius relates to

the concept of fortune, for

example, you just type

in 'Fortune-Boethius,' and
the computer displays

the references you need. It

can also give you several

interpretations of any line or

verse in the poem."

"We have 23 commentar-
ies in the database now,"

says database manager Jon-

athan Altman, "After we
finish entering the others, we
expect to offer the data on

compact disk."

In case you're wondering,

Dante encountered seven

popes on his journey through

Hell.—Brent Butterworth

Idaho Fails. Idaho, no

one ever tires of dreaming up

new potato products, which

helps to explain the latest

potato delicacy from Reed's

Dairy, Inc.—potato ice cream.

Made from dehydrated

potato flakes, milk, and

cream, the dessert, accord-

ing to company president

Alan Reed, began "as an

off-the-wall idea oi my
father's. But it's selling well

with health-conscious custom-

ers who want fewer calo-

ries [about half those of ordi-

nary ice cream] and no

sugar." Reed says his frozen

dessert, which comes in

15 flavors, is as smooth as

any other ice cream, and
"you don't taste the potatoes

"

Reed won't reveal pre-

cisely how the new ice cream

is made, except to say that

the potatoes are cooled,

dried, and flaked by a proc-

ess that converts most of

their starch into a natural

sweetener.—George Nobbe



In the movie Ferris

Buelter's Day Off, the inge-

nious hero convinces school

authorities that he's too

ill to go to class by program-

ming his digital sampler

to cough realistically into the

ielephone. Now an equally

ingenious grad student,

William Gayer of the Univer-

sity of California at San
Diego, has used a similar

technique to program sound

effects into his Macintosh

computer, sounds that match
the chore that the machine
is performing.

"We get lots of information

about the world from sound,"

Gaver explains. "I wanted to

impart that information to a

computer interface." Thus

when Gaver's Mac is copying

a file, for example, the

computer emits a sound like

water pouring into a glass,

the pitch of the pouring sound
rising as the copying

proceeds. If he's marking a

file for deletion, he hears the

if a heavy object

dropping into a wastebasket.

Gaver developed his

SonicFinder program while

working as a summer
intern for Apple, where he's

now a part-time engineer. He
says that Apple has shown
some interest in releasing the

program commercially,

though no definite decision

has been made.
Whether SonicFinder ever

sees the light of day, Gaver

thinks that the system pre-

sents obvious advantages for

computer users who are vi-

sually impaired. And, he says,

"it makes the computer world

more real."—Bill Lawren

Lefties have known it all

along: It's tough living in a

right-handed world. And now
there's a study to prove it.

Stanley Coren, a psychologist

at the University of British

Columbia (UBC), and Dian

Halpern of the University of

California studied the med-
ical records of approximately

2,300 deceased major-

Cquld Babe Ruth's early dear/5 at age fifty-three have had anything to

do with his being left-handed? Two scientists think it might.

league baseball players and
found that left-handed

players had more serious

accidents and died ear-

lier than right-handed players.

"Whatwefound," says

Coren, "was that after the

age of thirty-five, left-handed

people were about two

percent more likely to die

than right-handed people of

the same age. And in

samples of eighty-five- to

ninety-year-olds, it's al-

most impossible to find a

left-handed person."

in addition, the research-

ers found that left-handers

are two to three times more
likely lhan righties to suffer

from autoimmune diseases,

allergies, sleep disorders,

and asthma. Coren suggests

that babies who suffer from

breathing difficulty, prema-

ture birth, prolonged labor,

and low birth weight are twice

as likely to be southpaws,

and that neurological dam-
age at birth may have

switched them from being

righties to lefties.

A study of UBC students

revealed that 44 percent of

lefties had suffered one or

more accidents lhat required

medical attention in the last

five years, compared with 36

percent of righties. Here

Coren sees cultural factors

coming into play: Traffic

patterns, shop machinery

and many other areas of life

are set up for right-handers.

"If left-handers have more
accidents," Coren says,

"chances are some will be
fatal and others will cause
serious health problems."

—Raul Keegan
39
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There may be a link between the tailing temperature of Palm Springs,

California, and the proliferation of golf courses.

CAN GOLF COURSES
KEEP YOU COOL?

As much of America
sweated through one of the

hottest summers on record

last year, the newspapers
were lull .of alarm-sounding

articles about a buildup of

carbon dioxide in the

atmosphere and the conse-

quent possibility of a

catastrophic global warming
trend. Well, geographers

Robert Balling and Nina Lolk

of Arizona State University

have discovered that in at

least one spot the trend is not

warmer but cooler, and that

the cooler air is being
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generated by an unexpected

"engine": a burgeoning

series of local golf courses.

Balling and Lolk looked at

several decades of tempera-

ture records for the desert
'

community of Palm Springs,

California. Since the early

Seventies, they discovered,

the city, unlike the towns
surrounding it, has cooled

down by an average of more
than three degrees Fahren-

heit. More than coincidentally,

that same period saw a huge
boom in the construction of

new golf courses—at least

60 of them, comprising in

excess of 6,000 acres. This

is significant, Balling explains,

because when the sun's rays

hit irrigated golf courses,

part of their energy is used
up evaporating water

from the grass and soil, leav-

ing substantially less en-

ergy to create heat.

For those communities that

might be thinking about

putting the golf course effect

to work for them, Balling

has a couple of cautions. First

of all, he says, the phe-

nomenon operates only in

areas where there is "a

stark contrast between dry

desert and golf course

grasslands. It wouldn't work
in Boston or New York, where
there is high humidity." And
he reminds us that while golf

courses may cool things

down a bit, they also increase

humidity, "so the amount
of discomfort," he says, "is

just about the same."

—Bill Lawren

"Most o! the time I don't have
much tun. The rest of the time

I don't have any tun at all.

"

—Woody Men

HEAOS-UP
DASHBOARD

Ever had a close call on
the highway because you
momentarily took your eyes
off the road to look at the

speedometer or fuel gauge?
Well, the folks at Hughes
Aircraft in Los Angeles have
come up with a remedy for

that problem: a "heads-up"
system that actually projects

an image of a portion of the

dashboard on the windshield

in front of you.

The device consists of a

simple projector that throws

an image of dashboard
readouts onto a standard

glass windshield. The result,

says Hughes marketing

manager Peter LeFort, is "an

optical illusion that the

readouts are out in front of the

car" on the road itself. The
heads-up dash debuted in

60 Oldsmobiles at last year's

Indianapolis 500 and is

standard equipment on tens

of thousands of this year's

Oldses and Pontiacs.

Even at that, the new
heads-up dashboard is just a

beginning. The next genera-

tion, which could be available

as early as next year, will

employ dashboard readouts

in the form of a hologram
contained in a Sheet of

special transparent material

that will be embedded in the

windshield. The hologram

can be illuminated by a
projector or by light piped to

it by optical fibers. Once
lighted, the holographic

readouts will appear to hover

in space in front of the driver.

But won't these high-tech

displays tend to divert

drivers? "I haven't found it

distracting," responds LeFort,

who has tested the heads-up
dash himself. "After the first

few minutes you find yourself

watching the road and not

concentrating on the display.

It's like playing music," he
concludes. "You watch the

sheet music and look at the

conductor out of the corner

of your eye."—Bill Lawren

"Remember when
atmospheric contaminants

were romantically called

Stardust?"
—Lane Olinghouse

"Some things have to be
believed to be seen."

—Ralph Hoc
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A QUESTION OF

TASTE
BY MURRAY COX

as an edible body has been put intothe

mouth, it is seized upon

—

gases, moisture, and all—without

possibility of retreat. Lips

stop whatever might try to escape; the

teeth bite and break it; saliva

drenches it; the tongue mashes and

PAINTING BY GIUSEPPE ARCIMBOLDO



churns it; a breathlike sucking pushes it

toward the gullet; the tongue lifts up to

make it slide and slip; the sense of smell

appreciates it as it passes the nasal

channel and it is pulled down into the

stomach to be submitted to sundry baser

transformations without, in this whole
metamorphosis, a single atom or drop or

particle having been missed by the pow-

ers of appreciation of the taste sense."

This passage, written by epicure An-

thelme Brillat-Savarin in 1825, evokes a

smile,. almost involuntarily. But until we're

stopped, most of us probably don't sa-

vor, cerebrally at least, the "rare apparat-

us" of taste. Not the way Brillat-Savarin

did or.the way professor Linda Bartoshuk

does today. "In the realm of the senses,"

says the Yale psychophysicist and one of

the leading/taste researchers in the

country, "taste is queen." No other sen-

sory system is fully developed at birth,

except pain. A newborn baby likes

sweets and dislikes bitter substances

immediately, without prior experience.

"That's what we call hardwired in the

brain," she adds. "Basic elements ot taste

are built in, not learned.

"Taste is extremely robust," says Bar-

toshuk. Kill off the nerves on one side of

your tongue, even anesthetize one of the

three taste nerves that service the front

of the tongue, the back of the tongue, and

the receptors on the palate and throat,

and taste is not diminished. "The system

is wired up so that it's almost impossible

to kill," she says. "That's got to tell you

evolution is treating taste as an extremely

important sense."

Evolution also favored taste with an-

other component: the delectable ele-

ment of pleasure— its hedonic quality, as

the scientists would say. A creamy choc-

olate rum candy excites our taste buds
and stimulates the far reaches of our

primitive brain, programmed to seek out

the sweet stuff in nature. "Many things that

give you energy contain sugar—and this

is as true for bacteria as it is for man,"

says Lloyd Beidler, professor of biologi-

cal sciences at Florida State University in

Tallahassee. "If you put a sucrose solu-

tion in a petri dish, even some of the most

primitive bacteria will head straight for it."

Gastronomic pleasures have driven

men and nations to drastic measures to

supply themselves with new tastes:. fight-

ing wars over trade routes to provide ex-

otic spices, sugars, and salt for the family

table. The original purpose ot Colum-

bus's trip was to find a quick and easy

route to the Far East, a treasure trove of

new taste sensations. In a sense, the dis-

covery of the New World was a freak ac-

cident triggered by the insatiable de-

mands of the European palate

To this day sophisticated consumers

will go to great extremes to enjoy the

fleeting delights of taste, relishing choc-

olate truffles from Belgium, a cabernet

sauvignon from Bordeaux, kiwi fruit.from

Australia. And the craving lor new tastes
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and flavors is nearly insatiable. We long,

says one flavorist, for designer foods-
flavor substitutes that mimic the real thing:

a salt substitute that's as salty as salt, and

an artificial sweetener that's sweeter than

honey—without the potential health risks

of saccharin and cyclamates.

Thousands of tasters— chemists
whose tongues are their livelihoods

—

work to satisfy our gustatory wants, sip-

ping full-bodied liquids or licking sugar-

coated concoctions. As the year 2000
rolls in, we'll even opt to shock our tongues

with "electric taste." Fruits, meats, and
vegetables, electrically charged with

either positive or negative electrodes, will

erupt in our mouths with flavor. While the

flavorists play with technology to electrify

taste, neurophysiologists are determin-

ing how the brain codes, or interprets and
responds to. taste. With the help o! bio-

physicists, taste researchers hope to un-

ravel the relationship of taste to the cen-

tral nervous system. Furthermore,

67aste is

extremely robust. The system

is wired up so that

it is virtually impossible to

kill. That has got

to tell you that evolution is

treating taste

as a very important sensed

scientists are trying to determine the links

between disease and taste. (Before

reading on, turn to page 45 and take the

Omni Taste Test.)

Researchers do know that contrary to

popular belief, taste and smell are ac-

tually separate physiological systems,

working in concert with each other. Those

of us who aren't scientists often confuse

taste, smell, and flavor, lumping the ideas

together the way we mix peas, mashed
potatoes, and gravy. What the layperson

describes as taste is actually a tangled

synthesis of a number of sensations: odor,

taste, touch, texture, sight, chemical irri-

tation (the burn of chili pepper, the cool

of mint), and temperature. Taste, how-

ever, is quite simple. We differentiate four

(and only four) taste qualities: sweet, salty,

sour, and bitter. Flavor, say the experts,

is the big category, the "gestalt" of, say,

eating cranberries. It includes not only the

taste but also the smell, texture, and tem-

perature of any food we pop into our

mouths. According to Bartoshuk, smell

helps us label things
—

"That's gar-

licky"—and allows us to identify foods.

From the vantage point of evolution,

survival of the species depends in part

on taste and smell. David V. Smith, pro-

fessor of otolaryngology at the University

of Cincinnati, observes that for many
species smell is essential tor reproduc-

tion, particularly in locating a mate. Taste,

however, is vital for personal health, al-

lowing us to distinguish between chicken

soup and strychnine. "Smell is more im-

portant to the preservation of the spe-

cies; and taste, the preservation of the

individual," says Smith. Bartoshuk be-

lieves that taste—Irom an evolutionary

viewpoint—was meant to deal with acute

emergencies. Many poisonous plants

taste bitter, Bartoshuk claims, and that

bitterness became nature's alarm sys-

tem for primitive man. Early man's innate

desire for sweets signaled the body to

eat fruits containing energy-producing

sugars; salt cravings informed the body

of a sodium deficiency. Deprive the body

of sodium, and it will crave salt.

The 1940 tale o( a three-and-a-half-

year-old boy's intense craving for salt is

one of the most moving accounts in the

medical literature. At one, he sucked salt

off crackers and bacon. At eighteen

months he discovered the saltshaker and

dipped all his foods in salt. He'd even eat

salt straight if given a chance. The boy

was admitted to a hospital for observa-

tion, deprived of his high-salt diet, and
died suddenly on his seventh day of hos-

pitalization. An autopsy showed that the

child had suffered from adrenal insuffi-

ciency. His salt craving had kept him alive.

When it comes to understanding taste,

science has not served us as well as our

instincts have. Remember the tongue

map from junior high-school science

class, with its salty, sour, sweet, and bit-

ter sections all color-coded? Specific

areas of the tongue reacted, we learned,

to certain tastes. "The tongue map is

wrong," says Bartoshuk, "but it's still in

high-school texts, even in medical books.

High-school students still are assigned

experiments based on the infamous map."

Scientists have known for 20 years that

we taste all four sensations on the whole

tongue, but the tongue map has never

been revised.

Until the Thirties no one really both-

ered to study the intricate workings of

taste. Carl Pfaffmann, emeritus professor

at Rockefeller University and one of the

seminal figures in modern taste re-

search, recalls the haphazard way twen-

tieth-century taste studies began: "I was
an undergraduate at Brown University in

the Thirties, and I wanted to study abnor-

mal psychology. One day Leonard Car-

michael, head of the department, said,

'Why don't you study taste instead? No
one knows a thing about it. What you find

will add to our understanding.'

"

After discovering that taste buds are

"broadly tuned" to discern not just one

but several tastes, Pfaffmann and his stu-

dents went on to investigate the path-

ways to the cortex and hypothalamus. "It

CON r INULU ON PAGE 78



The ability to taste PTC (phenylthio-

carbami.de) is a simple generic [rait.

About two thirds of Americans are.

"tasters." The rest, "nontaaters." rave

apparently lost bitter receptor sites,

differing from rasters genetically ana
in- the way .they taste foods.- In certain

.

parts of the world', there is a selective
::'

'

taster- For example, there are certain-

plants in Sooth America that, when
eaten,can cause goiter, a thyroid con-

dition. The plants have a strong bitter

compound thai Is avoided by (asters.

Therefore, in areas where the goiter-

inducing plants exists there are more
i i her'-ndrth in Mexico and

.
Central America's Yucatan Peninsula,

it is more advantageous to he a nun-

taster. Pellagra-, a- vitamin deficiency

disease, can be treated by drinking

coffee, which is not as bitter to non-

tasters, who are more numerous Sci-

enlists at the Pierce Foundation and
Yak; University are now trying to de-

termine 'why. To help researchers and
to test your own sense of taste, we are

asking Omm readers to take our taste

'

test and fill-out this questionnaire, de-

velopedwith.the help of psychologists

Linda Bartoshuk and Judith Rodin of

Yale,' Jeremy Wolfe at MjT„ Richard Doty

. and Paul Rozin at rile University of

';
i
r ,< ,

..
, ai-;.i

at Canada's McMaster University. (And

please do-so before :you read our fea-

ture
:

A Question of Taste" on page42,)'

Results wifl appear in a future issue.

" ' A) In one cup -of water, mix one
packet of aspartame (NutraSwee?)

B) In' a separate- cup. of water, mix

one; packet of saccharin.

G) In a third. cup of water, mix two

teaspoons of sugar
D) Rinse your mouth with water,spit::

. i| .i|..

. between tastings.)

E) On a nme-poin; scale, rare ihe

sweetness and .bitterness o! each so- '.

lution, with T being very weak and 9
being- very strong. '-••

r
I

F) Answer questions 1 through:© on

this page.

G) in- one cup of water,, mix one-

quarter teaspoon of salt.

H) In another cup of water, mix one
and one-quarter teaspoons of IvISG.

In a third cup of water, mix one-

half teaspoon of a salt substitute, such

as potassium chloride.

J) Rinse your mouth with water and
rate these solutions on a similar scale

for saltiness and bitterness in Ques-

tions 7 through' 12. .'
.

K) Complete ihe rest of the ques-

tionnaire and send the pages to Gmni-

faste, 1965 Broadway. New York, NY
10023-5965, Weil report the results in

an upcoming issue. -

~

"

.

'

1. Onascaleof lto:9, rate the sweet-

n. w-th 9

being the sweetest.
• 1 .2 3 4-5 6 7 8 9,.

. -2/ Rate the-bitterness, with 9beingt.be

most bitter.

'

'12 3 4 58789 '

7. Rate the saltiness of the saftsoiution,

with 9 oemo the most salty

.1 2 3 4 ' 5 6 7 8 9

10. Ratethe bitterness. -
:::

:

-.--i

; ."-

1 2 -3 .4 5 © 7 8 9

: 11. Rate the saltiness i

' chloride (salt substitute).

12 3 4 5 6 7.89.
12. Rate the bitterness.

1.2 3 4
:
S; & 7 8:9...

13-Eat an artichokeheart m any form
:

-

:r^w. cooked, Doled, etc.) arid-then sip

iVatei !!.'. ;.i .
. :'M -

i crib:

the quality of the taste you get.
"

a. sweet b. salty • ii..'..
:

i.

c. sour d-. bitter-

14'. Measure the. intensity of the taste

on a scale of 1 to 9, with 9-'-being the

1 7 S &

I': i, . r, ,
:

I

terness onascaleof ItoS,

: "t- 2 3456789.:
How did you prepare it,?



16. Have you" ever suffered or do you "29. What foods do you experience the 41. You find most odors

now' suffer" from (check as many, of the

.

strongest cravings for9 Lisi the top five, a. pleasant to. unpleasant

following as apply) starting with" the' strongest. c. neither

riiaharps

.
hypertension

1

42. Have you ever taken hallucino-

__ Addison's disease i genic or addictive drugs?

anemia a. yes b. no

6I disorders
.

c.

__ Crohn's disease 43. tf yes, did any of these drugs alter

__ cancer 30. What kinds of tastes do you most ' your ability to taste?

____ lactose intolerance often crave? a. yes b. no

. pica a. sweet b. salty

____PMS c. sour d. bitter 44. Do you taste things better at differ- .;

smell disorders ent times of the day?

taste disorders 31. Do you add salt to your food before a. yes b no

bulimia,'' ;. tasting it? If yes, which time of day?

anorexia,.;. a yes b. no a, morning b. afternoon

_____ alcoholism c. evening

drug addfetiori 32. What kinds of foods do you crave

most? 45. Do you currently smoke?

17 Do you follow a special diet? :' a. fats b. carbohydrates a. yes b. no

. a. yes b, no .'
,

. c, proteins

46. If yes, whatdo you smoke and how

18.. If yes, what Kind?- 33, Check any of the following foods much?

a, vegetarian b. kosher

c. tow.salt d, low cholesterol

you consider bitter,

_ Swiss cheese

e: other '

,

'

'
— _____ cottage cheese 47 Have you ever smoked?

.. _____ broccoli a. yes b. no

19. How would you characterize your- X cabbage
day-to-day. diet?

1

. . .. ::''.,,. :.!': 48. If yes, did your ability to taste

a. monotonous b. varied change after you stopped smoking?

34. Do you ever crave things not com- a: yes b. no

20. Do you have any food allergies? monly considered food, such as clay,

a„yes b. no dirt, paper, piasler, or ice? 49. What is the worst thing you have

a. yes b.no .
ever tasted? —_—

pi if ypc In wh:a[?

nK Ifwc whifh?

50. What is the most you've ever paid
;

for a particular foo.d or beverage, and :

22. If yes, do you evercrave those 36. Do you tend to eat the same foods what was it? —
foods you are sensitive to? your family does?

a. yes b, no

23. Which foods do you. have aver-

a. yes b. no

37. "How do you usually respond to new
PERSONAL DATA

cifMic ir. if_ny7 foods? Female D JWale'D Age
Height Weight ________

Occupation

|f female, are you pregnant?

24, Did you ever have aversions that

you no longer have? ______ 38. What do you want from the food Ethnic or cultural background:

if yes, to what?
' — you eat? Order the following in terms black white Asian.

of importance, with ! being the most Hispanic other

important and 6 being the least

__ hunger satisfied

Pihi ~f mcirionfP

Income: less than $10,000

. 25. Describe the incident that caused ____, taste $10,000 to $24,999

you to experience the aversion.

.

_ _____ smell. $25,000 to $49,999

emotional comfort
.

-temperature

$50,000 and up

texture A taste test designed for individuals

26. How Did were you when ft hap- or the classroom that tests PTC ge-

pened? 39. Compared with your fnends. or your netic traits in humans can be obtained

co-workers, youfeel that yoursense of by sending a check or money order for

27. Did a single eventjead youto.be . taste 1? $8.55 to Human Genetics Test 17-3855,

sversiveto a particular food? a, less sensitive Carolina Biotogicals, 2700 York Road.

a. yes 'fc_.no :b. equally sensitive Burlington, NC'27215, or call toil-free -'

c. more sensitive 1-800-334-5551. Readers who send .

28. H yes., what was it?

.

away for the test should return the ;

40. Do you have a favorite flavor? completed questionnaire, with name
a. yes b. no

If so, what is it?

and address, to Omni-Jas\e, 1965

Broadway. New York. NY 10023-5965.
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LISTENINGTOTHISONANOTHER
CD PLAYERCOULD BETHE REALTRAGEDY

-with 20-bit, 4 DAC,Technics SL-P999
8 times oversampling.

When you listen 'to Madame Butterfly on our
new CD player, you'll not only be listening to a great

tragedy. You could be avoiding one.

The Technics SL-P999 has a 20-bit digital

processing system that can help reproduce sound
with greater accuracy than most conventional

systems. And if that's

not enough, with4DAC's
and 8x oversampling

it all but eliminates

things like crossover

distortion. All of which
helps reproduce sounds-
so beautifully, you ^**

would need a front row ticket to get any closer

to the music. .

Of course, our new CD player has features

like an optical digital output, 32-key random ac-

cess programming and a special interactive editing

system. But as impressive as all this sounds on

paper, it's not nearly as impressive as it sounds in

person. Just ask the Technics dealer in your area

_ to play an aria from
^- Madame Butterfly.

If you really enjoy a

great tragedy, come fully

prepared. Bring plenty

of tissues.

Technics
Die science of sound





the Oklahoma refugee camps, a few

Cambodians, a few Indians, and a num-
ber of the poorer Hispanics, mostly mes-
tizos—unemployables who had hoped

that the Liberation would mean the fulfill-

ment of all their dreams but who had in-

stead merely found themselves working

for rich Mexican caudillos rather than for

millionaire Anglos. Most of the passen-

gers had been across the border to blow

their work vouchers in Denver or Canon
City and were now on their way back into

Aztlan for another week's picking. They

slouched sullenly in their seats, some
passed out from drink or God Food and
already snoring, many wrapped in pon-

chos or old Army blankets against the in-

creasing chill of evening. They ignored

Kleisterman, even though, in spite of his

carefully anonymous clothes, he was
clearly no field hand—and Kleisterman

preferred it that way.

The bus was spavined and old, the

seats broken in, the sticky vinyl uphol-

stery smelling of sweat and smoke and
ancient piss. A Greyhound logo had been

chipped off the side and replaced by

viajandoaztlan. The bus rattled through

the cold prairie night with exquisite slow-

ness, farting and lurching, the transmis-

sion groaning and knocking every time

the driver shifted gears. The heat didn't

work, or the interior lights, but Kleister-

man sat stoically, not moving, as one by

one the blaring radios faded and the

crying babies quieted, until Kleisterman

alone was awake in the chill darkness,

his eyes gleaming in the shadows, shift-

ing restlessly, never closing. At some point

they passed the Frontera Libertad, the

Liberty Line, and its largely symbolic

chain-link fence and stopped at a check-

point. A cyborg looked in, his great blank

oval face glowing with sullen heat, like a

dull rufous moon; he peered eyelessly at

them for a thoughtful moment, then waved
them on.

South of the border, in what had once
been Colorado, they began to crawl up

the long steep approach to the Raton

Pass, the bus jittering and moaning like

a soul in torment. Kleisterman was being

washed by waves of exhaustion now, but

in spite of them he slept poorly, fitfully, as

he always did. It seemed as if every time

his head dropped, his eyes closed, faces

would spring to vivid life behind his eye-

lids, faces he did not want to encounter

or consider, and his head would jerk up
again, and his eyes would fly open, like

suddenly released window shades. As
always, he was afraid to dream . . . which

only increased the bitter irony of his pres-

ent mission. So he pinched himself cruelly

to stay awake as the old bus inched pain-

fully up and over the high mountain pass

and onto the Colorado Plateau.

At Raton the bus stopped to take on

more methane. The town was dark and
seemingly deserted, the only light a dim
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"Hello, Suicide Prevention Hot Line. Car you bole please?"

bulb in the window of. a ramshackle

building that was being used as a fuel

dump. Kleisterman stepped out of the bus

and walked away from the circle of light

to piss. It was very cold, and the inverted

black bowl of sky overhead blazed with

a million icy stars, more than Kleisterman

had ever seen at once be'fore. There was
no sound except for a distant riverine roar

of cold wind through the trees on the sur-

rounding hillsides. His piss steamed in

the milky starlight. As he watched, one of

the stars overhead suddenly, noiselessly

flared into diamond brilliance, a dozen
times as bright as it had been, and then

faded, guttering, and was gone. Kleister-

man knew that somewhere out there a

killer satellite had found its prey, out there

where the multinationals and the great

conglomerates fought their silent and un-

declared war, with weapons more ob-

vious than those they usually allowed

themselves to use on Earth. The wind

shifted, blowing through the high valley

now, cutting him to the bone with chill and

bringing with it the howling of wolves, a

distant, feral keening that put the hair up
along his spine in spite of himself. They
were only the distant cousins of dogs,

after all; just dogs, talking to one another

on the wind. Still, the hairs stayed up.

Feet crunching gravel, Kleisterman

went back to the bus and climbed aboard,

found his iron-hard seat again in the

darkness. In spite of the truly bitter cold,

the air inside the bus was thick and stale,

heavy with sleep, exhaled breath, spilled

wine, sweat, the smell of cigarette smoke
and marijuana and garlic. He huddled in

his overcoat, shivering, and wondered
whose satellite or station had just been

lost and if any of his old colleagues had
had anything to do with the planning or

execution of the strike. Possibly. Proba-

bly, even. Once again he had to fight

sleep, in spite of the cold. Once he turned

his head and looked out of the window,

and Melissa was there in the burnished

silver moonlight, standing alongside the

bus, staring up at him, and he knew that

he had failed to stay awake and jerked

himself up out of sleep and into the close,

stuffy darkness of the bus once again.

The other passengers tossed and mur-

mured and farted. The moon bad come
out, a fat pale moon wading through a

boiling river of smoky clouds, but Melissa

was gone. Had not been there. Would not

ever be anywhere anymore. Kleisterman

found himself nodding again and pressed

his face against the cold window glass,

fighting it off. He would not dream. Not

now. Not yet.

The bus sat unmoving in the silent town

tor an hour, two hours, three, for no rea-

son Kleisterman could ascertain, and
then the

1

driver appeared again, from who
knows where, climbed aboard muttering

and swearing, slammed the door, twisted

the engine into noisy, coughing life.

They rattled on through the night,

winding down slowly out of the moun-



tains, stopping here and there at small

villages and communes to discharge

passengers, the hung over field hands

climbing wordlessly from the bus and

disappearing like spirits into the dark-

ness, Kleisterman sleeping in split-sec-

ond dozes. He woke from one such doze

to see that the windows"had turned red,

red as though washed with new blood,

and thought that he still slept; but il was
the dawn, coming up from the broken

badlands to the east, and they went down
through the blood-red dawn to Santa Fe.

Kleisterman climbed stiflly down from

the bus at Santa Fe. The sun had not yet

warmed the air. It was still cold. The

streets were filled with watery gray light,

through which halt-perceived figures

moved with the stiff precision of early ris-

ers on a brisk morning. Kleisterman found

a shabby cafe a block away from the bus

station, ordered buevos rancheros and a

bowl of green chili, was served the food

by a sullen old Anglo woman wearing a

faded Grateful Dead T-shirt. Unusually for

Santa Fe, the food was terrible, tasting of

rancid grease and ashes. Kleisterman

spooned it up anyway, mechanically, tak-

ing it medicinally almost. As fuel. How
long had it been since he'd really en-

joyed a meal? All food seemed to taste

dreadful to him these days, How long

since he'd really had a full night's sleep?

His hand shook as he spooned beet

sugar into his bitter chicory coffee. He'd

always been a tall, thin, bony man, but

the reflection 'the inside of the cafe win-

dow showed him was gaunt, emaciated,

almost cadaverous. He'd lost a lot of

weight, This could not go on. . . . Grimly

he checked through his preparations

once again. This time he'd been very

careful about being traced. He'd made
his contacts with exquisite care. There

should be no trouble.

He left the cafe. The light had become
bluer, the shadows oil-black and sharp,

the sky clear and cerulean. The sun was
not yet high, but the streets were already

full of people. Mexican soldiers were

everywhere, of course, in their comic-op-

era uniforms, so absurdly ornate that it

was difficult to tell a private from a gen-

eral, Touring Swedish nationals, each with

the scarlet King's Mark tattoo on the right

cheek, indicating that they were above

most local law. Gangs of skinny Cambo-
dian kids on skateboards whizzed by,

threading their way axpertly through the

crowds, calling to one another in ma-

chine-gun-fast bursts of Spanish, A flat-

faced Indian leaned from a storefront and

swore at them in Vietnamese, shaking his

fist. Two chimeras displayed for Kleister-

man, inflating their hoods and hissing in

playful malice, then sliding aside as he

continued to walk toward them unper-

turbed. This was the kind of unregulated,

wide-open town where he could find what

he needed, out on the fringes, in the

interstices of the worldwide networks,

where things would not be watched so

closely as elsewhere—no longer part of I

the United States but not really well inte-

grated into Old Mexico either, with a lim-

ited official presence of the multination- I

als but plenty of black-markel money
circulating anyway.

He crossed the plaza, with its ancient

Paiace of the Governors, which had seen
first Spanish, then Anglo, now Mexican
conquerors come and go. There were
slate-gray thunderheads looming over the

peaks of the Sangre de Crista moun-
tains, which in turn loomed over the town.

There was a New Town being built to the

southeast, on the far side of the mostly

dry Santa Fe River, a megastructure of

bizarre geometric shapes, all terraces

and tetrahedrons, but here in the Old
Town the buildings were still made of

adobe or mock adobe, colored white or

salmon or peach. He threaded a maze of

little alleyways and enclosed courtyards

on the far side of the plaza, the noise of

the plaza fading away behind, and came
at last to a narrow building of sun-faded

adobe that displayed a small brass
plaque that read dr. au—consultations

Trembling a little, Kleisterman climbed

a dusty stairwell to a third-floor office at

the back of a long, dim hallway. Dr. Au
turned out to be one of those slender,

ageless Oriental men of indeterminate

nationality who might have been fifty or

eighty. Spare, neat, dry, phlegmatic. The
name was Chinese, but Kleisterman sus-

pected that he might actually be Viet-

namese, as his English held the slightest

trace of a French accent. He had a sad
lace and hard eyes. An open, un-
screened window looked out through the

thick adobe wall to an enclosed court-

yard with a cactus garden below. The fur-

niture was nondescript, well used, and
the carpet dusty and threadbare, but an

exquisite hologram of Botticelli's Adora-

tion of the Magi moved and glittered in

muted colors on the bare white walls, and
the tastefully discreet ankh earring in the

doctor's left earlobe might well have been
real silver. There was no receptionist, just

a desk with a complex of office terminals,

a iew faded armchairs, and Dr. Au.

Kleisterman could feel his heart

pounding and his vision blurring as he
and Dr. Au engaged in an intricate pa-

vane of hints and innuendo and things

not quite said, code words and phrases

being mentioned in passing with artful

casualness. contacts named, references

mentioned and discussed. Dr. Au moved
with immense wariness and delicacy, at

every stage ready to instantly disengage,

always phrasing things so that there was
a completely innocent interpretation that

could be given his words, while Kleister-

man was washed by alternate waves of

impatience, fear, rage, despair, muddy
black exhaustion, ennui. At last, however,

they reached a point beyond which it

would no longer be possible to keep up
the pretense that Kleisterman had come
here for some legal purpose, a point be-

,
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The Government ofthe British Virgin Islands announces

T^TREASURE COINS
of the Caribbean

IN SOLID STERLING SILVER

Acollection of25 silver Proof coins, portraying the most important

sunken treasures of the Caribbean— recovered and unrecovered.

Available hi; subscription only.

Face value: $20 U.S. /Price/or

Collector's Proofs: $29 U.S.

Price guaranteedfor subscriptions

entered by Februan/ 28, 1989.

THE CARIBBEAN ... crossroads of

empire and wealth. Where galleons,

men-of-war and marauding privateers

challenged die elements—and one an-

other—in their quest for treasure. And
where, today, adventurers explore for

those ships that went down long ago-
laden witli riches beyond measure.

Now, for the very first time, you can

acquire a collection of" official coinage

that embodies tin's seafaring heritage of

the Caribbean. Acollection of monetary

coins unlike any other ever issued.

Consisting of 25 sterling silver coins

that recapture, in superb sculptured

detail, the legendary treasures of the

Spanish Main.

'NEOADsl

As legal tender of the British Virgin

Islands, the coins will bear a face value

of $20, equal to $20 in U.S. currency.

The coins are large— the size of cov-

eted pieces of eight. And Proofs will be

struck only in solid sterling silver. The
use of this precious metal is becoming a

rarity ill world coinage— especially in

coins of this size and weight.

Portrayed on the coins will be the

most significant treasures of the fabu-

lous ships of fortune lost in the Carib-

bean. Each has been selected through a

major initiative involving marine ar-

chaeologists, treasure-divers, and such

noted repositories of maritime records

as the British Museum, Lloyds of Lon-

don, and the Archivo General de las In-

dias— the leading authority on Spanish

colonial shipping.

There will be coins showing the great

riches of empire. ..bejeweled rings, ex-

quisite works of silver and gold, royal

revenue and private wealth that never
reached its destination. Oilier coins will

depict significant archaeological finds

—offering a view of life during the age

of exploration. And perhaps most in-

triguing of all will be the silver coins

portraying those treasures still undiscov-

ered—but whose existence is known
through drawings, ships' manifests,

I lt and maritime disaster reports.

;"
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Taken together, these 25 match-

ing denomination coins will constitute

the most comprehensive series ever is-

sued on a unified theme. A collection

unequaled in scope by the coinage of

any nation in our time.

The codec ti cm is available by sub-

scription only. The Government of the

British Virgin islands has authorized its

official minter, The Franklin Mint, to

accept and fulfill valid applications.

Subscriptions entered by February 28,

1989, will be accepted at the guaranteed

price of $29 for each sterling silver

Proof. To make this guarantee possible,

the minter will contract for sufficient sil-

ver, at current prices, to cover the en-

tire series of coins lor each subscriber.

Each Proof coin will be accompanied

by a reference folder and location map,

relating the intriguing story of the treas-

ure portrayed. A special presentation

case for the collection will be provided

at no extra cost.

By entering your subscription now,

you and your family can share a unique
adventure in collecting— as you build a

valuable treasure of solid silver coins. To
acquire your collection at the guaran-

teed price, return the accompanying
application by February 28, 1989.

OFFICIAL SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

T&TREASURE COINS of the Caribbean

Phase mail by February 28
;

.

a 19091
The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center, Pennsyh

Please enter my subscription tor one Prodi Sel oi "The Treasure
Coins of the Caribbean.'' roitsiitiris ul -2o coins of the British

be minted in

solid stvrJhi'i silver ;mcl <enl 1 :: me a; Hie rate --i one per month.
J need el 1 1

Proof., bediming v.licn mj first Coin is ready to be sent. This
price is n.uava.ul.eeci l.o ;ne lor the entire series. My presentation

wiltbe ^ent to me at no additional charge.

*Plusmu state salts .Co/.'.>!,-/ Si. ih.- shippingandluiatBtog

Mr./Mrs. /Mis:



i thiosuHate

_. ystals and
hydroquinone (25 x );

"m crystals

(10 x ); crystals of

fluorescein (16 x );

cyclohexanone
oxatytdihydraxone
ystals (12 x);

crystal acetylcholine

formation (40 x ).



Clockwise from right:

Gold residue and
gold-coated bubbles

ilhin a glassy

femes; filaments

m cultured vascular

smooth muscle

cell (188 x ); a taste

explosion—the

orange peel as
mold erupts through

the skin (60 x);

antibiotic crystals,

beautiful and
beneficial (100 x );

etched galli

arsenide (400 x );

ascorbic acid,

commonly known as

tamin C (32 x ).

Hal nfal

3HgB - : ^H

1
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California. Bailey had a one-year ap-

proval from the hospital's institutional re-

view board to test the baboon transplant,

his year was almost up,_and he wanted

io try the operation at least once. Despite

the public outcry and the taci that Baby

Fae lived only three weeks, he pledged

his intention to refine the procedure,

Last year Columbia University asked

Us irsiitutional review board for permis-

sion to use chimp hearts as a bridge for

patients on waiting lists for human hearts.

In the future researchers will rely on ge-

netic engineering techniques to breed

prospective donor animals with immu-

nologically "naked" organs—which can-

not be destroyed by human killer T-cell

lymphocytes— specifically for trans-

planting. This will reduce the risk of rejec-

tion to a level far below any likely to be

achieved even with closely matched hu-

man donors. Because of the reduced risk,

xenografting may eventually be seen as

preferable to human-to-human trans-

plants. Antivivisectionisis, however, are

expected to carry on their protests, and

religious leaders to continue objecting to

transplanting animal hearts into crea-

tures made "in God's image."

Bionics should provide a less ethically

charged approach to treating terminal

organ diseases. Scientists are working on

a device to reproduce a few of the thou-

sands of functions— like enzyme pro-

duction, glucose processing, and filter-

ing of toxins— healthy human livers

perform. Even the most optimistic vision-

aries, however, admit that a machine that

did everything a human liver does would

occupy several acres of land. The artifi-

cial kidney, or hemodialysis machine,

represents a brilliant piece of medical

technology, but researchers say it's not

likely to be miniaturized in the future. A
smail device that reads glucose levels

and periodically injects measured
amounts of insulin into the bloodstream

is probably the best hope for a totally im-

plantable organ, although it will never be

able to duplicate all the digestive func-

tions of the pancreas.

A more promising alternative lies in the

transplantation of cells from some or-

gans. Animal researchers have already

produced insulin in higher mammals by

transplanting key cells from the pancreas

of a compatible donor to what they call

an "immunologically privileged site" in a

diabetic recipient. (Such sites, which may
lie directly under the skin, far from the

compromised organ, are so called be-

cause they've been identified as being

less likely to attract the killer T cells that

induce a rejection response.) Dr. Nancy

Ascher at UCSF is doing similar work on

hepatic (liver) cell transplants. The first

woman in the world to perform a liver

transplant, Ascher came to UCSF last
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year when the hospital added a liver

transplant unit to its existing services for

heart and kidney transplants. By trans-

planting a lew healthy cells removed from

a blood relative into an immunologically

priviieged site in a patient's body, Ascher

hopes to obviate many of the total liver

transplants that keep her on her feet for

24 hours at a stretch.

Organogenesis may offer the most

promising breakthrough for total organ

replacement. Advances in that field have

come rapidly since 1986, when Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology biologist

Dr. Eugene Bell took early retirement to

found an advanced biotechnology firm

he named Organogenesis, Inc. During his

tenure at MIT, Bell had explored ways to

manufacture living tissues and organs

from human cells. In 1981 he replaced a

diseased thyroid gland from one mouse
with thyroid cells cloned from a healthy

mouse. A new, vascularized gland (with

all blood vessels attached) soon grew in

the old one's place.

Organogenesis, Inc., is already deliv-

ering cloned skin and blood vessels to

reconstructive surgeons and burn units

throughout the United States. It will soon

introduce "bone equivalent" and other

connective tissues cloned from human
cells, Shortly thereafter, the firm plans to

launch a pancreatic tissue product called

Living Endocrine Pancreas Equivalent,

which will be used to treat America's 1.5

million diabetics. It should eventually

make pancreas transplants obsolete.

In 30 or 40 years, says Organogenesis

spokesman Douglas Billings, it should be

possible to fabricate real kidneys, livers,

and hearts that can be matched with any

tissue type, The kidneys, for example, will

have the appearance and texture of "real"

kidneys, since they will be cloned and
grown from healthy kidney cells. Once
transplanted into the place of a diseased

kidney, they will become vascularized and

function just as normal kidneys do. The

beauty of these organs will be in some-
thing they won't have: the surface anti-

gen markers that normally trigger the im-

mune system's rejection response.

Further down the road, medical vision-

aries like retired French transplant sur-

geon Jean Hamburger predict advances

in genetic engineering that should make
transplants obsolete. Hamburger fore-

sees a day when healthy, immunologi-

cally "naive"—possibly fetal—cells will be

placed next to a failing organ and genet-

ically "commanded" to grow a new one

in its place. Futurists say nanotechnology

may yield even more improbable addi-

tions to our medical arsenal. They de-

scribe tiny submarines afew nanometers

long capable of assembling and repro-

ducing themselves by the billions as they

float through our capillaries repairing

dead' or damaged cells. But even the

most hopeful nanotechnological theo-

rists forecast a 50- to 100-year wait for

these miniature repair shops.DO
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They call him the "terrorist

of the lab," but this self-appointed

scourge of scientific fraud

has reason to suspect that as much
as 25 percent of all research

papers may be intentionally fudged

IfUTERV/IEUU

I ^% hen I was young,

,
|

III always assum'ed
*» %J scientists told

the truth," says fraud investi-

gator Walter Stewart, Today
he knows otherwise, Some
scientists, maybe many,

he says, fiddle with their data.

A few scientists lie. And
lots publish erroneous results.

"But when something is

published that turns out to be
wrong," Stewart points out

with indignation, "you almost

never see a retraction."

In courtrooms and before

congressional panels, Stewart

and colleague Ned Feder
have decided to redress this

wrong. For their efforts,

they have earned the enmity

of a number of luminaries,

among them Nobel laureate

David Baltimore, who has

warned angrily that their ac-

tivities could serve to "cripple

American science." Other
colleagues just don't seem to

appreciate their dedication.

Reviewing some of Stewart's

early research, J. Edward
Rail, a deputy director at the

National Institutes of Health

(NIH), painted Stewart as a

PHOTOGRAPH BY MIKE MITCHELL



brilliant laboratory investigator who has

unfortunately chosen to waste his time

"grubbing around in the sewers of sci-

entific stupidity, sloth, and fraud."

Officially Stewart, is a researcher at the

NIH in Bethesda, Maryland, where his

current project is the genetic control of

the shape of nerve cells in snails. Much
of his research time in recent years, how-

ever, has on his own initiative been spent

investigating cases of questioned sci-

ence. Stewart and Feder receive more

than 100 allegations a year that pub-

lished work is wrong or crooked—a fig-

ure at least four times higher than the

number of complaints lodged with the

NIH's official misconduct office.

Last summer Stewart joined magician/

investigator James Randi and Nature ed-

itor John Maddox to investigate a mys-

terious experiment that had just been

published in Nature and that was making

headlines around the world. A team of

Parisian scientists led by Jacques Ben-

veniste of the French Medical Research

Council had supposedly discovered and

documented a biological effect caused

by infinitesimal amounts of a human an-

tibody known as anti-lgE, or anti-immu-

noglobulin E, The experiment suggested

a scientific underpinning for homeo-
pathy, a pseudoscience that purports to

cure patients with vanishingly small doses

of medication. The scientific world was
baffled by Benveniste's claims. A num-
ber of experts considered the effect Ben-

veniste claimed to have observed—bio-

logical effects due to solutions -diluted

past the point where they could contain

molecules of anti-lgE—to be impossible.

After seeing the experiment repeated

seven times under various conditions and

after examining the laboratory records for

the last five years, Maddox, Randi and

Stewart decided the "impossible reac-

tion" was a case of self-delusion. Ben-

veniste, however, dismissed the three-

some as witch-hunters. They had
unleashed, he said, a "tornado of , .

,

suspicion, fear, psychological and intel-

lectual pressure" and had "terrorized" his

staff. "Never let these people into your

lab!" Benveniste warned the world.

Back home Stewart and Feder's chal-

lenge to a paper published by high-pro-

file immunologist David Baltimore and co-

workers attracted congressional atten-

tion. Stewart and Feder claimed that the

published paper was contradicted by the

group's own experimental data. They

based their assertions on 17 pages of

data discovered by Margot O'Toole, a

postdoctoral fellow in the lab of one of the

coauthors. O'Toole thought the data

showed the paper contained errors that

ought to be corrected in the scientific lit-

erature. Baltimore and his coauthors dis-

agreed, and they were backed up by two

university committees at Tufts and MIT

that investigated the matter.

Stewart and Feder also argued that the

scientific establishment was trying to look
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the other way instead of investigating in

earnest. A three-man panel chosen by

the NIH to look into the matter included a

former student of Baltimore's who had
collaborated extensively with him and a

prominent scientist who had recently

coauthored a textbook with him. The re-

searcher who had stepped forward after

discovering the 17 pages of lab notes,

meanwhile, found herself publicly de-

nounced and out of a job.

Whatever problems there were, Balti-

more responded angrily, arose from mi-

nor errors, not fraud. Stewart and Feder

asked to see the rest of the lab records

just to check. Baltimore refused. "Exter-

nal reviews of data are relevant," he ar-

gued, "only when probable causes of

fraud have been established." Balti-

more's stand was seconded by his peers

in the scientific community. Others inter-

preted the message as, "Let the old-boy

network take care of it." Baltimore finally

agreed to release his team's records to

Ql noticed the

journal paper included

a seventeen-

year-old with the disease.

He was listed

as having four children,

including an

eight-year-old daughter.^

an investigating committee provided,

among other things, that Stewart and
Feder promise in advance to drop public

discussion of the matter if the committee

found no fraud. The pair refused, saying

they were engaging in the scientific tra-

dition of free and open debate. They have,

however, stopped talking about the case

publicly while it is being investigated.

Stewart argues that their involvement

in cases like this is science, not med-
dling. Science is a search for new and
unknown truths, and as such is bound to

involve errors. 'But, he says, scientists

have a responsibility to correct pub-

lished error. Stewart insists that he wel-

comes criticism but prefers if be focused

on correcting factual mistakes or meth-

odological errors he has made, rather

than attacking his right to carry on inves-

tigations in the first place. His critics sel-

dom feel thus constrained. Daniel Kosh-

land, editor of Science, has written that

Stewart's and Feder's activities smack of

McCarthyism. Arnold Relman, editor of

The New England Journal of Medicine,

warns more ominously lhat "truth squads
and special investigative teams are not

only unnecessary but would also be de-

structive of the scientific spirit."

The forty-three-year-old Stewart's twin

inclinations as scientist and reformer re-

vealed themselves at an early age. As a

seventh grader at Manhattan's Dalton

School, he noticed a flaw in the proce-

dure for casting votes during class as-

semblies, a simple show of hands in the

auditorium. Kids weren't apt to cast un-

popular votes if it made them feel con-

spicuous. He designed and built a port-

able voting machine for class elections,

using parts he scavenged at second-

hand shops. His creation, finished with

help from his psychoanalyst father, came
complete with latching relays to prevent

students from voting twice.

After Stewart graduated summa cum
laude from Harvard College in physics

and chemistry in 1967, Harvard's Society

of Fellows appointed him a junior fellow.

This honor is given to scholars not en-

rolled in doctoral programs, letting them

pursue individual studies. He came to the

NIH in the late Sixties. Though Stewart

has worked as a scientist for some 20

years, he never earned a Ph.D.

Today he shares a windowless base-

ment lab in Bethesda with Feder and a

large collection of snails. Stewart is con-

sidered a talented researcher who has

made a number of useful discoveries, in-

cluding the synthesis of Lucifer yellow, a

dye used to study nerve cells. In recent

years, however, the NIH hierarchy is said

to be dissatisfied with his lack of scien-

tific productivity, an unhappiness re-

flected in cutbacks in his lab space and

equipment. Lately Stewart has been
spending less time in the NIH basement

and more on Capitol Hill. The NIH has

acquiesced in loaning him to a congres-

sional subcommittee headed by Michi-

gan's John Dingell. The subcommittee is

looking into scientific misconduct.

Putting in 80-hour weeks on fraud

sleuthing has left him less time than he'd

like for his family and no time at all for

such chores as lawn mowing at their sub-

urban home. His resulting experiment in

"meadow gardening" has outraged his

neighbors. The county government cited

the incipient jungle under the so-called

weed law, which creates the legal pre-

sumption that plants over 12 inches are

dangerous to the public. Stewart, char-

acteristically, has fought the neighbors

and county to a standoff.

Interviewer Doug Stewart (no relation)

found scientist Stewart to be a man ob-

sessed, impulsive, excitable, precise, and

utterly serious, he would be the quintes-

sential eccentric were it not for the per-

fectly reasonable explanations he offers

for everything he does.

Omni: The editor of Science magazine

has suggested that "99.9999 percent" of

published scientific reports are truthful.

Do you agree?

Stewart: Daniel Koshland's estimate is al-
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Nothing comes between Juliet

and her friend Lenna Rhodes—that is, almost nothing

BY JONATHAN CARROLL

On my fortieth birth-

day Lenna Rhodes
invited me over for

lunch. That'sthe tradi-

tion—when one of

us has a birthday,

there's lunch, a nice

present, and a laugh-

ing afternoon to cov-

er the fact we've
moved one more
step down the stair-

case. We met years

ago when we hap-

pened to marry into

the same family: Six

months after I said

yes to Eric Rhodes,

she said it to his brother Michael.

Lenna got the better end ot that

wishbone: She and Michael are

siill delighted with each other, while

Eric and I fought about everything

and nothing and then got divorced.

But to my surprise and relief,

they were a great help to me dur-

ing the divorce, even though there

wereobviousd ifficu I
-

ties climbing over

some of the thorn-

bushes of family and

blood allegiance.

She and Michael

live in a big apart-

ment on One-hun-

dredth Street with

long halls and not

much light. But the

gloom of the place

is offset by their kids'

toys everywhere, col-

orful jackets stacked

on top of each other,

and coffee cups with

WORLDS GREATEST MOM

and Dartmouth written on the side.

Theirs is a home full of love and

hurry, children's drawings on the

fridge alongside reminders to buy

La Stampa. Michael owns a very

elegant vintage fountain pen store,

while Lenna freelances for News-
week. Their apartment is like their

life: high-ceilinged, thought-out,

PAINTING BY GERVASIO GALLARDO



overtlowi ng wiih interesting combi nations

and possibilities. It is always nice to go

Ihere and share it awhile.

I felt pretty good about being forty

years old. Finally there was some money
in the bank and someone I liked, talking

about a trip together to Egypt in the

spring. Forty was a milestone but one

that didn't mean much at the moment. I

already thought of myself as being slightly

middle-aged anyway, but I was healthy

and had good prospects, so so what! to

the beginning of my fifth decade.

"You cut your hair!"

"Do you like it?"

"You look very French."

"Yes, but do you like it?"

"I think so. I have to get used to it.

Come on in."

We sat in the living room and ate.

Elbow, their bull terrier, rested his head

on my knee and never took his eyes off

the table. After the meal was over we
cleared the plates, and she handed me
a small red box.

"I really hope you like them. I made
them myself."

Inside the box were a pair of the most

beautiful gold earrings 1 have ever seen.

"My God, Lenna. They're exquisite'.

You made these? I didn't know that you

made jewelry."

She looked happily embarrassed.

"You like them? They're real gold, be-

lieve it or not."

"I believe it. They're art! You made
them, Lenna? I

can't get over it. They're

really works of art; they look like some-

thing by Klimt." I took them carefully out

of the box and put them on.

She clapped her hands like a girl,

"Oh, Juliet, they really do look good!"

Our friendship is important and goes
back a long way, but this was a lifetime

present—one you gave a spouse or some-

one who'd saved your life.

Before I could say that (or anything

else
1

)
, the Ughte went out. Her. two ^oung

sons brought in the birthday cake, forty

candles strong.

A few days later I was walking down
Madison Avenue and, caught by some-

thing there, looked in a jewelry store

window. There they were—my birthday

earrings. The exact ones. Looking closer,

open-mouthed, I saw the price tag. Five

thousand dollars! I stood and gaped for

what must have been minutes I was
shocked. Had she lied about making

them? Or spent five thousand dollars for

my birthday present? Lenna wasn't a liar,

and she wasn't rich. All right, so she had

them copied in brass or something and

just said they were gold to make me feel

good. That wasn't her way either. What

the hell was going on?
Theconfusion emboldened me to walk

right into the store. Or rather to walk right

up and press the buzzer. Someone rang

me in. The salesgirl who appeared from

behind a curtain looked like she had
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graduated from Radcliffe with a degree

in bluestocking. Maybe you had to to

work in this place.

"Can I help you?"

"Yes. I'd like to see the pair of these

earrings you have in the window."

Looking at my ears, she suddenly re-

alized I
had a very familiar five thousand

dollars hanging from my earlobes. It

changed everything: Her expression said

she would be my slave—or friend—for

life. "Of course, the Dixies."

"The what?" She smiled, like I was
being very funny. It quickly dawned on

me that she must have thought I knew
very well what "Dixies" were, since I was
wearing some.

She took them out of the window and

put them carefully down in front of me
on a blue velvet card. They were beauti-

ful, and admiring them, I entirely forgot

for a while I had some on.

"I'm so surprised you have a pair.

They only came in a week ago."

* Our friendship

is important and goes back a

long way, but this

was a present you gave to a

spouse or someone
who had saved your life.

Before I could

say that, the lights went out. ?

Thinking fast, I said, "My husband

bought them for me, and I like them so

much I'm thinking of getting a pair for

m\ sister. Tell me about the designer.

What's his name, Dixie?"

"I don't know much, madam. Only

that the owner knows who Dixie is, where

they come from. ..and that whoever it is

is a real genius. Apparently both Bulgari

and people from the Memphis group

have already been in, asking who it is

and how they can contact him."

"How do you know it's a man?"

I put the earrings down and looked

directly at her.

"Oh, I
don't. It's just that the work is

so masculine that I assumed it. Maybe
you're right; maybe it is a woman." She

picked one up and held it to the light.

"Did you notice how they don't really

reflect light so much as enhance it?

Golden light you can own. I've never

seen that. I envy you."

They were real. I went to a jeweler on

Forty-seventh Street to have them ap-

praised, then to the only other two stores

in the city that sold "Dixies." No one

knew anything about the creator or

weren't talking if they did. Both dealers

were very respectful and pleasant, but

mum's the word when I asked about the

jewelry's origin.

"The gentleman asked us not to give

out information, madam. We must re-

spect his wishes."

"But it fe a man?"

A professional smile. "Yes."

"Could I contact him through you?"

"Yes, I'm sure that would be possible.

Can I help with anything else, madam?"
"What other pieces did he design?"

"As far as I know, only the earrings,

the fountain pen, and this key ring." He'd

shown me the pen, which was nothing

special. Now he brought out a small

golden key ring shaped in a woman's
profile. Lenna Bhodes's profile.

The doorbell tinkled when I walked

into the store. Michael was with a cus-

tomer and, smiling hello, gave me the

sign he'd be over as soon as he was
finished. He had started INK almost as

soon as he got out of college, and from

the beginning it was a success. Fountain

pens are cranky, unforgiving things that

demand full attention and patience. But

they are also a handful of flash and

old-world elegance: gratifying slowness

that offers no reward other than the sight

of shiny ink flowing wetly across a dry

page. INK'S customers were both rich

and not so, but all of them had the same
collector's fiery glint in their eyes and

addict's desire tor more.

A couple of times a month I'd work

there when Michael needed an extra

hand It taught me to be cheered by old

pieces of Bakelite and gold plate, as

well as other people's passion for un-

important but lovely objects.

"Juliet, hi! Roger Peyton was in this

morning and bought that yellow Parker

Duofold. The one he's been looking at

for months!"

"Finally. Did he pay full price?"

Michael grinned and looked away.

"Rog can never afford full price. I let him

do it in installments. What's up with you?"

"Did you ever hear of a Dixie pen?

Looks a little like the Cartier Santos?"

"Dixie? No. It looks like the Santos?"

The expression on his face said he was
telling the truth.

I brought out the brochure from the

jewelry store and, opening it to the pen

photograph, handed it to him. His reac-

tion was immediate.

"Why, that bastard! How much do I

have to put up with?"

"You know him?"

Michael looked up from the photo,

anger and confusion competing for first

place on his face. "Do I know him? Sure

I
know him. He lives in my goddamned

bouse, I know him so well! Dixie, huh?

Cute name. Cute man.

"Wait. I'll show you something, Juliet.

Just stay there. Don't move! That shit."

There's a mirror behind the front

CONTINUED ON FW3E BZ



« According to one
neuropsychologist, UFO field-workers

are particularly

vulnerable to suicide and cancer.

These days cancer
seems to lurk behind

everything we eat,

drink, and do. So It

should come asno sur-

prise that Investigating

UFOs may bring on
the disease as well.

That, at least, is the

warning issued by Ca-

nadian neuropsycholo-

gist Michael Persin-

ger, one ot the world's

leading authorities on

the effects of mag-
netic fields

According to Persin-

ger, a professor at Lau-

renttan University of

Sudbury in Ontario,

the danger does not

come from extraterres-

trial weapons or from

deadly green rays but

rather Irom iniense

natural electromag-
netic fields. That's be-

cause most UFOs, says Persinger, are simply "luminous

phenomena produced by extremely energetic geophysical

forces" such as the movement of the earth's crust.

Simitar low -frequency fields, Persinger says, are routinely

experienced by electrical engineers and technicians and
by those living near overhead power lines. And studies of

these groups indicate that they are likely to suffer a higher

risk of brain tumors and leukemia, as well as depression

and suicide, than the normal population.

These complications are also a concern for the UFO buff,

adds Persinger. "particularly for those who spend literally

hours. It not days, out in the field."

Persinger is not suggesting that people slop investigat-

ing UFOs. Nor does he suggest that all fhose wiio investi-

gate UFOs will develop brain tumors or other cancers. (Not

everyone who smokes, he notes, gets lung cancer.) But,

he warns, UFO researchers should lake precautions like

bringing detection equipment to do the dirty work and try to

UFDUPOffTE

keep exposure down.

Persinger's evi-

dence for the UFO-
cancer theory, many
critics believe, is slim.

It's true that at least

two UFOIogists—in-

cluding J. Allen Hy-

nek, the father of the

field—have died of

brain tumors, And at

least two others are

known to have com-
mitted suicide.

But UFO research-

ers are not impressed

with these examples,

"I think it's just a crazy

coincidence," says

John Keel, author of

Disneyland of the

Gods, who spent four

years in the field in-

vestigating UFOs in

the mid-Sixties. "Prob-

ably just as many
UFOIogists have died

of appendicitis." And Mutual UFO Network (MUFON) direc-

tor Walt Andrus. who first published Persinger's warning in

The MUFON UFO Journal, says, "I was afraid to even
publish the article, because I thought it might scare people
away. But that has not occurred." MUFON has about 1,000

investigators across the country, Andrus adds, and no one
has resigned due to the recent report.

Persinger, however, counters that while many research-

ers write about UFOs, tew actually spend much time in the

field. This lack of exposure, he adds, means that UFO
researchers may not be the best population in which to

demonstrate his hypothesis.

Toward that end, Persinger has begun examining cancer
records in areas that have been repeatedly exposed to the

luminous displays otherwise known as UFOs. If he is cor-

rect, Perstnger says, these areas should show a rise in

cancers and depressive disorders within five years of the

time a spate of sightings occurs.—PATRICK HUYGHE



Just before (he turn of the

century, psychics Annie

Besant and C. W. Leadbeater

announced they would use
their powers to investigate the

microscopic world. In 1908.

three years before Ernest

Rutherford (below) proposed
the nuclear model of the

atom, they described sub-

atomic particles as small as

one ten-thousand-billionth of

an inch. Their psychic

findings, however, remained

suspect because they In-

cluded descriptions of ob-

jects unknown to science,

Now Stephen M. Phillips,

author of the book Extrasen-

sory Perception ot Quarks

and a physicist who has
studied the psychics' work,

says Besant and Leadbeater

were accurately describing

quarks and superstrings

decades in advance of

scientific theory. He contends
that their 38-year-long study,

' ch was completed in

3, offers remarkable sup-

tive evidence for micfo-

emote viewing, the apparent

lity to perceive objects

of microscopic size.

KANGAROO KILLS HIMSELF AFTER

losing his lady comranion. read

the headline in the reputable

Italian daily newspaper Com-
ers delta Sera. It seems that

a female kangaroo at a zoo
in Brescia, Italy, had to be
destroyed after breaking a

leg. Within a week the dead
kangaroo's mate either fell or

threw himself into the deep
ravine surrounding the com-
pound, and reports of the

"suicide" began to surface.
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The kangaroo is not alone.

Finches, for instance, often

die for no apparent rea-

son shortly after the death of

a mate And dogs sometimes
refuse to eat following a

master's death, consequently

succumbing to starvation.

But can animals con-

sciously commit suicide? "I

know of examples where

one animal dies and a
pertectly.healthy mate dies

shortly thereafter," says

David Conrad of Florida's

Busch Gardens. "But why

this happens is a mystery."

Some answers might be
gleaned from the recent

incident in Italy. Michel

Viatteau, who covered the

kangaroo suicide story for

Agence Ranee Press, be-

lieves the kangaroo in

question "was very disturbed

by its mate's death One
employee I spoke with." he

adds, "described the kanga-
roo as deeply depressed. Its

state of mind certainly

contributed to its death."

—Rick Bollng



Yei Dennis Siblings, direc-

tor of the Archaeus Project,

which studies the phenom-
ena of psychic research,

doubts Phillips's conclusion.

He says, "My guess is that

even If it's possible, the direct

perception of subatomic
processes would appear
enormously confusing and
complex "—-Rob MacGregor

"In saying what is obvious,

never choose cunning,

felling works better"

—Cynthia Ozick

Why do so many UFO
abductees and contactees

believe in reincarnation? Why,

if there are extraterrestrials

(ETs). have they not taken

over the earth? Those are the

kinds of questions being

pondered by James Dear-

dorff, a retired professor of

atmospheric sciences

at Oregon State University.

Deardorff first noliced

that the belief in reincarnation

is far more widespread

among abductees and
tactees than among the

general population. "The

level in the general population

is about twenty-three per-

cent," says Deardorff "Those

who know abductees well,

however, claim that they

essentially all believe in if."

In many oases, adds Dear-

dorff, people report flash-

backs from their past lives in

the years following their

abductions. Still others learn

that they were themselves

aliens in a past life.

But it didn't dawn on
Deardorff why reincarnation

beliefs would go hand in

hand with alien contact until

he began thinking that

the ETs themselves just might

hold the same beliefs. He
now thinks that a reincarna-

tion ethic would explain

why planet Earth hasnt been
invaded by UFOs.

'Killing everyone on the

planet would be bad Karma,"

:plains Deardorff "Besides,

uls would live on. And
if those human souls

ire to reincarnate as ETs?
Wibuld they really want

that7'—Patrick Huyghe

Dozens of partially buned
cars rise in a circle out of the

Nebraska sand hills, front

bumpers pointing skyward in

a familiar formation. Another

nine cars form archways into

the circle In the center a lone

upended ambulance, two
station wagons, and an LTD
complete the resemblance to

an ancient monument 5,000

miles away.

The scene is Carhenge,

built by Ja

homestead three miles north

of Alliance, Nebraska, in

homage to Stonehenge's
famed Sarsen Circle. Why
replicate the ancient site with

cars? "Its a joke." Reinders

says. "And it's fun
"

But some residents of

Alliance do not share

Reinders 's sense of humor
Within days of completing his

monument, he received

official notices from the city

of Alliance and the state of

Nebraska. Carhenge, it

seemed , violated local zoning

ordinances as well as state

nght-of-way laws

Alliance city manager
Wolfgang Bauer gave Rein-

ders 180 days to remove
Carhenge or apply for a

special-use permit. Wrote
Bauer, "This will allow some
enjoyment for 'art's' sake, yet

ensure thai the eyesore is

removed."

Reinders fought the state-

required junkyard permil on

the grounds that Carhenge
was art, not junk. Officials

agreed, with the stipulation

thai Reinders screen his

monument from traffic and
install an access road. In

addition, the Alliance city

council granted a special-use

permit on the condition that

Reinders get liability insur-

ance and put in a parking lot

for visitors.

"We came, we saw. we
Carhenged," Reinders says.

The epitaph tor his new
monument, he adds, is "Rust

in Peace."—Marilyn Sallee

"Once embarked on a

course of worship and
propitiation involving great

monuments, no leader could

afford to relax.''

—Alfred Kidder II



Whelks, with their inch-long

spiral shells, are among the

most common gastropods on

Britain's shores, Now they

may be the strangest as well

According to reports, female

dog whelks have recently

begun growing penes and
developing sperm ducts. The
bizarre transformation, which

stops the creatures from'

breeding, is threatening their

future and has already

caused their virtual disap-

pearance along some parts

of the coast.

The culprit: tributyltin

(TBT), an ingredient found In

antifouling paint used by

boat owners to fight off such

pests as barnacles.

The phenomenon has re-

cently been studied by Geoff

Bryan, a researcher at the

Plymouth-based Marine Bio-

logical Association, After

examining several hundred
whelks, he was surprised

at his failure to find females

of the species. Closer in-

spection showed half were fe-

males that had grown penes.

To see whether TBT was
really the cause, females that

had not yet changed sex

were painted with the chemi-

cal. Sure enough, penes
sprouted and grew to alarm-

ing lengths. Soon the

researchers could calculate

how close a female lived to a
marina: The nearer to ships,

the longer the penes. Just

one part per million of TBT In

seawater was said to be
enough of the chemical to

cause the sex switch.

Accepting that TBT can
kill, retard, or deform a wide
variety of marine life, the

British government had
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already banned its use on

boats less than 75 feet long.

Now the whelks may help

detect offenders against this

law. Says Bryan. "Measuring

the lengths of their penes
could be a good way of

indicating the amount of TBT
a! a particular site, circum-

venting the usually lengthy

processes necessary for

analyzing low concentra-

tions."—Ivor Smullen

"Erection is chiefly caused
byscuraum, ertngoes,

cresses, crymon, parsnips,

artichokes, turnips,

asparagus, candied ginger,

acorns, bruised to powder
and drank in muscatel,

scalllon, sea shellfish, and
so on." —Aristotle

"The water is dead and
doesn't sihglThe moon sobs

in my throat."

—Gerardo Diego

Zee Haag, who travels

the globe searching for rare

stones and crystals for his

Tucson , Arizona-based whole-

sale-gem business, may have
discovered a mother lode

of New Age crystals. On a

recent trip to the African ter-

ritory of Namibia he un-

covered a 17,622-pound,

eight-foot-long quartz crystal—

among the largest of its kind

in the world.

Located about 35 feet

underground and surrounded

by smaller crystals, the

mammoth rock was about to

be blown up by quartz miners

when Haag came on the

scene with a plan to move it

with a crane brought in

through 50 miles of bush

country. The crystal, which

he named Ovombo after a
tribe in the area, was shipped

to the United States.

Because Ovombo is the

largest doubly terminated

(pointed at both ends) crystal

known, Haag believes it may
possess unusually strong

paranormal powers. "Both

positive and negative charges

come oft each point of doubly
terminated crystals, so they

are called generators. This

one is so huge that it anybody
can figure out how to tap Ms

energy, it might possibly be
the most powerful crystal on

Earth," he explains.

Lawrence Jerome, who
teaches research and statis-

tics at the University of

San Francisco and is con-

ducting experiments to test

the claims of crystal

believers, notes that the

alleged powers of crystals

have no scientific basis.

"New Agers claim their

thoughts and feelings

can resonate with crystals -

and activate energies within

them. But that's impossible.

Even if you could project

electromagnetic energies with

your brain, they wouldn't

resonate in acrystal because
the resonant frequency of

crystals Isn't even near the

same range as brain waves,"

Jerome says.

Haag disagrees. Crystals

have increased his psychic

abilities, he declares. And
"because some energy fields

are not yet understood by

man, crystals like Ovombo
could be sleeping giants."

—Sherry Baker

7 believe that what unites us

universally is our emotions,

our feelings in the face of

experience, and not

necessarily the actual

experiences themselves."

—Anai's Nin



TASTE
was a virgin field, and I would select an-

other area that needed to be examined,"

he says, "and my students would pick up

on it and start working." Students and

colleagues like Linda Bartoshuk, Marion

Frank, and Inglis Miller—today's aficio-

nados of taste—worked with Pfaffmann

tackling questions like the connection be-

tween taste and the limbic system (which

controls involuntary function), something

Pfaffmann had long suspected.

An astonishing proportion of the fun-

damental principles of taste studies owe
their discovery to Pfaffmann and his pu-

pils. They have found that the chemistry

of each taste is unique. Sour substances,

like the citric acid in lemons, contain hy-

drogen ions or, more precisely, hydro-

nium ions (hydrogen ions attached to

water). Salty foods have the sodium ions

found in table salt (NaCI, or sodium chlo-

ride). Sweet substances, the sugars,

contain two hydrogen bonds in a mole-

cule that's shaped like a triangle, called

the AHB gamma triangle. Bitter foods also

have a pair of hydrogen ions. In fact, the

chemical makeup of sweet and bitter

compounds is so similar that when
chemicals that taste very sweet are

slightly altered, they become bitter.

Drop any substance, sweet or bitter,

into the mouth, and enzymes in saliva

break the food into a solution made up of

small molecules. The diluted food bathes

thousands of orange-shaped taste buds

located on the tongue, palate, pharynx,

tonsils, esophagus, the roof of the mouth,

and the epiglottis, the trapdoor that closes

the windpipe when we swallow. Bunches

of taste buds cluster around tiny bumps
called papillae.

Inglis Miller, associate professor of

anatomy at the Bowman Gray School of

Medicine at Wake Forest University,

studied the anatomy of taste buds, look-

ing at tongues with a powerful micro-

scope. Recording the images on video-

tape, he discovered that the number of

taste buds varies from person to per-

son—up to an astonishing tenfold differ-

ence. "Some people have fewer than five

taste buds per square centimeter; others

have more than five hundred in the same
area. The average is about one hundred

to one hundred fifty," he says. The ability

to discern flavors—the big "gestalt"—at

very low concentrations appears to be in

direct proportion to a higher density of

taste buds. "In simple terms," Miller be-

lieves, "people who have more taste buds

taste more; people with fewer taste buds
taste less."

Each taste bud, in turn, contains some
40 to 60 receptor cells, or fibrotites. On
the surface of each fibrotite are several

microvilli, tiny hairlike projections- that

"poke their heads" through an opening
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on the taste bud. Miller suggests, "Try to

picture an elevator full of people peering

up through the trapdoor at the top." The

"trapdoor opening" is the taste pore.

Fibrotites are miracle workers, regen-

erating about every ten days. Why does
it happen? "We don't really know," Bar-

toshuk says, "but due to the wear and

tear on the receptor cells in the mouth,

apparently evolution designed replace-

able parts." Among nerve cells, only the

olfactory and taste receptor cells con-

stantly grow, develop, die—then replace

themselves with new cells. "It happens

all your life," she says. That may be why
older people have good taste systems.

Given the wide variety in taste and in

chemical structures that produce each
particular taste, it isn't surprising that re-

ceptor cells "read" and react to different

taste qualities in different ways. The so-

dium ions (saltiness) are small, positively

charged atoms that fit through tiny open-

ings or channels in the membrane of the

6/n a sense,

taste researchers have pointed

out, Columbus's

discovery of the New World

was simply a freak

accident triggered by the

insatiable demands
of the European palate.^

taste receptor. These channels are pre-

cisely the right size to permit sodium

ions—but no others—to pass through.

Once inside the receptor cell, the ions'

positive charge excites a series of reac-

tions that ultimately release a neurotrans-

mitter from the far end of the cell. The
neurotransmitter crosses the synapse
(gap) between the receptor and its ad-

jacent nerve cell, snapping the latter lo

attention and shooting the taste mes-

sage along nerve lines to the brain.

The cells of sweet- and bitter-tasting

substances are far too large and com-

plex to pass through the receptor cell's

membrane. Instead, sweet and bitter

stimuli are adsorbed, loosely adhering to

the cell membrane surface, causing
electrochemical changes within the re-

ceptor cell. Sour-tasting acids may ac-

tually be channel blockers: As there are

channels to allow sodium ions to pass into

the cell, there are also channels that let

positively charged potassium ions out.

The sour acids block Ihe channels, and
the potassium ions build up within the re-

ceptor cell, firing it with their positive

electrical charge.

To further confuse students of taste

neurophysiology, there isn't one nerve (as

with sight and hearing) servicing the taste

receptors but three: the seventh, ninth,

and tenth cranial nerves (the eighth nerve

being the auditory nerve). These three

nerves are bilateral, found on both sides

of the body. The trio relays signals to the

medulla, where second-order neurons,

the brain's microchips, process the in-

coming information and distribute it to the

appropriate departments in the brain.

At this juncture in its journey the taste

message splits, unlike hearing and sight.

The medulla subjects the taste message
to an unusual routing, sending one signal

to the most highly developed regions of

the human brain, the dorsal thalamus and
the sensory cerebral cortex, responsible

for elaborate problem solving. The sec-

ond message is delivered to the hypo-

thalamus and the amygdala, structures

that form a part of the "old brain," or lim-

bic system. The old brain is a "very prim-

itive region of the human brain, control-

ling involuntary responses," says Marion

Frank, professor of biostructure and
function at the- University of Connecticut.

"Hunger, anger, sexuality, emotions—the

nonrationalized, preprogrammed re-

sponses occur in the limbic system. It's

hardwired to react automatically to a va-

riety of incoming information."

The limbic system is taste's connection

to -what scientists refer to as hedonic re-

sponse. The wprd hedonic comes from

the Greek word for "pleasure," and it is

the limbic connection that allows us not

only to eat our food but to enjoy it. While

the reasoning, calculating parts of ihe

brain can tell you you're eating "a bitter-

sweet substance with a smooth texture

and cool temperature," it is your limbic

system that says, "Mocha almond
mousse; let's have some more." The
pleasure (or pain) principle in taste is re-

flexive: An infant smiles and sucks when
he tastes sweet or scowls and spits when
he tastes bitter. "There are particular taste

qualities that are inherently pleasant or

unpleasant, and so we have a pair of sys-

tems—one that signals the quality and

intensity of taste, and another that pro-

vides a hedonic component," Smith says.

Because the cerebral cortex is paired with

the limbic system, we not only discover

what is in our mouth but have a pleasur-

able or averse reaction to it.

Taste, like hemlines, is subject to the

whims of trendsetters. The hungry public

grows weary of last year's oral fixations

and quickly switches to the latest in food

fashions. Tom Giel, vice-president of fla-

vor creation and application at Interna-

tional Flavors and Fragrances (IFF), lo-

cated in South Brunswick, New Jersey,

describes himself as "an artist who paints

in chemicals." Working with a palette of

thousands of substances—essential oils,

extracts, aromatic chemicals—he can

create, say, a picture of a strawberry.

Choosing from 10 to 200 ingredients, he



combines the elements until he's found a

perfect replica of the original strawberry.

The process might take several months

or several years: the cost, well into the

hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Giel says his job has gotten tougher

over the past 15 years. "The American

consumer is more sophisticated. People

have tasted fresh papaya and fresh kiwi

and demand a flavor that reproduces the

exact taste." Fifteen years ago, Giel says,

he would have used fewer ingredients in

a flavor, 20 at the most. Now the con-

sumer is taste literate, picking up subtle-

ties he wouldn't have noticed before, "so

we have to find formulas that are closer

to the actual fruit," he adds.

The sophisticated consumer is fickle

as well as finicky. Peach has been the

"hot" flavor for the past couple of years,

"a superior flavor," says Bill Zick, vice-

president of marketing for IFF The flavor

replicated the real thing so well, "you

could not only taste the fuzz on the peach

skin, the aromatics were mind-boggling,"

he says. "The guys who created DeKuy-

per Peachtree Schnapps really hit a home
run with that."

What flavors will we want next? "Ethnic

and regional" is Giel's guess, "the South-

west spicy taste or the Southern smoked
flavor. In fruits, probably a red fruit like a

red raspberry." Zick agrees with the

raspberry prediction, saying black rasp-

berry also may be a hit. Ethnic flavors like

satay, an Indonesian flavor that Zick de-

scribes as "beefy peanut," as well as

mustard and honey, separately or to-

gether for a sweet-and-sour effect, will

gain in popularity.

Does Giel think he'll be asked to de-

velop that staple of science-fiction litera-

ture, the little green pill we pop into our

mouths in the morning to get our daily

supply of nutrients and vitamins? No way.

"Sitting down to a meal is an event," he

says. "In the future food will be easier to

prepare but not any easier to eat. Food
will still be food."

What intrigues both flavorists and sci-

entists is the connection between foods

we crave and foods our bodies require

for good health—the difference between

appetite (need) and taste (preference).

Why do some people liken (even prefer)

a good meal to good sex? What about

the chocoholics who reach for the bon-

bon box after another relationship fails?

What about the carb cravers, or the salt

freaks who dump half the saltshaker onto

the plate every time they sit down to din-

ner? Are they just obsessives, or are their

bodies telling them something?

Some scientists would say that their

bodies are trying to relay a primitive, vis-

ceral message that should come as a

whisper but to the craver sounds more

like a biochemical scream. The prime

culprit in the case of food obsession is

the limbic system—pleasure central.

Cravings seem to have that desperate,

irrational component to them, and it has
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been found that when the centers of

thought and reason in an animal's brain

have been injured, the limbic system en-

sures that the animal will still respond

positively to sweet and will shyaway from

bitter tastes.

The evolutionary argument that sugar

attracts because sweet things in nature

tend to be beneficial is widely accepted.

The craving for salt—despite recent dis-

coveries that excessive salt intake can be

hazardous to your health—may actually

stem from an evolutionary disposition

similar to the sugar reflex. Marion Frank

argues that sodium is a vital chemical

used throughout the body in various im-

portant processes of cell metabolism.

Back in the days when our ancestors were

primarily vegetarians, sodium was often

in short supply. Says Frank, "The ability

to detect and prefer sodium produced a

superior organism." Explaining the drive

to consume salt in excess, Frank sug-

gests, "The location of salt in nature was

^Thousands of

tasters—chemists whose

tongues are their

livelihoods—are attempting to

satisfy our gustatory

wants, sipping full-bodied

liquids as well as

licking sugary concoctions^

patchy, so it made sense to construct an

animal that would consume salt in large

quantities to have in reserve."

What about the so-called carb crav-

ers—people who would give anything for

a plateful of carbohydrates? Adam
Drewnowski, director of the Human Nu-

trition Program at the University of Mich-

igan School of Public Health, says that

carb craving is a misnomer; what we're

really keen on is a combination of sugar

and fat. When we dream of that Snickers

bar or that spoonful of Haagen-Dazs,

what gets our salivary glands going is the

combination of the sweetness of the sugar

and the richness of the fat. And that mmm,
mmm good feeling we get is not merely

our imagination, says Drewnowski.

"Cravings are triggered by some kind

of physiological mechanism," he ex-

plains, "some urge in the body for self-

healing." It's not just psychology; it's also

physiology. The chocolate or the ice

cream really does make you feel better.

According to recent research at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, the biochemical

gratification is instant. When sugar is

present in the mouth, levels of insulin and

of opiates (natural narcotics) in the brain

increase. "That's an immediate hormonal

reaction to the presence of sugar. It hap-

pens too quickly for the sugar to have

reached the stomach," says Drewnowski.

In experiments on rats at Johns Hop-

kins University, researchers observed an

analgesic effect—the rats were less re-

sponsive to pain when given sugar and

fat. They traced the rats' reaction to this

combination to their earliest experiences

as newborns. Mother's milk in rats con-

tains opiate peptides. This produces an

immediate reinforcing effect in the infant

rat. The good feeling derived from the in-

take of sweet/fat milk laced with opiate

peptides encourages the baby rat to

suckle again, And the milk fat supplies it

with most of the calories essential for

growth and development.

The craving for fat in particular has

been studied by Susan Schiffman, psy-

chologist at Duke University, in her work

with people who are obese "People
overeat because they have a need for

high flavor and texture in their food

—

namely fat," says Schiffman. "Take out the

fat in your diet, and you take out the fla-

vor." Schiffman proposes that each of us

has a "flavor set point," a level of flavor

that allows us to be satisfied by the food

we eat. "Until we reach that set point,"

says Schiffman, "we tend to keep eating,

and overweight people appear to have a

higher flavor set point than an average-

weight person."
j

What can be done to alleviate an over-

eater's cravings? Simple: If it's flavor he

craves, give him a double-barreled bar-

rage of it, without the calories. Schiffman

has developed products for Nutri-Sys-

tem, Inc., of Willow Grove, Pennsylvania,

including Flavor Enhancers and Flavor

Chews. Enhancers are low-cal powders

made to pour over cheese, butter, choc-

olate, bananas, even on Mexican or Ital-

ian dishes to bring out the flavor. Chews,

chunks of calorie-free textured fruit, keep

your tongue and jaws busy and your ap-

petite satisfied. Schiffman's experiments

have shown that the extra blast of flavor

helps to keep people on low-fat diets.

On the opposite end of the scale from

the people who crave more and more fla-

vor are those who confuse flavors or can

barely taste anything at all—people with

so-called taste disorders. Not surpris-

ingly, new work in the field of taste disor-

ders is being pioneered by Carl Pfaff-

mann, who came out of retirement to work

on the project with his former student

Bartoshuk. Only this time Pfaffmann him-

self is the guinea pig. As he discusses

his new work in his office at Rockefeller

University on the Upper East Side of

Manhattan, he draws a neatly folded

handkerchief from the breast pocket of

his blazer and raises his half specs to

wipe his eyes. The left one has been giv-

ing him trouble recently, tearing often. This

is a vestige of an illness Pfaffmann suf-

fered six months ago, herpes zoster oti-



cus (chicken pox virus), which left one
side of his iace paralyzed and caused
deafness in one ear. Ironically, Pfaff-

mann's illness deprived him completely

of his ability to taste anything at all on the

left side of the front of his tongue.

"J came down with the disease last

May," recalls Pfaffmann. "I was delirious

for four days, They even had me in a
straitjacket in the hospital." Undaunted by

his illness and its debilitating conse-

quences, Pfaffmann has spent the last six

months working with Bartoshuk, measur-

ing the process of regeneration. "It's fas-

cinating that one of the most famous peo-

ple in the taste world has developed a

taste disorder and that, as a scientist, he

is studying it," Bartoshuk says.

Though Pfaffmann had lost some of his

ability to taste, he had no awareness that

anything had happened to his sense of

taste until Bartoshuk isolated and tested

specific areas. "Now it's regenerating,

and he and I are measuring that regen-

eration," she says.

The National Institutes of Health (NIH)

in Bethesda, Maryland, estimates that

more than 10 million Americans suffer

from chemosensory (taste and smell)

disorders. And NIH studies from the early

Eighties suggest that more than 200,000

people visit doctors each year complain-

ing of problems with taste or smell. Peo-

ple who suffer from depression such as

anhedonia, a condition characterized by

an inability to experience any kind of

pleasure, often complain that food tastes

like cardboard. Many other people seek

help because of distorted tastes—sugar

doesn't taste sweet, or quinine bitter. After

inquiring about past accidents, taste

researchers usually find that the person

with confused tastes has injured the back

of his head.

Viral Infections and extremely bad
" colds can also cause taste disorders

—

both temporary and permanent. And
during dental or ear surgery, the taste

nerves may be severed. "Unfortunately,

there's still very little we can do for people

with taste disorders," Bartoshuk says. For

people who have lost taste sensations,

"we try to help them concentrate on other

sensory experiences, like texture and

temperature," she says.

The most troublesome disorder; what

the experts call a "phantom" taste, par-

ticularly a salty or bitter phantom, in which

the person tastes salt, for example, even

though the stimulus isn't present. Re-

searchers don't know what causes the

phantom phenomenon, whether the

source is in the oral cavity or in the brain.

Several years ago a woman arrived at the

clinic where Bartoshuk works complain-

ing of an intense salt phantom that lived

on the tip of her tongue. It never, never

went away. Bartoshuk painted the tip with

a topical anesthetic. The phantom didn't

move. Then Bartoshuk anesthetized the

whole tongue. The phantom became
stronger, actually doubling in saltiness..

Like epilepsy, there is activity in the brain

that needs to be turned off, and a phan-

tom sensation may be produced by some
sort of epileptic activity. When a neurol-

ogist administered an anticonvulsive drug

to. the woman, the phantom disap-

peared. "We took her off the drug, and
the phantom returned," Bartoshuk says.

"There was nothing else we could do."

But after two' years, the phantom spon-

taneously disappeared.

Many people undergoing chemother-

apy treatment for cancer often complain

of a bitter phantom. Bartoshuk suspects,

based on her studies, that these people

are especially sensitive to bitter tastes.

She claims that people differ in their sen-

sitivity to bitter tastes, and the reason is

genetics. Based on studies with the

chemical phenylthiocarbamide (PTC),

scientists believe that two thirds of the US.
population find PTC extremely bitter. They

are called tasters. The one third who don't

taste anything are the nontasters. If you're

bAs the year 2000
rolls in, we'll opt to charge

our tongues

with "electric taste." Fruits and
vegetables, charged

with either positive or negative

electrodes, will

erupt in our mouths with flavor.^

a taster, then you have the gene for tast-

ing certain kinds of bitters, says Barto-

shuk, and the gene is dominant; if you're

a nontaster, the gene is recessive. Bar-

toshuk thinks that patients who complain

about bitter phantoms from chemother-

apy drugs are PTC sensitive. Tasters say

that many substances are bitter to them,

including caffeine, saccharin, potassium

chloride (salt substitute), cabbage, Swiss

cheese, Brussels sprouts, broccoli, and
calcium-enriched cottage cheese. Tast-

ers also find a variety of sweets to be more

intense than nontasters do.

Genetic differences aside, senior citi-

zens often complain that as they grow
older, they are less able to discriminate

among flavors, saying they can't savor the

flavor of a pepperoni pizza as well as they

could when they were younger. These
flavor losses, however, reflect loss of

smell, says Bartoshuk. Taste remains

relatively unimpaired. "I've done work

with the elderly, and the extraordinary

thing is that when I tested people with a

mean age of eighty-four, their taste data

looked like those of Yale undergradu-
ates." Some researchers argue that there

is a certain loss in ability to detect bitter

or salty, but the loss is very small. What's

going on? Smell is the culprit, most sci-

entists think. Between the ages of sixty-

five and eighty, half the population ex-

periences some loss of smell. Over eighty,

almost everyone demonstrates some
loss, from mild t<3 severe.

There are many gaps in our knowl-

edge of taste (and smell) partly because
of funding problems. Miller laments that

"government agencies and medical

schools tend to place a higher priority on

funding based on the questions, 'How
severe is the debilitation?' and 'How many
people are complaining?' " Miller thinks

this attitude is changing slowly.

By the beginning of the next century

40 percent of the population will be older

than fifty. Given the demographics of an

aging population, Miller says, "well have

an elderly population that can't see or

hear too well. They quit reading, they quit

listening to the radio, but they continue to

eat. No matter what else is gone, they can

still enjoy a meal. It all has to do wiih

maintaining a certain basic quality of life."

And so researchers await the day when
the remaining riddles of taste will be

solved. Bartoshuk is eager to determine

the genetic differences among individu-

als. "I think we live in different taste

worlds," she says. "When a family sits

down to the dinner table, each person is

probably having a different taste experi-

ence." If this is true, does it mean our abil-

ity to taste is influenced by our genes?
she asks. "It's time to find out." One of the

big empty areas in our knowledge, Bar-

toshuk claims, is how.the central nervous

system processes taste. As yet there are

no theories.

Researchers also hope to decipher the

way the brain actually codes taste. Scott

Herness, assistant professor in the neu-

robiology and behavior laboratory at

Rockefeller University, proposes that bio-

physicists unraveling the mysteries of

taste physiology might stumble upon how
the brain codes information from all the

senses. "Taste is simpler than the mech-
anisms for hearing or sight," says Her-

ness. "The mechanism that can detect

the presence of and identily a chocolate

bar is obviously less sophisticated and

complex than the mechanism that can
read the word sweet on a page and dif-

ferentiate it from the word chocolate," he

says. As researchers discover the intri-

cate functions of the brain, "perhaps those

of us in taste research may get the payoff

first because taste is a simpler sense."

Over and over again we're getting the

message from nature that there's some-
thing terribly important about the intimate

workings of taste, so important that it kicks

in right at birth, survives even if severely

damaged, and continues throughout

most people's lives.OO
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counter at INK. When Michael motored

off to the back of the store, I looked at

my reflection and said, "Now you did if."

He was back in no time. "Look at this.

You want to see something beautiful?

Look at this." He handed me something

in a blue velvet case. I opened it and

saw.. .the Dixie fountain pen.

"But you told me that you'd never

heard of them."

, His voice was hurt and loud. "It is not

a Dixie fountain pen. It's a Sinbad. An

original, solid-gold Sinbad made at the

Benjamin Swire Fountain Pen Vtorks in

Konstanz, Germany, around 1915.

There's a rumor the Italian futurist Anto-

nio Sant'Elia did the design, but that's

never been proven. Nice, isn't it?"

It was nice, but he was so angry I

wouldn't have dared say it wasn't. I nod-

ded eagerly. He took it back. "I've been

selling pens twenty years, but I've only

seen two of these in all lhat time. One of

them was owned by Walt Disney, and I

have the other. Collector's value? About

seven thousand dollars."

"Wcn't the Dixie people get in trouble

for copying it?"

"No, because I'm sure they either

bought the design or there are small

differences between the original and this

one. Let me see that brochure again."

"But you have an original, Michael. It

still holds its value."

"That's not the point. It's not the value

that matters. I'd never sell this.

"You know the classic 'bathtub'

Porsche? One of the strangest, greatest-

looking cars of our time. Some smart,

cynical person realized that and is now
making fiberglass copies of the thing.

"But it's a lie car, Juliet; sniff it and it

smells only of today— little plastic things

and cleverly cut corners you can't see,

Not important to the car but essential to

the real object.

"The wonder of the thing was Porsche

designed it so well and thoughtfully so

long ago. That's art. But the art is in its

original everything, not just the look or

the convincing copy.

"I can guarantee you that your Dixie

pen has too much plastic inside where

you can't see and a gold point that prob-

ably has about a third as much gold on

it as the original. It looks good, but they

always miss the whole point with their

cut corners.

"Look, you're going to find out sooner

or later, so I think you better know now."

"What are you talking about?"

He brought a telephone up from be-

neath the counter and gestured for me
to wait a bit. He called Lenna and in a

few words told her about the Dixies, my
discovery of them....

Michael was looking at me when he

asked, "Did he tell you he was doing

that, Lenna?"

Whatever her long answer was, it left

his expression deadpan. "Well, I'm go-

ing to bring Juliet home. I want her to

meet him. What? Because we've got to

do something about it, "Lenna! Maybe
she'll have an idea of what to do. Do you

think this is normal? Oh, you do? That's

interesting. Do you think it's normal for

me?" A dab of saliva popped off his lip

and flew across the store.

When Michael opened the door, Lenna

stood right on the other side, arms

crossed tight over her chest. Her soft

face was squinched into a tight chal-

lenge. "Whatever he told you probably

isn't true, Juliet."

I put up both hands in surrender. "He

didn't tell me anything, Lenna. I don't

even want to be here. I just showed him

a picture of a pen."

Which wasn't strictly true. I showed
him a picture of a pen because I wanted

to know more about Dixie and maybe
my five-thousand-dollar earrings. Yes,

sometimes I am nosy.

Both of the Bhodeses were calm and

sound people. I don't think I'd ever seen

them really disagree on anything import-

ant or raise their voices at each other

Michael growled, "Where is he? Eat-

ing again?"
" "Maybe. So what? You don't like what

he eats anyway."

He turned to me. "Our guest is a
vegetarian. His favorite food is plum pits."

"Oh, that's mean, Michael. That's re-

ally mean." She turned and left the room.

"So he is in the kitchen? Good. Come
on, Juliet." He took my hand and pulled

me behind on his stalk to their visitor.

Before we got to him 1 heard music.

Ragtime piano. Scott Joplin?

A man sat at the table with his back

to us. He had long red hair down over

the collar of his sport jacket. One freck-

led hand was fiddling with the dial on a

radio nearby.

"Mr. Fiddlehead? I'd like you to meet

Lenna 's best f riend , Ju I iet Skotchdopole

"

He turned, but even before he was all

the way around, I knew I
was sunk. What

a face! Ethereally thin, with high cheek-

bones and deep-set green eyes that were

both merry and profound. Those story-

book eyes, the carroty hair, and freckles

everywhere. How could freckles suddenly

be so damned sexy? They were for chil-

dren and cute advertisements. I wanted

to touch every one on him.

"Hello. Juliet! Skotchdopoie, is it?

That's a good name. I wouldn't mind

havin' it myself. It's a lot better than

Fiddlehead, you know."

His deep voice lay in a hammock of a

very strong Irish accent.

I put out a hand, and we shook. Look-

ing down, I ran my thumb once quickly,

softly across the top of his hand. I felt hot
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and dizzy, as if someone
I wanted had

put his hand gently between my legs for

the first time.

He smiled. Maybe he sensed it. There

was a plate of something on the table

next to the radio.

To stop staring so embarrassingly at

him, I focused on it and realized the plate

was full of plum pits.

"Do you like them? They're delicious."

He picked one off the shiny orange-

brown pile and, putting the stony thing

in his mouth, bit down on it. Something

cracked loud, like he'd broken a tooth,

but he kept his angel's smile on while

crunching away on the plum pit.

1 looked at Michael, who only shook

his head. Lenna came into the kitchen

and gave Mr. Fiddlehead a big hug and
kiss. He only smiled and went on eat-

ing... pits.

"Juliet, the first thing you have to know
is I lied about your birthday present. I

didn't make those earrings—Mr. Fiddle-

head did. Bui since he's me, I wasn't

really lying." She smiled as if she was
sure I understood what she was talking

about. I looked at Michael for help, but

he was poking around in the refrigerator.

Beautiful Mr. Fiddlehead was still eating.

"What do you mean, he's 'you'?"

Michael took out a carton of milk and,

at the same time, a plum, which he-ex-

aggeratedly offered his wife. She made

a face at him and snatched it out of his

hand. Biting it, she said, "Remember I

told you I was an only child? Well, like a

lot of lonely kids, I solved my problem the

best way I could—by making up an imagi-

nary friend."

My eyes widened.
I looked at the red-

headed man. He winked at me.

Lenna went on. "I made up Mr. Fid-

dlehead.
I read and dreamed so much

then that one day I put it all together into

my idea of the perfect friend: First, his

name would be Mr. Fiddlehead because
I thought that was the funniest name in

the world—something that would always

make me laugh when 1 was sad. Then
he had to come from Ireland because
that was the home of all the leprechauns

and fairies. In fact, I wanted a kind of

lite-size human leprechaun. He'd have
red hair and green eyes and, whenever
I wanted, the magical ability to make
gold bracelets and jewelry for me out of

thin air."

"Which explains the Dixie jewelry in

the stores?"

Michael nodded. "He said he got

bored just hanging around, so I sug-

gested he do something useful. Every-

thing was fine so long as it was just the

earrings and key chain." He slammed
the glass down on the counter. "But I

didn't know about the fountain pen until

today. What's with that, Fiddlehead?"

"Because I wanted to try me hand at

it. I loved the one you showed me, so I

thought I'd use that as my model. Why
not? You can't improve on perfection.

The only thing I did was put some more
gold in it here and there."

I put my hand.up like a student with a

question. "But who's Dixie?"

Lenna smiled and said, "I am. That

was the secret name I made up for

myself when I was little. The only other

person who knew it was my secret friend."

She stuck her thumb in his direction.

"Wonderful! So now Dixie fountain

pens, which are lousy rip-offs of Sinbads,

will be bought by every asshole in New
York who can afford to buy a Piaget

watch or a Hermes briefcase. It makes
me sick." Michael glared at the other

man and waited belligerently for a reply.

Mr. Fiddlehead's reply was to laugh

like Woody Woodpecker. Which cracked
both Lenna and me up.

Which sent her husband storming out

of the kitchen.

"Is it true?"

They both nodded.

"But I had an imaginary friend, too,

when I was little! The Bimbergooner. But

I've never seen him for real."

"Maybe you didn't make him real

enough. Maybe you just cooked him up

when you were sad or needed someone
to talk to. In Lenna's case, the more she
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needed me, the more real I became. She
needed me a lot. One day I was just

there for good."

I looked at Lenna. "You mean he's

been here since you were a girl? Living

with you?"

She laughed. "No. As I grew up I

needed him less. I was happier and had
more friends. My life got fuller. So he was
around less." She reached over and

touched his shoulder.

He smiled, but it was a sad one, full

of memories. "I can give her pots of gold

and do great tricks. I've even been prac-

ticing ventriloquism and can throw my
voice a little. But you'd be surprised how
few women love ventriloquists.

"If you two'll excuse me, I think I'll go
in the other room and watch TV with the

boys. It's about time for The Three

Stooges. Remember how much we loved

that show, Lenna? 1 think we saw one
episode at least ten times. The one where
they open up the hairdressing salon down
in Mexico?"

"I remember. You loved Moe, and I

loved Curly."

They beamed at each other through

the shared memory.

"But wait, if he's.. .what you say, how
come he came back now?"

"You didn't know it, but Michael and I

went through a very bad period a little

while ago. He even moved out for two

weeks, and we both thought that was it:

no more marriage. One night I got into

bed crying like a fool and wishing to hell

Mr. Fiddlehead was around again to help

me. And then suddenly there he was,

standing in the bathroom door smiling at

me." She squeezed his shoulder again.

He covered her hand with his own.

"God, Lenna, what did you do?"

"Screamed! I didn't recognize him."

"What do you mean?"
"I mean he grew up! The Mr. Fiddle-

head I imagined when I was a child was
exactly my age. I guess as I got older,

so did he. It makes sense."

"I'm going to sit down now I have to

sit down because this has been the strang-

est afternoon of my life." Mr. Fiddlehead

jumped up and gave me his seat. I took

it. He left the room for television with the

boys. I watched him go. Without thinking,

I picked up Michael's half-empty glass

of milk and finished it. "Everything that

you told me is true?"

She put up her right hand. "I swear

on our friendship."

"That beautiful man out there is an old

dream of yours?"

Her head recoiled. "Ooh, do you think

he's beautiful? Really? I think he's kind

of funny looking, to tell the truth. I love

him as a friend, but"—she looked guiltily

at the door—"I'd never want to go out

with him or anything."

But / did, so we did. After the first few

dates I would have gone and hunted rats
"

with him in the South Bronx if that's what

he liked. I was completely gone for him.

86 OMNI

The line of a man's neck can change
your life. The way he digs in his pockets

for change can make the heart squawk
and hands grow cold. How he touches

your elbow or the button that is not closed

on the cuff of his shirt are demons he's

loosed without ever knowing it. They own
us immediately. He was a thoroughly

compelling man. I wanted to rise to the

occasion of his presence in my life and
become something more than I'd previ-

ously thought myself capable of.

I think he began to love me, too, but

he didn't say things like that. Only that

he was happy or that he wanted to share

things he'd held in reserve all his life.

Because he knew sooner or later he'd

have to go away (where he never said,

and I stopped asking), he seemed to

have thrown all caution to the wind. But

before him, I'd never thrown anything

away, caution included. I'd been a care-

ful reader of timetables, made the bed
tight and straight first thing every morn-

* He picked one

off the shiny orange-brown

pile and, putting the

stony thing in his mouth, bit

down on it. Something

cracked loud, like he'd broken

a tooth, but

he kept his angel's smile. *>

ing, and hated dishes in the sink. My life

at forty was comfortably narrow and or-

dered. Going haywire or off the deep
end wasn't in my repertoire, and nor-

mally people who did made me squint.

I realized I was in love and haywire the

day I taught him to play racketball. After

we'd batted it around an hour, we were

sitting in the gallery drinking Coke. He
flicked sweat from his forehead with two

fingers. A hot, intimate drop fell on my
wrist I put my hand over it quickly and
rubbed it into my skin. He didn't see. I

knew then I'd have to learn to put what-

ever expectations I had aside and just

live purely in his jet stream, no matter

where it took me.

That day I realized I'd sacrifice any-

thing for him, and for a few hours I went

around feeling like some kind of holy

person, a zealot, love made flesh.

"Why does Michael let you stay?"

He took a cigarette from my pack.

He'd begun smoking a week before and
loved it Almost as much as he liked to

drink, he said. The perfect Irishman.

"Don't forget he was the one who left

Lenna. Not vice versa. When he came

back he was pretty much on his knees

to her. He had to be. There wasn't a lot

he could say about me being there. Es-

pecially after he found out who I was.

Do you have any plum pits around?"
"Question two: Why in God's name

do you eat those things?"

"That's easy: because plums are

Lenna's favorite fruit. When she was a

little girl, she'd have tea parties for just

us two. Scott Joplin music, imaginary

tea, and real plums. She'd eat the fruit,

then put the pit on my plate to eat. Makes
perfect sense."

I ran my hand through his red hair,

loving the way my fingers got caught In

all the thick curls. "That's disgusting. It's

just like slavery! Why am I getting to the

point where I don't like my best friend so

much anymore?"
"If you like me, you should like her,

Juliet—she made me."

I kissed his fingers. "That part I like.

Would you consider moving in with me?"
He kissed my hand. "1 would love to

consider that, but I have to tell you I don't

think I'll be around very much longer. But

if you'd like, 111 stay with you until I, uh,

have to go."

I sat up. "What are you talking about?"

He put his hand close to my face.

"Look hard and you'll see."

It took a moment, but then there it

was; from certain angles
I was able to

see right through the hand. It had be-

come vaguely transparent.

"Lenna's happy again. It's the old

story—when she's down she needs me
and calls." He shrugged "When she's

happy again, I'm not needed, so she

sends me away. Not consciously,

but. ..look, we all know I'm her little Fran-

kenstein monster. She can do what she

wants with me. Even dream up that 1 like

to eat fucking plum pits."

"It's so wrong!"

Sighing, he sat up and started pulling

on his shirt. "It's wrong, but it's life,

sweet girl. Not much we can do about it,

you know."

"Yes, we can. We can do something."

His back was to me. I remember the

first time I'd ever seen him. His back was
to me then, too. The long red hair falling

over his collar. When I didn't say any-

thing more, he turned and looked at me
over his shoulder, smiling.

"We can do something? What can
we do?"

His eyes were gentle and loving, eyes

I wanted to see for the rest of my life,

"We can make her sad. We can make
her need you."

"What do you mean?"
"Just what I said, Fiddy. When she's

sad she needs you. We have to decide

what would make her sad a long time.

Maybe something to do with Michael.

Or the children."

His fingers had stopped moving over

the buttons. Thin, artistic fingers. Freck-

les. OO
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most certainly wrong. Mosi working sci-

entists assume that misconduct is no
problem at all. It's alarming how little we
actually know about the level of scientific

misconduct. Dr. Jerome Jacobstein. for-

merly at Cornell University Medical Col-

lege, testified before Congress that he
believed twenty-five percent of scientific

papers may be based in part on data

that's been intentionally fudged. That's a

shocking figure, but it's conceivable.

Omni: What's the difference between
misconduct and fraud?

Stewart: Fraud is fabricating results with

the intent to deceive. Misconduct is sim-

ply behavior that most scientists con-

sider unacceptable. If researchers cut

corners they'd be ashamed to admit to in

public and go ahead and publish the re-

search anyway, that might be miscon-

duct. If they're simply ignorant of correct

methodology, that's just poor science.

Omni: How much misconduct do you

suppose is out-and-out fraud and how
much is error?

Stewart: Wait a minute.
I
wasn't talking

about error. Error is absolutely intrinsic to

the process of science. In trying to roll

back the frontiers of knowledge, you're

guaranteed to make mistakes. In sci-

ence— unlike, say, accounting—we have

to expect that people will make lots and
lots of errors. And that means we have a

responsibility to deal with those errors,

whether it's our own, a colleague's, or

anybody else's. It may be okay to make
errors, but unless they're minor, it's not

okay not to fix them.

Omni; You recently returned from an in-

vestigation of the so-called "impossible

experiment" of Dr. Jacques Benveniste.

What reaction did he say he saw?
Stewart: The researchers were measur-
ing the way white blood cells react to an

antibody from the human immune sys-

tem. The- antibody, anti-lgE [anti-immu-

noglobulin E], causes white blood cells

to release histamine, which is what hap-

pens when people have an allergy at-

tack. When you add a particular blue stain

to a sample of white blood cells, the cells

that have not released their histamine turn

red. You measure the strength of the re-

action by counting the red-stained cells

in your sample under a microscope.

The researchers in Paris were measur-
ing the reaction using progressively
weaker solutions of anti-lgE in water. They
made a series of one-to-ten dilutions

—

that is, they poured one tenth of the IgE

solution into a new test tube and filled the

other nine tenths with water. Now, if you
make these dilutions four times in a row,

you're left with only one ten thousandth

as much of a dissolved substance as you
started with. After you've made fifteen di-

lutions in a row, the chances are there's

just a single molecule of the substance
still in solution. Make five more dilutions,

and there is only one chance in one hun-

dred thousandjhat you've got any mole-

cules of the anti-lgE left at all. That's only

twenty dilutions, but Benveniste re-

ported that after twenty-five dilutions, he

was still observing a strong effect! His

researchers did experiments with one
hundred twenty dilutions in a row. and
they still claimed to get an effect.

Omni: Did they try the experiment using

just water?

Stewart: Yes. They said plain water didn't

give the effect.

Omni: Benveniste's paper in Nature last

summer caused quite an uproar. Were
he correct, what would the implications

have been?
Stewart: It would have meant, first of all,

that doctors could expect to treat certain

diseases with water instead of medicine.

But more broadly, the whole basis for ex-

perimental biological science would be
called into question. The universal ex-

perience of scientists has been that the

effects in any reaction are due to what is

there, not to what was there. Benveniste's

results seemed to show that water mole-

cules "remember," so to speak, previous

contacts they've had with other mole-
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cules long after those other molecules are

gone. Benveniste's findings were abso-

lutely exiraordinary, especially because
his work appeared to have been so care-

fully done.

Omni: I
understand that homeopaths

were cheered by his results.

Stewart: Yes. Benveniste's results

seemed to show that homeopathy has a

scientific basis. Homeopathy claims to

treat human ailments with solutions so

enormously diluted that they actually don't

contain any molecules other than water.

It's a branch of pseudoscience that sci-

entists don't take seriously.

Omni: How did you get the opportunity

to test Benveniste's findings?

Stewart: I was one of several scientists

John Maddox, the editor ot Nature, asked

to review Benveniste's original manu-
script in 1987. Benveniste let an inspec-

tion team visit his lab because Maddox
made this inspection a condition of Na-

ture's publishing the paper. The team

consisted of Maddox, me, and James
Randi, a professional magician known (or

his outstanding work showing that var-

ious paranormal claims have no tactual

basis. Randi's job was to ensure that

Benveniste's people were doing what they

said they were doing—to prevent trick-

ery in other words. My job was to make
sure they weren't doing something wrong
without realizing it, like putting their

thumbs in their samples.

Omni: When did you first notice anything

unusual?

Stewart:' We learned as soon as we got

to the lab that the experiments weren't

always successful. This flabbergasted me
because up until then it had been either

said or implied that the experiment never

failed. If Benveniste's article had said. "We
sometimes observe these results," jt

would have been a great deal less pub-

lishable. He'd first have had to answer the

question, What are you doing sometimes

that you're not doing at others?

Omni: Did you notice other odd things?

Stewart: Well, one astonishing thing we
found out was that the experiments
worked best—by far—when one partic-

ular scientist, a Dr. Elisabeth Davenas,

was doing them. Her salary, we also

learned, was being paid by a French

company selling homeopathic medi-

cines. Now, to put the kindest interpreta-

tion on this, one researcher can have a

"touch" that another lacks. But even so,

right away the science is less convincing.

Experiments that work intermittently pose

a problem. When you have trouble re-

peating an experiment, you've got to fix

that before you publish the result, not af-

terward. And other odd things turned up.

Researchers had to agitate the series of

solutions violently for exactly fifteen sec-

onds, as I recall, ior the experiment to

work. That sort of thing is a tenet of hom-
eopathy, as it happens. Another member

of Benveniste's team turned out to be a
practicing homeopath, which hadn't been
mentioned before our visit.

Omni: How did your own investigation

proceed?
Stewart: At first the three of us just stayed

out of the way while Davenas carried out

the experiment three times. The first ex-

periment was fairly successful, the sec-

ond and third spectacularly so. In the

fourth experiment, we agreed that she

would read the slides in a blind fashion,

meaning she would look through the mi-

croscope and count the number of red-

stained cells without knowing what dilu-

tion they had been treated with. This ex-

periment, too, was a striking success.

Omni: So in every case a strong reaction

seemed to occur even using astronomi-

cally diluted solutions7

Stewart: Yes. Finally we did three more
experiments. This time Davenas pre-

pared the dilutions while I watched very

carefully. The test tubes were then placed

in front of a video camera, and Davenas

left the room. The video camera made an

objective, unbroken record of what we
did. In that way we couldn't be accused
later of mistakes or deliberately intro-

duced errors. We then relabeled all of the

test tubes with a random code. The key

to the code was sealed in an envelope

and taped to the ceiling of the lab in full

view of everyone. At the last minute I sug-

gested we add five controls—test tubes

with plain water only. Once we began in-

sisting on ground rules for the experi-

ment, the atmosphere in the lab grew in-

creasingly tense. We began to encounter

objections, even animosity, from the staff.

Until then Benveniste had been ex-

tremely friendly, greeting us on our arrival

with delight. Davenas, on the other hand,

had maintained an extremely guarded
attitude during our entire stay. We had
planned to pour everything into a new
set of test tubes so the tubes themselves

couldn't have been secretly coded. But

the French objected, saying that they

couldn't be sure of the effect of transfer-

ring a solution to a new test tube.

Omni: How could they object to that?

Stewart: Well, it was rather extraordinary.

Randi and'l had begun making lists of all

the little things that they said could inter-

fere with the experiment: the source of

the blood, the quality of the stain or the

distilled water, the number of ordinary

blood cells, the age of the chemicals, ob-

server fatigue, pipetting more than

twice—the list went on and on. Earlier

Benveniste had drawn me aside and told

me in an elated way, almost alarmingly

so, about some mathematical theory that

a series of one-to-nine dilutions— I don't

recall the exact number—wouldn't lead

to a reaction, while one-to-ten dilutions

would. It was just inconceivable. The
whole situation began to seem very silly.

Omni: In these final experiments, did you

also insist on tightening up the way cell

counts were made?



Stewart: Yes, we arranged for two re-

searchers to read the slides without

knowledge ot the other person's counts.

These people had never attempied to

take into account observer bias and didn't

seem to understand the necessity ot

doing so! Whenever you're measuring

something
,
you have to ask what your er-

rors in measuring are. Counting chickens

is relatively simple. But in counting cells

with red granules under a microscope,

you have a number of decisions to make.

Do you count cells with bluish-red gran-

ules? What aboui cells with purple gran-

ules or faded pink granules? People
sometimes count the same cells twice.

Whenever you use a human as a scien-

tific instrument, as you do when you have

an observer count or measure some-
thing by eye, you have to find out how
prone (hey are to making mistakes,

Omni: So no one knew how successful

these final tests were until the codes were

unsealed at the end of the day?

Stewart: That's right. And as the time

came to pull the envelope containing Ihe

codes off the ceiling in order to decode
the observations, the tension present

during the experiments dissolved into

euphoria. Benveniste seemed enor-

mously confident that the results were

going to be positive. He had even sched-

uled a press conference immediately after

the code was to be broken. By this time I

was pretty certain the experiments would

turn out to be failures and was feeling ex-

tremely uncomfortable.

Benveniste is an emotional man.
Everything was being videotaped, and
he was saying things like, "Someday
these videotapes will be famous." He even

told Maddox that when this was over he'd

be happy to offer him a job. He was ap-

parently sdrious, but I was flabber-

gasted. Even ihe world's top scientists

don't go around offering jobs to John
Maddox, who, as editor of Nature, al-

ready has a rather distinguished job. I

found Benveniste's euphoria a little eerie.

Omni: Were the experiments a failure?

Stewart: Well, when we were about eight

or ten test tubes into decoding the first

experiment, Benveniste said, "That
blood's not working. Try another." His

comment seemed to be a metaphor for

what they had been doing all along. It was
soon clear that none of the experiments

had worked. As we were working out the

results in the conference room, one of

Benveniste's secretaries put her head in

through the door and said, "Dr. Benven-

iste, ihe TV cameras are here." And he

said, "Tell them to go away. Tell them we
will be in discussion all day." There was
enormous excitement in the French me-
dia about this, you see. Homeopathy
seems to be much more popular in

France than it is here. In Paris you see

homeopathy remedies advertised all over

the place.

Maddox, Randi, and I all feii it was Im-

portant at this point to inform Benveniste

of the grave reservations we had about

the way he and his staff had conducted
their experiments. Randi made the point

that extraordinary claims require extraor-

dinary proof, explaining that it a man
claims to have a goat in his backyard,

you might verify this by calling up a

neighbor and asking him to look over his

fence to check. Bui if the man claims to

be keeping a unicorn in his backyard,

you'd want a higher standard of proof.

Omni: Did Benveniste argue with you?

Stewart: Yes. fiercely, almost angrily. I ac-

tually thoughi Benveniste had taken ad-

vantage of us. We'd wasted a lot ot effort

coming there simply because he had no!

disclosed all the facts he knew. I thought

I had a duty to advocate my belief as

forcefully as possible. It was never a

screaming match, but I wouldn't call it a

casual conversation. The whole situation

was unpleasant for everybody. People in

the lab were crying. On our way out we
noticed one of the staff putting away bot-

tles of champagne, unopened.

Omni: Did Davenas cheat or not?

Stewart: That's certainly one explana-

tion. But whether Davenas was cheating

or not, among all of ihe gross breaches

of proper scientific practice that we saw
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there, observer bias was certainly a key

factor. Numerous studies have shown thai

when you know what result is expected

of you, you're more likely to reach the re-

sult that fits your theory. When Davenas

counted the same slide more than once,

her duplicate counts were too good

—

they were in closer agreement than sam-

pling error and the laws of probability al-

lowed. When we pointed this out to Ben-

veniste, he said, "But you don't

understand how meticulous her tech-

nique is." He just didn't understand.

Omni: What was your first investigation of

scientific misconduct?

Stewart: The John Darsee case, al-

though it wasn't actually Darsee whom
Ned Federand I investigated. A heart ex-

pert, Darsee had worked at Emory Uni-

versity and Harvard Medical School. His

peers considered him to be a brilliant re-

searcher. He had published an unusually

large number of papers for someone so

young. In 1981 he was being offered an

assistant professorship at Harvard when
some people in his lab noticed that he

had fabricated a piece of evidence. When
confronted, Darsee admitted to only this

one fabrication.

As Harvard alumni, Feder and I re-

ceived a report from the school detailing

its own investigation of the matter. We im-

mediately saw very serious flaws in- this

investigation, which concluded that Dar-
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see had fabricated no more than three

isolated pieces of evidence in his career.

As scientists, we knew that the evidence

the Harvard committee reviewed couldn't

possibly have supported that conclu-

sion.. When the NIH reinvestigated the

matter some time later, it discovered a

huge amount of fraud. Darsee had fabri-

cated data on an absolutely blatant scale

throughout his career.

Omni: Whom did you investigate?

Stewart: We decided it would be inter-

esting to tabulate the practices of the sci-

entists who had coauthored papers with

Darsee. We simply read the reports the

investigative committees at Harvard and

Emory had written and then Darsee's pa-

pers. There were eighteen full-length re-

search papers, three book chapters, and

eighty-eight abstracts.

We were astonished to see that Dar-

see's papers contained a very large

number of obvious errors. For example,

one paper, published in The New Eng-

land Journal of Medicine, introduced a

human pedigree [genealogy] showing

the inheritance of a new disease that the

paper described. II later turned out the

entire pedigree was fabricated. I noticed

the paper included a seventeen-year-old

with this disease. He was listed as having

four children, including an eight-year-old

daughter. We thought the journal's refer-

ees should have caught this kind of thing.

Instead, if was published right there in

Figure 1 of the lead article in what is

widely considered to be the leading jour-

nal of medicine. When I phoned up Dr.

Arnold Relman, the journal's editor, to call

his attention to this, he said instantly,

"That's a misprint." Well, obviously it

wasn't The seventeen-year-o!d's age was
mentioned twice elsewhere in the article.

Omni: How did Darsee's coauthors react

when you started calling them up?
Stewart: Those who were completely co-

operative were a minority. Some felt quite

threatened, which is understandable. One
Harvard professor relused to talk to us at

all. Our overall tally showed thirty-five of

the forty-seven coauthors engaging in

scientific practices that would not gen-

erally be considered acceptable. Some
had made false statements that they

either knew or, in our judgment, should

have known were false. An example
would be hiding the fact that the control

for an experiment had been done a year

before. This would make the experiment

look much stronger than it actually was.

Many of the errors were minor, proba-

bly caused by haste. But some—like the

seventeen-year- old with four children

—

were so fundamental as to undermine the

truthfulness of the paper as a whole.

Some statements gave the appearance

of an intent to deceive. I believe coau-

thors, except in cases where they're col-



laborating across disciplines, have a re-

sponsibility to ensure the accuracy and
truthfulness of the enlire paper.

Omni: What became of your report on

Darsee's coauthors?

Stewart: We sent a draft otf in 1983 to

Maddox, who was quite interested in

publishing it. The draft also went to many
of the coauthors. Shortly after that, Na-

ture, the NlH, and Ned and I began to

receive letters from lawyers clearly im-

plying that we'd all be sued for libel if Na-

ture published our report. We spent a year

and a half replying to these arguments

and wrote about fifty different drafts,

trying to accommodate the lawyers.

Finally we withdrew the paper and sent

it informally to about fifteen other jour-

nals. All but one said, "No, we couldn't

even consider it." Cell, a journal at MIT,

was actively moving toward publication

but then made two unusual stipulations,

The first was thatwe take complete finan-

cial responsibility for any litigation involv-

ing the journal or MIT. We agreed, al-

though I'd never do that again. The
second was that we agree never to dis-

cuss the subject with anyone in any

forum, This was laier softened to five

years but was still unacceptable to us.

We feel that scientists have an absolute

right to say whai they believe.

Eventually we resubmitted it to Nature,

reluctantly agreeing to a few last changes.

.

It's amazing how the longer you wait, the

more flexible you become. Nature pub-

lished it in 1987. No one was sued. We
didn't even receive angry letters. We got

hundreds of letters from the scientific

community, many saying the problem was
worse than we'd described.

Omni: Have you any concrete sugges-

tions for raising report standards?

Stewart: Individual scientists can make a
personal commitment to keeping their

data. Many of Darsee's collaborators had
failed to retain all their lab records—re-

sults of experiments, measurements on

patients, things like thai. Raw data should

be saved for a few years.

With present attitudes it's difficult for

an outsider to ask for a scientist's raw data

without appearing to question that per-

son's integrity. But that attitude abso-

lutely has to change. You have to distin-

guish among three things: new ideas;

proving them with experiments; and fi-
_

nally documenting your proof and pub-

lishing it. I've never suggested that any-

body has a right to anybody else's

unpublished research. But once you

publish a paper, you're in essence giving

its ideas away. In return for benefits you

gain from that—fame, recognition, or

whatever—you should be willing to make
your lab records and data available. And
there is another reason for full disclosure.

Published experiments should be re-

peatable. A published report can never

disclose everything you did in the lab. But

you have an obligation to describe the

most important parts. A scientist trying to

repeat another scientist's work is essen-

tially like someone reading a recipe out

of a cookbooks
Omni: But famous chefs are notorious for

concealing hard-won secrets.

Stewart: Look, the whole idea of science

is to communicate your findings and
methods. One of the beautiful things

about science is that you build on others'

results. Two or three centuries ago sci-

entists often held back essential parts of

a procedure to protect their positions.

Antonie van Leeuwenhoek, who was
honored by [Britain's] Royal Society for

discovering microbes, never revealed

how he built his microscopes. Today no

one thinks that's satisfactory, although it's

still sometimes done.

Omni: You haven't published very much
yourself—less than a dozen papers after

nearly twenty years of research. Why?
Stewart: I publish only when I have
something I think is worth communicat-

ing to other scientists. That hasn't hap-

pened frequently. If I were pressured to

publish more papers, it's doubtful I'd

make more discoveries. There are some-

thing like eight thousand biomedical jour-

nals publishing papers today, and most

of these papers are unimportant and un-
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bearably dull. What's important is not how
much you publish but what you discover

and whether it's useful.

Omni: One significant discovery of yours

has to do with something called wildfire

toxin. What is it?

Stewart: Wildfire toxin is a chemical se-

creted by a bacterium that causes a dis-

ease of tobacco plants. The disease used

to spread like wildfire, hence the name,

although it was brought under control long

ago. The late D. W. Woolley, a brilliant ex-

perimental scientist [despite being totally

blind since the age of twenty-five], had
studied the toxin. In the Fifties he pub-

lished a paper describing its molecular

structure, but it later proved to be wrong.

I decided to use modern methods to

determine the molecule's structure. I

thought I could do it using old chemicals

that Woolley had left behind in his lab at

Rockefeller University, where I had been

a graduate student after he died. His

widow and I
went over his ojd test tubes

and notebooks, looking for his results. The

experience turned out to be fascinating:

Here's a practical example of error in sci-

ence being corrected through the shar-

ing of data Woolley was sharing his data

with me after his death by means of his

carefully kept lab records and chemi-

cals. I was actually able to pick up the

research where he left off. After I went to

the NIH, I solved the toxin's molecular

structure and published it in Nature.

Omni: What research have you worked
on more recently?

Stewart: One very exciting piece of work

I did that's proved useful to others is the

synthesis of Lucifer yellow, a fluorescent

dye You inject it with a thin glass needle

into nerve cells that are maybe one fifth

the width of a human hair, and all of the

nerve endings become not only visible

but fluorescent. The dye never existed

before— I had to invent it. I must have

made a hundred different dyes trying to

find one with the properties I wanted. It

was an obsessive, mad hunt for a miracle

reagent. When I
finally succeeded and

began to get these images under the mi-

croscope that no one had ever seen be-

fore, beautiful images of nerve cells

glowing against a black background, it

was incredibly exciting.

Omni: What do you think about NIH dep-

uty director J. Edward Rail's comment
about you wasting your talent?

Stewart: Perhaps he believes investigat-

ing scientific practices isn't important. If

so, I disagree. Scientific misconduct af-

fects not only the health of science but

also the public's perception of whether or

not scientists care about this sort of thing.

In doing an investigation, I'm both using

my skills as a scientist and following my
own interests.

J remember noticing that pedigree of

the seventeen-year-old with the eight-

year-old daughter in The New England

Journal o! Medicine. We had been wad-
ing through all these very complex med-
ical papers, and it wasn't obvious what

we were going to find, if anything. All of

a sudden to make this unexpected dis-

covery— it was exhilarating. I felt the joy

of discovery that I
think all scientists feel

when they suddenly understand some-
thing they didn't before.

Omni: Arnold Relman recently accused
you and Feder of having "arrogated a

mission that nobody has given [you . .

.

and] have set [yourselves] up as more or

less grand inquisitors."

Stewart: That's inaccurate. We've used

ordinary scientific methods in our inves-

tigations of scientific papers. We've had
no unusual powers to get this material.

It's true that nobody specifically gave us

this mission, but nobody told me to syn-

thesize Lucifer yellow either. I just de-

cided I was going to do it. As I
recall,

Relman's comment refers to our chal-

lenge to the accuracy of the paper David

Baltimore's group published in Ceil in

1986. Scientists must feel free to chal-

lenge a paper if they have evidence sug-

gesting it's wrong.

Omni: The Benveniste affair wasn't the first

lime you contributed a published rebut-

tal of someone's paper in Nature.

Stewart: Right. There was the scoto-

phobin paper in 1972. Scotophobin was
the name given to a chemical that was
said lo transfer learned information be-

tween rats. You'd allow a rat to enter a

dark box, which rats like to do, then you'd

punish it with an electric shock. After the

rat learned to avoid the box, you suppos-
edly extracted from its brain this chemi-

cal, scotophobin—scofo means "dark";

phobos means "fear." When you injected

the chemical into other rats, these rats

supposedly acquired an instant tear of

the dark. It seemed to be the first dem-
onstration of learning caused by a chem-
ical, not experience. A scientist in Texas

claimed to have discovered it. Other

teams confirmed the phenomenon. If it

had been real, it would have profoundly

advanced our understanding of learning.

Nature sent me the scotophobin
manuscript for review. I wasn't im-

pressed with the data, and I suggested
(hat Nature ask the authors to put their

best evidence together, then ask an ex-

pert to write a rebuttal. Nature chose me
to write the rebuttal. The scientists were

not willing to publish all their data, which

was a tip-off that there were problems.

Omni: What was the gist of your rebuttal?

Stewart: They had used their mass spec-
trometer to analyze the chemical's com-
position. [The mass spectrometer dis-

plays each chemical's composition as a

unique spectrum, like a fingerprint.] But

they had used the results selectively. They

didn't present the whole spectrum. I got

a spectrum of a completely unrelated

chemical and, using their reasoning,

showed that it fit their analysis just as well.

What they were extracting from the rats'



brains could have been any number of

things. The authors were allowed a fif-

teen-hundred-word reply to my analysis,

in which, as I recall, they complained of

not having enough time to reply and ad-

vanced some pretty poor scientitic ar-

guments. No one believes in the exist-

ence of scotophobin today.

Omni: You said several other labs had

confirmed the scotophobin phenome-
non, How do you explain that?

Stewart: Observer bias—wishful think-

ing. It happens all the time. Just after the

turn of the century a respected French

physicist named Blondlot discovered a

phenomenon he called N-rays. This was
supposedly a new kind of radiation given

off by a variety of sources; heated metal,

the sun, even muscles. Blondlot believed

N-rays passed through aluminum, and he

carried out experiments using an alumi-

num prism to focus the radiation. A num-

ber of other laboratories confirmed his

observations. Nature got involved too,

agreeing to publish a report by American

physicist R. W. Wood, who went to France

to see for himself. When Blondlot wasn't

looking, Wood slipped the aluminum
prism into his pocket. The effect contin-

ued to work perfectly, utterly demolishing

the basis of Blondlot's theory, which was
instantly discredited in most of the sci-

entific community. But as so often hap-

pens, Blondlot and some colleagues re-

mained convinced of the validity of what

they thought they'd observed. So the next

time you hear someone arguing that in-

dependent repetition of experiments will

show up bad results quickly, you can re-

mind them of N-rays.

Omni: Arnold Relman and others insist

that peer reviews weed out bad science

before it gets into journals. So why are

investigations necessary?

Stewart: Peer review, to Dr. Relman,
means that bad stuff doesn't get into his

journal, that's all. That's clearly wrong,

because John Darsee had a field day with

The New England Journal. The only func-

tion peer review ever serves is to decide

which magazine an article gets pub-

lished in. There's virtually no article so bad
it's not publishable somewhere. Peer re-

view doesn't control the quality of what's

published; it just assigns a rating. Jour-

nals have a pecking order. If your piece

doesn't get accepted by a first-rate jour-

nal like The New England Journal, you

can always drop down to a third- or fourth-

rate journal. As for fraud, it's almost never

detected by peer review or by attempts

at replication. Fraud is usually discov-

ered only when an insider tells someone
else about it, as with Darsee. Somebody
rats. Bear in mind, though, that the results

of a fraudulent experiment may be per-

fectly correct.

Omni: There have been suggestions in

Congress that scientific fraud be treated
.

as a white-collar crime.

Stewart: I don't agree. First, scientific

fraud already breaks various laws. If you
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misrepresent your results in a grant ap-

plication, you're lying to the government
to get money, and that's illegal Second,

the problem of fraud is so complicated

and poorly understood that using legis-

lation as a remedy could do more harm
than good. I would prefer to see scien-

tists solve the problem themselves.

Omni: How does the NIH now handle al-

legations of misconduct that it receives?

Stewart: Until recently it had an office

staffed by two full-time people and one

part-time secretary responsible for re-

viewing allegations on approximately five

billion dollars' worth of research. The of-

fice received allegations about only a tiny

amount of misconduct, approximately

twenty-four claims a year.

Before the congressional hearings last

April, Ned and I estimated we were re-

ceiving about a hundred allegations a

year. The rale has probably gone up since

then. Typically, researchers who believe

they have evidence of fraud or miscon-

QFraud is

almost never detected by

peer review or

by attempts at replication.

It's usually

discovered only when an

insider tells

someone else: Someone rats.V

duct are apprehensive about going
through the standard channels. So far we
can't tell them they won't suffer profes-

sional harm if they choose to proceed.

Even if people have documented their al-

legations in detail, if they report their al-

legations to anyone, it usually gets back

to their university. Universities in the past

haven't been very sympathetic to these

so-called whistle-blowers.

Jerome Jacobstein, for example, ac-

cused a colleague at Cornell of improper

conduct. The colleague was exonerated

in a meeting that lasted only two hours

and resulted in a single handwritten slip

of paper. The disruption to Jacobsteins

career afterward was enormous. He had

to spend thirteen thousand dollars of his

own money on legal fees related to de-

fending his charges. The NIH finally con-

cluded that he was right in almost all of

his allegations. The people who make
their charges stick are usually, like Ja-

cobstein, extraordinarily tenacious.

Whistle-blowers are often accused of

being malcontents, but that's not been my
perception at all. They tend to be people

who believe strongly in making the sys-

tem work. If anything, they're a bit naive

about their chances.

Omni: It has been widely publicized that

you refused to mow your iawn and that

your neighbors are furious.

Stewart: First of all, we do mow an acre

around the house but have let the other

six acres become a meadow. The house

is in a neighborhood ol large homes with

large lawns. The first year we owned the

house, we bought a tractor and mowed
everything. The following year I began to

question why we were mowing the whole

seven acres, maintaining an ecological

monoculture, We thought it would be bet-

ter just to let it go wild, giving birds and

mammals a habitat they sorely need.

Very quickly our five-year-old figured

out that the reason we have rabbits and
our neighbors don't is that rabbits need

tall grass to hop off into. Now we've had

four or five hummingbird pairs, hawks,

bluebirds, a pileated woodpecker, a fox

for a while, and all sorts of mice, wood-
chucks, raccoons, opossums, even deer.

The county cited our meadow as a health

hazard, and it was going to take us to

court to make- us mow it. There is a real

question about whether that would have

been constitutional. I told the prosecutor

we were planning to bring in nine or ten

national experts on our side—It was going

to be a trial to end all trials. She said,

"Maybe we just won't go forward with this."

Omni: Didn't Science run a half-page ar-

ticle on your lawn?

Stewart: The way Science handled that

was a disgrace, especially because
they've given my work on matters of sci-

ence little coverage. Then a half page to

my lawn. Of all the articles about this,

Science's was among the least thought-

ful and most gossipy. Even the article

People did on our lawn battle was more

thoughtful. The scientific establishment

is obviously unhappy with some of the

things Ned and I are doing. I'm not the

only person to see the Science article as

an attempt to discredit me personally.

Omni: The editors of the two top Ameri-

can scientific journals, Science and The

New England Journal, criticize your in-

vestigative work. Does this bother you?

Stewart: The main thing that bothers me
is that I don't understand their criti-

cisms—Relman's comment that we're

"needlessly inflaming" the issues in the

Baltimore case, for instance. We've asked

people to criticize our work on the basis

of its factual accuracy or appropriate-

ness to specific issues. When people

make general criticisms like that, I
don't

even know what they're trying to say. In a

way, these editors are agreeing with us,

because now they're at least discussing

the question of misconduct publicly. We
wanted a public debate—not with this

degree of acrimony, perhaps, but a de-

bate—and that's starting to happen.

You're pointing out a success of ours: We
aroused the attention of two very promi-

nent editors.DO
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yond which both men could not proceed

without committing themselves. Dr. Au
sighed, made a fatalistic gesture, and
said, "Well, then, Mr."—glancing at the

card on his desk
—

"Ramirez, what can I

do for you?"

Terror rose up in Kleisterman then. Al-

most, almost, he got up and fled. But he

mastered himself. And as he pushed in-

stinctual fear down, guilt and self-hate and

anger rose, black and bristling and
strong. None of this had reached his face.

"I want you to destroy me," Kleisterman

said calmly.

Dr. Au looked first surprised, then

wary—reassessing the situation for signs

of potential entrapment—then, after a

pause, almost regretful. "I must say, this

is somewhat out of our line. We're usually

asked to supply illicit fantasies, clandes-

tine perversions, occasionally a spot of

nonconsensual behavior modification." He
looked at Kleisterman with curiosity.

"Have you thought about this? Do you

really mean what you say?"

Kleisterman was as cool as ice now,

although his hands still trembled. "Yes, I

mean it. I used to be in the business; I

used to be an operator myself, so I can

assure you that I understand the impli-

cations perfectly. I want to die. I want you

to kill me. But that's not all. Oh, no." Kleis-

terman leaned forward, his gaunt face in-

tense. His voice rose. "I want you to de-

stroy me. I want you to make me suffer.

You're an operator, an adept, you know
what I mean. Not just pain; anybody can

do that. I want you to make me pay."

Kleisterman slumped back in his chair,

made a tired gesture. "I know you can do

it; I know you've done it. I know you are

discreet. And when you're done with me,

a hundred years subjective from now, you

can get rid of my body, discreetly, and no

one will ever know what happened to me.

It will be as if I had never existed." His

voice roughened. 'As if I had never been

born. Would to God I had not been."

Dr, Au made a noncommittal noise,

tapped his fingers together thoughtfully.

His face was tired as though in his life he

had been made to see more deeply than

he cared to into the human soul. His eyes
glittered with interest. After a polite pause

he said, "You must be quite certain of this,

for later there will be no turning back Are

you sure you won't reconsider?"

Kleisterman made an impatient, de-

spairing gesture. "I could have put a bul-

let in my head at any time, but that means
nothing. It's not enough, not nearly

enough. There must be retribution. There

must be restitution. I must be made to

pay for what I- have done. Only this way
can I find solace."

"Even so—" Dr. Au said, doubtfully.

Kleisterman held up his hand. Moving
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with slow deliberation, he reached into an

inner pocket, produced a coded credit

strip. 'All my assets," he said, "and they

are considerable." He held the credit slip

up for display, then proffered it to Dr. Au.

"I want you to destroy me," he said.

Dr. Au sighed. He looked left, he looked

right, he looked down, he looked up. His

face was suffused with dull embarrass-

ment. But he took the credit strip.

Dr. Au ushered Kleisterman politely into

an adjacent room, stood by with sad pa-

tience while Kleisterman removed his

clothing. At a touch, a large metal egg
rose from the floor, opened like a five-

petaled flower, extruded a narrow metal

bench or shelf. Dr. Au gestured brusque-

ly; Kleisterman lay down on the bench,

wincing at the touch of cold metal on his

naked skin. Dr. Au leaned close over him,

his face remote now and his movements
briskly efficient, as though to get it all over

with quickly. He taped soft cloth pads first

over Kleisterman's left eye, then over his

<mHis skin began
to prickle over every inch

of his body, as

feathery probes contacted

, his nerve endings,

and as the prickling began

to fade, with it

went all other sensation.^

right. There was a feeling of motion, and
Kleisterman knew that the metal shelf was
sliding back into the machine, which

would be retracting around it, the petals

closing tight to form a featureless steel

egg, with him inside.

Darkness. Silence.

At first, Kleisterman was aware of a

sense of enclosure, was aware of the feel

of the metal under his back, could even

stir a little, move his fingers impatiently

But then his skin began to prickle over

every inch of his body, as feathery probes

made contact with his nerve endings, and
as the prickling began to fade, with it went

all other sensation. He could no longer

feel his body, no longer move; no longer

wanted to move. He didn't have a body
anymore. There was nothing. Not even

darkness, not even silence. Nothing.

Nonexistence. Kleisterman floated in Ihe

void, waiting for the torment to begin.

"This kind of machine had many
names—simulator, dream machine, iron

maiden, imager, shadow box. It fed

coded impulses through the subject's

nerves, directly into the brain. With it, the

operator could make the subject experi-

ence anything. Pain, of course. Any
amount of pain. With a simulator you could

torture someone to death again and
again, for years of subjective time, with-

out doing them any actual physical

harm—not much comfort for the subject

in that, though, since to them the experi-

ence would be indistinguishable from

objective reality. Of course, the most ex-

pert operators scorned this sort of thing

as hopelessly crude, lacking in all fi-

nesse. Not artistic. Pain was only one key

that could be played. There were many
others. The subject had no secrets, and
with access to the subject's deepest

longings and most hidden fears, the

skilled operator, the artisan, the clever

craftsman could devise cunning sce-

narios much more effective than pain.

Kleisterman had been such an opera-

tor, one of the best, admired by his col-

leagues for his subtlety and ingenuity and
skill. He had clandestinely "processed"

thousands of subjects for his multina-

tional and had never felt a qualm, until

suddenly one day, for no particular rea-

son, he began to sicken. After Donald-

son, Ramaswamy, and Kole, three espe-

cially difficult and unpleasant jobs, he had

sickened further and, for the first time in

his life, began to have difficulty sleep-

ing—and, when he did sleep, began to

have unquiet dreams. Then Melissa had
somehow become the target of corpo-

rate malice and had been sent to him for

his ministrations. By rights he should have

declined the job, since he knew Melissa

and had even had a brief affair with her

once, years before. But he had had his

professional pride. He did not turn down
the job. And somewhere deep in her

mind, he had found himself, an ennobled

and idealized version of himself as he had
never been, and he realized that while for

him their affair had been unimportant, lor

her it had been much more intensely

charged—that, in fact, she had loved him

deeply and still did.

This discovery brought out the very

worst in him, and in a fever of sick excite-

ment, he created scenario after scenario

for her, life after life, each scenario work-

ing some variation on the theme of her

love for him; and each time, "his" treat-

ment of "her in the scenario became
worse, his betrayal of her uglier and more
humiliating, the pain and shame and an-

guish he visited on her more severe. He
turned the universe against her in gro-

tesque ways, too, so that in one life she

died in a car wreck on the way to her own
wedding, and in another life she died

slowly and messily of cancer, and in an-

other she was hideously disfigured in a

fire, and in another she had a stroke and
lingered on tor years as a semiaware
paralytic in a squalid nursing home, and
so on. Each life began to color the next,

not with specific memories of other exist-

ences but with a dark emotional residue,

an unspoken, instinctual conviction that

life was drab and bitter and harsh, with



nothing to boh forward to but defeat and

misery and pain, that the dice were

stacked hopelessly against you—as, in

fact, they were. Then, tiring of subtlety,

irresistibly tempted to put aside his own

aesthetic precepts, he began to hit her,

in the scenarios—at first just slapping her

around in drunken rages, then beating

\^er severely enough to put her in the hos-

pital. Then, in one scenario, he picked up

a knife. Several lifetimes subjective later,

the heart in her physical body finally gave

out, and she died in a way that was no

more real to her than the dozens of times

she'd died before but which put her at

last beyond his reach. He had been dis-

mayed to discover that in ihe deepest re-

cesses of her mind, below the tear and

hate and bitterness and grief, she loved

him still, even at the last. He switched off

the machine, and he awoke, as from a

fever dream, as though he had been

possessed by a demon of perversity that

had only now been exorcised, to find

himself alone in his soundproofed cubi-

cle with the simulator and Melissa's cool-

ing body. He betrayed the corporation on

his next assignment, freeing the subject

rather than "processing" him, and from

then on he had been on ihe run. He had

found that he could successfully hide from

the multinational. Hiding from himself had

proved more difficult.

Light exploded in his head, and it took

a second for his vision :o adjust and io

realize that the patch over his left eye had

been removed. Dr. Au leaned in over him

again, filling his field of vision like a god,

and this time Kleisterman felt ihe painful

yank of tape against skin as Dr. Au ripped

ihe other eye patch free. More lighi.

Kleislerman blinked, disoriented and

confused. He was out of the machine, Dr.

Au was tugging at him, getting him to si.t

up. Dr. Au was ';avng something, but it

was a blare of noise, harsh and hurtful io

the ears. He pawed al K'cisierman aga :

'i.

and Kleisterman shook him off. Kleisler-

man sat, head down, on the edge of ihe

metal bench until his senses readjusted

to the world again, and his mind cleared.

His skin prickled as sensation returned.

Dr. Au tugged at Kleisterman's arm. 'A

red security flag came up on your credit

account," Dr. Au said. His voice was anx-

ious, and his face was pinched with fear.

"There was a securiiy probe; I barely

avoided it. You must leave. I
wanl you out

of here right away."

Kleisterman stared at him, "But you

agreed
—

" he said thickly.

"I want nothing to do with you, Mr. Ra-

mirez," Dr. Au said apprehensively. "Here,

take your clothes, get dressed. You have

some very ruthless forces opposed to

you, Mr. Ramirez. I want nothing to do with

ihem, either, No trouble. Leave now. Take

your business elsewhere."

Slowly KleisX'-rTu-m ceased, manipu-

lating the clothes with stiff, clumsy fingers

while Dr. Au hovered anxiously. The of-

fice was filled with watery gray light that

seemed painfully bright afier the dark-

ness inside the simulator. Dust motes

danced in suspension in ihe light, and a

fly hopped along the adobe edge of the

open window before darting outside

again. A dog was barking out there

somewhere, a flat, faraway sound, and a

warm breeze puffed in for a second io

ruffle his hair and bring him the smell of

pine and juniper. He was perceiving every

smallest detail with exquisite clarity.

Kleisterman pushed wordlessly by Dr.

Au, walked through the outer office and

out into the dusty hallway beyond. The
floor was scuffed, grime between the iiles,

and there were peeling water stains on

the ceiling. A smell of cooking food came
up the stairwell. 7Ws is real, Kleislerman

told himself fiercely. This is real, this is

really happening, this is the real world.

The multinational boys aren't subtle

enough for this; they wouldn'tbe satisfied

with just denying me solace. Letting me
go on. They're not that subtle.

Are they? Are they?

Kleisterman went down the narrow

stairs. He dragged his fist against the

rough adobe wail until his knuckles bled,

bui he couldn't convince himself that any

of it was real.DO



DATABASE

BOOKS
By'A.J.S. Rayl

4^\ tier your doctor runs a baltery

#«^fc of tests and renders his diag-

m \ nosis, how do you know he's

giving you all the facts? Is he explaining

all your options—or only those he
believes in? Do you know enough to

make a decision about your treatment?

If you really want to know everything

about your illness and your alternatives,

you could consult medical specialists

and pore over reams of published

reports. Or you could enlist the aid of

the World Research Foundation (WRF)
in Sherman Oaks, California.

"The foundation is really the library of

the future, a Grand Central Station of

global medical research," says WRF
cofounder Steve Ross.

With access to 400 databases of

traditional and alternative medicine, WRF
computers scan more than 5,000

medical journals from 100 countries,

including the Soviet Union and China.

The nonprofit health and environmental

information center's library contains

more than 10,000 books, periodicals, and
research reports. The volumes include

information on practically every form

of traditional and alternative medical

treatment—from chemotherapy and color

therapy to live cell therapy and
acupuncture. There's also information

on such hazards as electromagnetic

fields, irradiation, and pollution. Some
WRF texts date back hundreds of years,

while others are so new they're unknown

to many medical practitioners in this

country. Many of WRF's materials can't

be found in medical or university libraries

or elsewhere.

WRF branches, with their own on-site

libraries, have been established in

Sedona, Arizona, and Stuttgart, West
Germany, with another scheduled to

open soon in Chicago. The Rosses hope

to open centers in 29 major cities.

When they met in 1983, Steve Ross
and his future wife. Laverne, shared

a mutual interest in creating "a place

where people could go to learn about

their options to the pharmaceutical

and chemical approach to medicine,''

They pooled their lives' savings, rented
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office space, and opened WRF in 1984.

Since that time the Rosses have

made eight overseas trips, touring

various medical and scientific institutes,

colleges, and laboratories and estab-

lishing the WRF network. On a recent

journey to West Germany, for example,

they visited a clinic where doctors

are using a 100-year-old therapy that

induces fever to "burn up" a patient's

cancer cells.

In another West German clinic, the

Rosses found researchers studying the

effects of ozone pyretotherapy, a
process that enriches blood with ozone,

in fighting the AIDS virus. "The German
newspapers have reported the results of

the therapy," Steve Ross says. "But the

American public hasn't been informed

about ozone pyretotherapy because it

doesn't involve a drug."

While there is no charge for using the

library yourself, the WRF staff will

conduct personalized research for a

nominal fee of $30. The basic computer
search provides abstracts of the 25

most recent articles on any particular
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subject. You can, of course, obtain

abstracts of all the available articles or

even the complete texts. The fee,

however, rises according to your request.

WRF searches do not differentiate

between clinical studies and anecdotal

evidence—unless you request one
or the other. You can also obtain reports

that are critical of a specific treatment.

The foundation, however, does not

offer interpretations of or judgments on

research findings. "We created the

foundation to accumulate and dissemi-

nate information in an unbiased

manner," Steve Ross says.

The American Medical Association

(AMA) encourages patients to learn

as much as possible about their

diseases. But thai information, it cautions,

should not be considered a substitute

for the diagnosis and instruction of

a licensed physician. The AMA takes no

official position on holistic medicine,

self-healing, or other alternative therapies.

But, it asserts, a patient who follows

nontraditional medical advice ignores a

physician's advice. To avoid conflict

and possible malpractice suits, moreover,

many physicians will likely discontinue

treating patients who are undergoing

nontraditional therapies.

The purpose of the WRF Ross points

out, is not to antagonize or undermine

the AMA. "But we can no longer overlook

techniques that seem to have success
in other countries," he says. "We don't

care whether that information comes from

the Harvard Medical School or the

jungles of Brazil. We're more interested

in people's results, not their titles."

The Rosses also want to encourage
and aid medical research. To that end,

they are expanding the WRF's operations

with the World Research Fund to seek

and distribute financial support. "The

fund will be a way of proving or disprov-

ing electrical, light, color, and other

ailor'iaiivG therapies." Ross says. "Some
of them have been around for decades
and have been successful in many
cases, but mainstream scientists in this

country aren't interested in validating

them with their own studies."DO
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PICTURES OF HEALTH

Imagine that you are holding

a plump, ripe lemon in your

hand. Hold the picture in

your mind until you can smell

the lemon's fresh scent.

Imagine slicing off a thick,

juicy wedge and then taking

a big bite. As the tartness of

the lemon juice hits your

taste buds, your cheeks curl

and your lips pucker.

Let the image fade. What
remains? The inside of your

mouth is actually primed with

saliva. This simple demon-
stration of the power of the

imagination is impressive.

but consider a study con-

ducted by Robert Kunzen-

dorf, a cognitive psycholo-

gist at the University of

Lowell in Massachusetts.
Kunzendorf attached elec-

trodes to the eyes of 20 sub-

jects, five of whom were ca-

pable of producing very vivid

mental imagery, and had
them look at colored lights

that were flashed in front of

them. He discovered that

each color atfected the retina differently. Red produced one
electrical pattern, green another, and so on. Kunzendorf then

asked the five subjects who were superb at producing vivid

images to imagine the colors one by one; he found that their

imagined colors produced the same effects on the eye. More

amazing, when Kunzendorf flashed a colored light at these

subjects and asked them to imagine that it was another color,

they regularly reported seeing the other color, and 25 per-

cent ol the time their eyes responded as though they were

perceiving the imagined, not ihe actual, flashing color.

Other researchers have also charted connections be-

tween what people fantasize or imagine and the biological

mechanisms involved in actually performing those activi-

ties. As far back as the Thirties, Edmund Jacobson found

that if you imagine or visualize yourself doing a particular

action—say lifting an object with your right arm—the mus-
cles in that arm show increased electrical activity. Other sci-

entists have found that imagining an .object moving across

the sky produces more oculomotor (eye) movements than

visualizing a stationary object.

More recently, a number of researchers have begun ex-

BYANEES A. SHEIKH

amining how ine .mages -.v~

produce influence our

health. One of the first doc-

tors to use imagery as part

of a therapeutic program
was 0. Carl Simonton, a ra-

diation oncologist in Dallas.

By combining relaxation with

personalized images, he has

helped terminal cancer pa-

tients reduce the size of their

tumors and sometimes ex-

perience complete remis-

sion of ihe disease. His pa-

tients might visualize their

white blood cells as white

knights, the forces of good
that attack and triumph over

the dark force of cancerous

cells. Other doctors, includ-

ing Bernie Siegel, author of

the best-selling Love, Medi-

cine, and Miracles, have also

successfully helped cancer

patients improve their health

with imagery exercises.

Because everyone has a

different ability to produce
vivid images, some people

will benefit more from posi-

tive-imagery techniques than others. Nevertheless, healih

practitioners have found them useful in treating a wide va-

riety of problems and disorders, including depression, in-

somnia, sexual dysfunction, asthma, and fibroid tumors. De-

spite Ihe success of imaging in healing, however, little is

known about why or how imagined pictures affect the im-

mune system. Jeanne Achterberg, a psychologist at the

University of Texas Health Science Center, suggests that

emotions may form the link between mind and immunity.

"Many of the autonomic (unctions associated with health

and disease," she explains, "are emotionally triggered."

The images we produce may subtly change our emo-
tions, creaiing either a positive or a negative effect on our

immune systems. As evidence of this, researchersJ. K. Kie-

colt-Glaser and the late physician Hans Selye documented
the lowering of immunity in pcooie suffering from depres-

sion and/or stress. The killer T cells, which fight infections,

are less active during depression and periods of emotional

stress, enabling illness lo gain a foothold. For many people,

engaging in "coping imagery" during stressful times has

helped bolster their immunity.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ELLEN SCHUSTER
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If mental imaging can help

people overcome disease
:

i.

may also help healthy indi-

viduals keep their immune
systems in top form. Practic-

ing daily posiiive-imaging

techniques may, like a bal-

anced diet and a physical

exercise routine, tip the

scales of health toward well-

ness. The eight exercises

below are designed to help

you do this. Researchers
have yet to conduct con-

trolled studies in which the

effectiveness of such tech-

niques on healthy people is

measured, so you should

think of these exercises as

an experiment: Keep track of

your responses,

and chart for

yourself what ef-

fect the proce-

dures seem to

have over a

period of time. I

Before at- j>
tempting each V
technique, read through it

carefully until you teel that

you have absorbed its es-

sence and can practice it

with your eyes closed. (You

can also record the imaging

technique and play the tape

while you practice it. ) These
exercises should be prac-

ticed onlywhen you are able

lo relax and give them your

undivided attention. Allow at

least 15 minutes for each. (As

you become more skilled

you will probably want to take

more time.) At the conclu-

sion of each imaging ses-

sion, slowly count to five and
then bring yourself back to

your surroundings. Take a

few minutes to orient your-

self before you return to your

usual activities.

In the beginning, do not try
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all (he tech-

niques. Stick

with the first few

;ercises for a

week and ihen expand
your repertoire with more. If

you find, within a few days,

that one of the methods is not

helpful, do not continue us-

ing it—concentrate on some
of the other exercises..

A

word of caution: Anyone with

a serious physical, mental, or

emotional problem should

consult a physician or ther-

apist before employing these

exercises. Finally, while most

readers will quickly relax and

begin to benefit from these

activities, a few may find that

the images persistently

evoke anxiety and discom-

fort. If this occurs, seek.

professional guidance on the

use of methods such as

those that follow..

Purpose: Studies show
that people who lead stress-

filled lives may be at an in-

creased risk for heart dis-

ease, stroke, and other seri-

ous disorders. Stress may
also be at Ihe root of many
minor ailments, including

headaches, stomach disor-

ders, and skin problems.
This imagery exercise is de-

signed to slow heart rate and

raise body temperature-
physiological changes that

signify a relaxed state. In

workshops, patients using

this image have discovered

that many of their minor
stress-related health prob-

lems have disappeared
within a few weeks. To
measure Ihe success of the

image, lake your pulse and
temperature before and after

the exercise: You should ex-

perience a drop in heart rate

(about ten beats a minute

less than before) and a rise

in body temperature. Do the

exercise during lunch hours

or after work. With practice,

achieving a completely re-

laxed. state will become as

natural as flexing a muscle.

Technique: Loosen any
light clothing you're wear-

ing, and assume a relaxed

position. Take a deep breath

and hold it for a while. Now
let it go. Take another deep
broa:h and hold it again. This

time when you let go, make
the sound Haaaaaaa. Now
breathe normally for a few
moments and concentrate

on nothing else except your

own breath.

Next, when you inhale tell

yourself, / am, and when you
exhale tell yourself, relaxed.

I am (inhaling) relaxed (ex-

haling). Repeat this a few

times. When you say the

word relaxed to yourself, let

your body slowly sink deeper

and deeper into the chair,

rug, or bed.

During the day, you spend
a.great deal of your energy

fighting the force of gravity.

Now for a few moments let

that force take over com-
pletely. Let every muscle,

every fiber, every cell in your

body be pulled down and
down . . . farther and farther

down. . . . Feel your body
slowing down and your mind

slowing down. There is no

rush ... no hurry. There is

nowhere you have to go . . ,

noihing you have to do. Ten-

sions and frustrations are

gradually seeping out of your

system. Every time you
breathe in, imagine that you

are breathing in a wonderful



glow of relaxation, and every

iime you breathe out, imag-

ine that you are breathing

out all of your tensions, fa-

tigue, and frustrations. A
feeling of peace washes
over you and through you. It

is so calm, so quiet ... so

silent. The silence feels

warm and comfortable and
iling . . . deeply healing.

You feel at ease . . . and at

peace ... at peace with

yourself and all that

is around you

at peace with

the universe.

in response to stress and
anxiety—in their blood-

streams than did a group of

soldiers who didn't know how
much farther they would
have to hike. That first group

of hopeful soldiers was also

far more likely to finish its

march than the second,
more pessimistic group. By
focusing on the positive we
may be able to bolster our

immunity to disease and
the strength

that's needed to

2. HEALING MEMORIES

Purpose: Like stress, feel-

ings of depression tend to

weaken the immune system.

When we focus on unpleas-

ant events in our past, we
often become pessimistic.

The power of positive think-

ing is more than a cliche: re-

searchers are discovering

that having hope can pro-

duce physiological changes
that make and keep us

healthy. In a series of stud-

ies, Shlomo Breznitz, direc-

tor of the Center for the Study

of Psychological Stress at

the University of Haifa in Is-

rael, discovered, for in-

stance, that soldiers who
knew that the end of a long

march was in sight (and
therefore had hope) had far'

;s prolactin and hydrocor-

tisone—hormones released

image in the morning, just

afterwaking, and then again

at night, before going to

sleep. You might find it help-

ful to record your "new" ex-

periences of happy events

in a journal, adding a few

each day. You may think that

you'll quickly run out of

uplifting memories, but once

you start concentrating on
the positive, you will recol-

lect much more of it in your

past—and in your present.

Technique: Find yourself a

quiet place, and make your-

self comfortable. Take a deep
breath, hold it for ten sec-

onds, and let it go. Repeat
several times. Now breathe

normally. With every breath,

feel your body slowing down
and your mind slowing

down. Let outside noises
and the verbal chatter in your

mind fade away. They are

becoming fainter . , , and
fainter . . , and fainter.

A number of happy events

occurred in your past. You

have not thought of some of

them for a long time. Some
were big events; others were

just incidents. But they all

made you feel happy, joyful.

Perhaps it was your wed-
ding , , . or the birth of your

first child ... or the recog-

nition of your achievements

by someone whose opinion

mattered a great deal to you.

Any scenes of events when
you experienced others'

kindness, compassion, and
love . . . when you, in turn,

felt kind, compassionate
. . .

secure . . . elated .-
, , suc-

cessful ... on top of the

world. Do not merely call

these events to mind

—

relive

them. Experience once
again the sights, sounds,

smells, textures. Take your

time. Dwell on each image

until it revives the original

feelings in the very center of

your being. Enjoy your feel-

ings thoroughly before you

move on to the next event.

3.THEENERGIZER

Purpose: An instant de-

tenser, this exercise helps

you to relax and get focused
right before undertaking a

stressful event. It is de-

signed to relax muscles and
increase blood flow.

Technique: Close your

eyes and relax. Imagine that

your body consists of tril-

lions of cells tightly packed
together. If you were to look

at a sample of actual body
tissue through a powerful

microscope, you would dis-

cover that its cells are not so

close together but have
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some space between them.

Now imagine that the cells

are being crushed together.

From head to toe, your body
is a tightly packed mass.

Now let some space
creep back in between the

cells. Create even more
space between the cells

than was first there. All of

these trillions of cells now
have room to breathe ... to

move around.

Imagine that all of these

cells throughout your body
are beginning to move in a

very rhythmic way. They are

beginning to dance. You can

feel this beautiful dance of

life going on from head to

toe. Each and every cell in

your body is participating in

this dance . ".". dancing to the

rhythm of life. You feel full of

energy ... joy bubbles up in

you. You feel like a bottle of
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champagne that has just

been opened.

After you have fully expe-

rienced this joyful dance, re-

tain the wonderful feelings it

has left in you. Then gently

bring yourself back to your

surroundings and slowly

open your eyes.

4. AILMENT ANTIDOTE

Purpose: Minor infections

and viruses may be avoided
or made less severe by em-

ploying techniques similar to

those used by cancer pa-

tients who have successfully

shrunk tumors through im-

aging. The hypothesis is that

imaging can create the same
physiological changes in the

body that a real experience

can. For instance, at the 1985

World Conference on Imag-

ing, registered nurse Carole

Fajoni reported that people

who used this imagery tech-

nique to heal wounds re-

covered more quickly than

those who did not. In work-

shops, the same technique

has been used by individu-

als suffering from colds with

similar good results.

Technique: Many doctors

believe that to heal various

physical disorders, we must
imagine the physiological

function of the body part that

has become dis-

eased or other-

disabled.

Then we can

needs erasing. Imagire

yourself building new,

healthy cells or sending

cleansing blood to an un-

healthy organ or area. If you

have a headache, picture

your brain as a rough,

bumpy road that needs
smoothing, and proceed to

smooth it out. The point Is to

focus on the area you be-

lieve is causing you to feel

sick, and to concentrate on

Jningittobewell.

Practice this until

;ense that you

'e healing.

help-heal it by picturing the

organ in a healthy state,

working properly. For ex-

ample, it you have a sinus in-

fection, the doctor might
show you a picture of the

sinus passageways and
cavities and ask you to

imagine that the mucus is

beginning to unclog and that

your sinus passageways are

opening up. Or if you have a

kidney disorder, the physi-

cian might give you two pic-

tures; one depicting a sick

kidney and another showing

a healthy kidney. Your task;

to imagine that your sick kid-

ney is beginning to look like

the healthy one.

In trying to imagine your-

self healthy, you needn't view

realistic representations of

the ailing body part. In-

stead, imagine a virus as tiny

spots on a blackboard that

5. THE WORRY WHITE-OUT

Purpose: Anxiety can bur-

den the body just as

depression can. People who
tend to worry excessively are

prone to a variety of mala-

djes from heart disease to

headaches. The next time

you feel anxious or can't stop

worrying about something,

try this ancient exercise.

Technique: Relax and
imagine that you are sitting

in a great meadow on a per-

fect day. The sky is filled with

rainbow lights, and one shaft

of the white light has found

you. It is brighter than one
hundred suns. You feel it

warming the top of your
head. Now it penetrates your

skull and flows into your

body. You teel it warming the

inside of your head, then it

flows down your neck into



your chest. It radiates into

your arms, into your hands,

right down to your finger-

tips. This light continues to

flow through your abdomen
and into your legs, feet, and
toes. You feel that you are

brimming over with light. The
light is cleansing you. All

negative emotions and
thoughts are dissolved by
the light. Imagine that the

impure elements are leaving

you in the form of dark
smoke, which is quickly

blown away by a gentle

breeze. You are left feeling

free and joyful.

6. COMBATING INSOMNIA

Purpose: One of the rea-

sons animals sleep is to al-

low their bodies to rest and
rejuvenate. People who suf-

fer from bouts of insomnia

may be depriving their bod-

ies of this rest and creating

added stress on their im-

mune systems. This exer-

cise has helped some in-

somniacs to" overcome the

anxiety that keeps them
awake. It usually enables
them lo fall asleep in only ten

minutes. A word of caution:

If your insomnia is accom-
panied by severe anxiety or

depression, you should

consult your physician or

psychotherapist.

Technique: Try to recall

occasions from your past

when you were extremely

sleepy, when your body
ached for sleep, but you had

to fight it off due to external

demands. Perhaps you had
to force yourself lo remain

awake in order to study for

an important examination, to.

prepare a lecture, or to su-

pervise a machine during

the night shift. In all of these

situations, your need" for

sleep was pitted against a

rational and often success-

oriented demand, and it was
always the latter that won.

As you imagine yourself to

be in one of these situations,

and as you concentrate on

this image, you will begin to

feel drowsy. But at this point,

disregard the rational de-

mands. For example, tell

yourself, Let someone else

take the exam or supervise

the machine. I am going to

sleep. You will slowly feel

yourself drifting off to sleep.

7. RESISTING
TEMPTATIONS

Purpose: We all know that

smoking and excessive eat-

ing or intake of alcohol have

grave health conse-
quences. The problem is

how to break the habit. The

following technique has
been shown to work for

some people. The idea is to

reward and/or punish your-

self in your imagination, not

in reality.

Technique: Imagine that

you are in a situation in which

alcohol, cigarettes, or junk

food is tempting you. You
hear a voice inside you say,

Stop! I don't need it any-

more. I am free. There are so

many better things in life to

enjoy. Picture yourself resist-

ing the temptation. Then re-

ward yourself by imagining

yourself in a desirable situ-

ation—a favorite outfit fits

well again, or you can run

along a beach without
gasping for breath.

Occasionally, you may
imagine that you do not heed
the voice that said, Stop; in-

stead you give in to the

temptation. Then imagine the

undesirable consequences;

You see yourself fatter; you

see your lungs black. Prac-

tice this technique several

times a day.

8. THE IMPORTANCE OF
BEING IN TUNE

Purpose: Our bodies may
reflect the harmony or dis-

harmony between our de-

sires and actions. If our

hearts are out of step with

our actions, we may experi-

ence stress, anxiety, and
depression that seems to

come from nowhere. This

ancient technique connects

you with your inner self, en-

abling you to do what you
really need and want to do.

Technique: Close your

eyes and relax. Imagine that

you are lying on the edge of

a lovely forest. The lush

green grass is dotted with

blossoms. Brightly colored

songbirds dart in and out

among majestic trees. Sun-

beams dance in the cool,

clear water of a stream.

Mountains rise up in the dis-

tance. On one of the peaks

you spy a moving white

speck. It is radiating a bright

light and is slowly moving

down the mountain toward

you. You are intrigued by this

light, and you start walking

toward the mountain. As you

get closer to the light, you

sense it is a wise and com-
passionate being that knows
you completely—your past,

your present, your future. You

keep on moving toward this

being until you are face-to-

face. It is your inner adviser.

The guide may take the form

of someone who is familiar

to you, or it may be a
nger This adviser may
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not take a human shape but

could simply be a wise pres-

ence. Talk to this presence

about issues in your life. Feel

free to ask questions about

anything that is on your mind.

Wait patiently for the answer.

Youf communication with this

adviser may not be per-

formed through words—but

you will understand the

guide's message.

When the experience of

being with this inner guide

seems to be over, express

your appreciation for the ad-

vice given, and perhaps

The Potential of Fantasy and
Imagination, Imagination

and Healing, The Anthology

of Imagery Techniques, and

Imagery in Education.

Sheikh is a past president of

the American Association for

the Study of Mental Imagery.

For further information about

the exercises presented

here and about Sheikh's

books, tapes, and forthcom-

ing lectures and workshops,

contact the American Im-

agery Institute, Box 13453,

Milwaukee, Wl 53213, or

telephone (414) 781-4045.

make arrangements to meet
again, Then gradually allow

this image to fade, but hold

on to the advice offered.

Open your eyes.

It is not advisable to follow

the suggestions of the inner

guide without first evaluat-

ing them carefully, li, after

examining these ideas, they

seem to make sense and the

risk is minimal, try putting

them into action.

Anees A. Sheikh, professor

and chairperson of the de-

partment of psychology at

Marquette University in Mil-

waukee, is one of the lead-

ing researchers in mental

imagery. He was the found-

ing editor of The Journal of

Mental Imagery and is cur-

rently the editor of The Inter-

national Review of Mental

Imagery. His books include
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A PORTRAIT OF
HEALING
By Justine Kaplan

It was a wave, a tsunami of

sorts, that surged from the

Hudson River with af ist at its

crest. It crashed through the

window of my fourth-floor

apartment, but there was no

flood. Instead, a winged
centaur shrouded by downy
feathers lodged itself in the

broken glass and held the

water back. My boss was in

the room, and she ordered

the creature away. When it

was gone, she turned from

the window and defiantly

ripped away the faux-brick

siding that lined the deco-

rative fireplace. "You see,"

she said, holding the wilted

paper out for me to examine,

"it isn't real."

This was the first dream I

remembered in more than a

year. Sleep had been a

stranger, my enemy. My
body was struggling with the

effects of chemotherapy—

a

regimen of drugs being used

to combat Hodgkin's dis-

ease, a cancer of the lym-

phatic system that attacks

the body's infection-fighting

white blood cells. Weak-
ened by fatigue, nausea, in-

cessant itching, and night

sweats, I was fearful of the

visions the night might bring.

Fearful of death, more nau-

sea, the unknown. But this

day, I woke up with a feeling

of hope. The dream had
come as a gift, and I ac-

cepted it as such.

My battle with Hodgkin's

had begun inauspiciously six

months earlier, just after my
twenty-sixth birthday. I'd de-

veloped a pneumatic cough

and spent my nights wheez-
ing, sweating, and ripping

the skin from my hands and

feet. The doctor I went to for

a physical exam could find

no medical explanation for

my symptoms and sug-

gested I was suffering from

stress and anxiety. He sent

me to a neurologist, who re-

ferred me to a psychiatrist,

who, in turn, recommended
a sleep-disorder clinic.

The week after I visited the

clinic, I started having trou-

ble getting air into my lungs.

I went to see an ear, nc

and throat surgeon who had

treated me for sinus trouble

in the past. He put his hand

on my throat and said I had

a big problem, adding that I

should have trusted my in-

stincts and come to him ear-

lier. He stuck a large needle

into my neck and extracted



some fluid to biopsy, then

sent me to get a thyroid scan

and a chest X ray.

I'd been working at Omni
exactly three weeks when
the surgeon called with the

biopsy results. He told me to

leave work immediately and
check into the hospital.

"What is it?" I asked.

"I'll talk to you about it at

the hospital," he said.

"Tell me now," I said.

"The lab shows lym-

phoma," he said.

That night, an intern tried

to hook me up to an IV filled

with antibiotics. I flinched as

he dug for a vein that would
take the flow. Terrified and in

tears, I asked that he stop.

"I would have had it il you
hadn't moved," he snapped.
He stormed out with his an-

tiseptic tray of bandages and
syringes. I curled into a fetal

position and tried to sleep,

longing that night to be back
in the womb.
They did a surgical bi-

opsy on my neck the next

morning. I woke up to the

smell of flowers. Familiar

faces. The surgeon told me
quickly that the tumor was
malignant. That I had can-
cer. He said he was hopeful

because he saw Reed-
Sternberg cells in the micro-

scope. If it was Hodgkin's

disease, which the cells

suggested, my chances of

recovery were better than if

it were another lymphoma.
"How did I get Reed-

Sternberg cells?" I asked in

a postsurgical trance.

This was not an easy
question to answer. Be-
cause there is no explana-

tion. There is only theory,

speculation. A virus. The. en-

vironment. Genes. Repres- I

sion. Chance. "Disease has

no morals," someone told

me. "Just make sure you
don't blame yourself."

Lymphomas are a rela-

tively rare type of cancer,

and their causes are not fully

understood. About 30,000
cases are diagnosed each
year, one third oi them
Hodgkin's disease Before

1970 few patients with

Hodgkin's survived, but ma-
jor strides in drug treatment

have brought the cure rate

up to nearly 90 percent.

I got a second opinion

from one of the leading U.S.

oncologists specializing in

lymphoma. He recom-
mended that I begin chem-
otherapy immediately.

"You're a sensible girl," he
said. "I think you want to live.

Your chances of recovery

are good with this disease,

but if it's not treated fast, it

can kill you." Then he told me
about the man who made
wigs from human hair.

"Call him," he said. "It's

expensive but worth it. You
have long, thick hair, and it's

going to be gone in two
weeks. Your eyebrows will

probably fall out, too."

It wasn't the thought of

losing my hair that caused
the lump in my throat at that

moment. It was the mention

of death. It had been
avoided until now,

Eugene lonesco said that

fearing death is a petty, hu-

man problem. 'A cow doesn't

think about death," he wrote.

'A cow isn't petty." But what
of the stealing of life, of

youth? And what about sut-

fering? Chemotherapy, I

knew, was not a painless

procedure. Leukemia and

sterility—although the worst

possible risks—were not

petty concerns. And nau-

sea, which I dreaded more
than pain, was assured.

After a third consultation

my decision was made.
Hodgkin's has four stages,

and the doctors had agreed
that since mine was some-
where between stage two

and stage three, chemother-
apy was my best option. For

the next six months I

checked into the hospital on
alternate Friday afternoons.

The chemotherapy was ad-
ministered through an IV, in

huge syringes filled with red,

viscous chemicals. It felt like

fire burning through my
veins. Waves of nausea
washed over me as my cells

were attacked.

Although I could breathe

more easily after the first

treatment and the intense

itching that had tormented
me at night ceased, the ses-

sions became more difficult.

The nurses seemed to dread

my'Visits and told me
I had

"bad veins." The smell of the

hospital made me queasy
immediately. The nausea
became grotesque and gi-

gantic, violent and perva-

sive. It crippled me from
head to toe; froze me in its

icy grip. "I'm not coming
back," I mumbled to my
doctor after the fourth treat-

ment, "I'd rather die than go
through this again." I said this

looking at the ceiling be-

cause I couldn't look at him,

Couldn't move my head.

The next day the doctor

suggested I speak to Dr.

Howard Glazer, a clinical

psychologist who could use
hypnosis to help me fight off

the nausea. Glazer called his I
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therapy modified desensiti-

zation. Through self-regu-

lated hypnosis, he ex-

plained, he would counter-

condition me lo elicit a com-
peting, but in this case re-

laxing, response to the stim-

ulus causing my queasiness.

Glazer started out by
suggesting that we develop

an anxiety hierarchy to-

gether. We began with a sit-

uation that provoked the

/east amount of anxiety

—

getting .into a cab for the trip

to the hospital—and worked
our way up to the most trau-

matic—the actual adminis-

tration of the drugs. He
taught me to roil back my
eyes and slowly let the lids

fall closed. I was to do this

three times, breathing

deeply, and repeat it Then I

was to visualize myself slowly

descending a floating stair-

case. Next I was instructed

to count slowly and deliber-

ately from ten down to one.

Once I was relaxed,

Glazer told me to visualize

images of peace, like the

ocean and its salty spray, the

warmth of the sun falling

slowly on a mountain. The
rhythm of my breath was to

match that of a repetitive im-

age, such as the tide. Then

he told me to concentrate on

my forearm, feeling it first as

a heavy weight and then as

light as air. I imagined that

my arm could float; ittook no

effort at all to hold it above

my body.

With my muscles loose

and my blood vessels open
from the relaxing effects of

the exercise, Glazer said I

should be able to compete
with the images and smells

that brought on the nausea.

I was to start using this tech-
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nique as soon as I got into a

cab bound for the hospital,

repeat it on arrival, and do it

again in my hospital bed as

the nurses dug for veins.

When I arrived at the hos-

pital the next weekend, I

played a tape of Glazer's

voice and tried to concen-

trate on it, but the constant

interruptions of the hospital

routine foiled my efforts. Just

as my mind began to wan-

der to the turquoise waters

of the Caribbean, a doctor

would come in with a check-

list. Did I use crutches? Was
my vision blurred? Was I in

pain? Was I eating?

I
begged the staff to leave

me alone with my tapes. "I'm

trying to put myself into a

trance,". I
explained. "I can't

be distracted."

In the end I gave in to the

nausea. I accepted it as a

sort' of exorcism: it's neces-

sary to suffer in this way, I

thought, in order to be
cleansed. I temporarily

abandoned Glazer's natural

images and concentrated

instead on my hair. I visual-

ized each strand as a sep-

arate entity and imagined

myself strengthening the

roots that bonded it to my
head. The individual strands

I envisioned as having a set

of clutching fingers holding

on to my scalp. I thought of

them playing tug-of-war with

the drugs. In my fantasy, the

drugs always let go first.

I
decided to take the im-

aging one step further. Early

on in my series of treatments

an artist friend gave me
some colored pencils and

suggested I
try to sketch my

feelings. I drew a tangled

web of string with monstrous

neacs and bodies int

twined. It was my inner rage

that had manifested itself in

this i Incss; the earth, black-

ened from a fire fed by the

decay within me. It was e

sticky mass of everything

bad and everyone who had
ever hurt me. It was refuse I

could purge.

I stopped thinking about

the ocean altogether—in-

stead, I imagined the tumor.

I gave it a name and a shape.

I pictured it full of black holes

inhabited by cancer-caus-

ing warriors. I let them battle

against the opposing force,

the exotic agents of my
chemotherapy. Wielding
swords, they fought the in-

vaders, fencing and lung-

ing, vaporizing when they

were struck down. Some
became unglued and were
vanquished; others came
out of hiding to surrender.

Each time the needle went

into my arm, the fight contin-

ued. By the last chemo ses-

sion only a few injured war-

riors remained.

In a passage at the end of

The Big Sieep, Raymond
Chandler wrote that when
one was "sleeping the big

sleep" there was no differ-

ence between lying dead in

a "dirty sump or in a marble

tower on top ofahigh hill

.

oil and water were the same
as wind and air to you." There

was a time for me, not long

ago, when air, water, fire, and

earth were indistinct and ir-

relevant forces. But now,

months later, I've learned

otherwise: A devastating

and blackening fire can nur-

ture the planet, plant new
seeds. When I visualize my
insides now, I see ni

young buds.DO
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clear from the 200-mile-high Mir, OSCAR
13 ranges out to 23,000 miles. You'll need

a good receiver and a high-gain antenna

to hear its weak signal. Soviet Radio-

Sputnik ham satellites also transmit VHF
radiotelerfletry beacons. RS-10 and RS-

11, a cluster of transponders aboard a

single satellite in an orbit 600 miles high

have beacons at 145.857, 145.903,

145.907, and 145.953 MHz.

LISTENING TO SHORTWAVE

Soviet spacecraft—such as the un-

manned cargo hauler Progress and the

cosmonaut transporter Soyuz—transmit

their telemetry on the SW frequency

19.954 MHz. You can hear the cosmo-

nauts' space-to-ground docking chatter

(as they near Mir) at 20.008 MHz. They

talk over the same frequency after they

leave Mir in the Soyuz for the flight home.

Cosmonauts also use Morse code to

communicate with Earth, and these sig-

nals sometimes accompany telemetry

data from the Soyuz itself. RS-10 and RS-

11 also transmit on shortwave at 29.357.

29.403, 29.407, and 29.453 MHz.

The ham club at the Goddard Space

Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, re-

transmits U.S. shuttle astronauts' VHF
space-to-ground chatter on 3.860, 7.185,

21.395, and 28.650 MHz shortwave.

NASA tracking stations around the globe

also rebroadcast astronauts' voices The

signal from Cape Canaveral on 10.780

MHz (USB) is easy to receive.

If you tuned in last September, when
cosmonauts Vladimir Lyakhov and Abdul

Ahad Mohmand ran into trouble return-

ing from Mir in their Soyuz, you could have

listened while Lyakhov explained that he

was more concerned with the toilet work-

ing properly than with the shortage of food

and water in the craft—and calmly re-

quested that mission control pipe in mu-

sic and let them nap before their last,

make-or-break (and ultimately success-

ful) reentry attempt.

For a bit of space chatter in English,

you could have listened to former presi-

dent Reagan and then-spaceborne Sen-

ator Jake Garn, when he took a trip on

Discovery in April 1985:

Reagan: 'Uake, how are you doing? You

are doing a fine job up there, but I could

use your help down here right now in get-

ting the federal budget under control and

arranging assistance for some people

fighting for their freedom in Central

America. So don't stay up there too long."

Garn: "Mr. President, I'm doing just

great. I've- missed you, but I'll be back on

Tuesday. I'm well aware of the vote on

Nicaraguan aid on Tuesday night, and I'll

be voting just the way you'd like me to

when I get back."

Since then both the federal budget and
Discovery have gone up again.CO
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EXPLDRATIOrUS
hugging openly is considered disgust-

ing, almost inhuman. A couple who in-

dulge in such a moment of warmth would

be subject to contempt, fury, and hatred.

Anger is what wins you respect. For

example, the new wife of Rashid, one of

the young men in the village Abu-Lughod
was observing, ran away. Rashid was
distraught. But a man is not allowed to

reveal his emotional wounds. Rashid's

pained reaction was considered weak

and worthy of scorn. Even his relatives

scolded him. Later Rashid began to rage.

Now everyone approved. This was the

manly thing to do.

Author Leon Uris, who reviewed con-

siderable anthropological research to

compile his vision of Arab family life in

The Haj, believes that this same cold-

ness extends to the way Arab village

dwellers raise their kids. Children, Uris

claims, are seldom shown warmth, But

they are frequently punished harshly.

Could the denial of warmth lie behind

Arab brutality? -Could these keepers of

the Islamic flame be suffering from a lack

of hugging? Could that deprivation help

explain their thirst tor blood?

It wouldn't be the first time that a lack

of physical affection has gone hand in

hand with a love of inflicting pain, In six-

teenth- and seventeenth-century Eng-

land children were raised without warmth

and affection. Displaying love to your kids

was considered utterly inappropriate.

The youngsters of England in those

days displayed a brutality the Bedouin

would have understood. They tethered

chickens in the yard, then pelted them

with stones until the poor, tortured crea-

tures finally died. They burned cats alive.

And all oi this was considered tun.

When the sixteenth- and seventeenth-

century English reached adulthood, they

never got over their love of violence. Eng-

lishmen set dogs on bulls for sport. The

dog would clamp its teeth on the bull's

nose, tear oft its ears, and shred its skin.

In the end either the dog would slash the

bull's throat open or the bull would gore

and trample the dog. One way or the

other, the crowd would be amused.

A few hundred years later the British

changed their minds about how children

should be raised. They offered a bit more

affection. And the scenes of brutality in

English streets came to an end.

In much of Arab society the cold and

even brutal approach to children has still

not stopped. Public warmth between men
and women is considered a sin. And the

Arab adult, stripped of intimacy and thrust

into a life of cold isolation, has become a

walking time bomb. An entire people may
have turned barbaric for the simple lack

of a hug.DO
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r affiliates, their advertising and production aqeni

'

prize manufacturers and c

all liability regarding prizes c,, u.^

sibility of the prizewinner.

5. For the solution and a copy of the official rules, send a

addressed, stamped envelope to Omni F

town, NJ 08027 no later than April 30,

1

is required for Washington and Vermc...

postage will be refunded.
' ' iners, send a self-addressed, stamped en-



OMNI'S BOUNTIFULBOOTY

fREASURE HUNT PRIZES

1) Grand prize: a 1989 Jeep Wrangler Islander. 2) First p

Kawasaki Jet Mate party

Resort Condominiums Inter-

erence Standard 8 Kappa Ic

VZ-1 61-key, 16-note polyphonic digital

•-' multitimbral MIDI implementation. 7}

Ricoh Mirai 35-135mm sin-

~~l
qle-step camera with auto-

flash, wide-range zoom lens,

and 200mm tefeconverter. 8)

jj
Brother WP 1 word proces-

1.5-inch disk drive,

i

u„ ,.ord dictionary, and

I
letter-quality printer. 9) Shi-



rods and reels, from ultralight spinning gear I

each receive a

of Maxell produ

assortmen

:ts, inciudin

B #.,:
disks with storage cases
PRIZE VALUES: 1989 Jee

~ ~ " - •
'

: - -
Wrangler Islander, $12,156

including $435 lor shippin



party platform, $5,795 (1); Kenwood KDT-

99R car DAT deck and tuner, $2,499 (1);

Resort Condominiums International/

Endless Vacation Caribbean holiday for

two, plus round-trip airfare, $2,300(1); In-

finity Systems' Reference Standard 8

Kappa loudspeakers, $1,898 (1); Casio

VZ-1 polyphonic digital synthesizer,

$1,499 (1); Ricoh Mirai camera, $1,300 (1);

Brother WP1 word processor, $1,200(1);

Shimano rods and reels, $1,009(1); Mon-

tague biframe bicycles, $1,000 (1); Ka-

mikaze clothing, accessories, bicycle,

$788 (1); Carillon Importers' assortment

ot liquors, $500 (3); Psion Organiser II

computer diary, $300 (6); Sanyo/Fisher

ER 550 car audio receiver, $259(1); Max-

ell assortment of products, $150 (10). To-

tal prize value: $36,512.

GIFT FINDER'S GUIDE

Our annual Great Omni Treasure Hunl

has steadily increased its total number ol

entries each year— last year's sweep-

stakes resulted in more than 650,000 en-

tries. This year the number of winners will

increase to 31—that's 10 more than last

year. We've also opened the sweep-

stakes to residents ol Alaska and Hawaii

And you no longer have to be twenty-one

years old to enter the Great Omni Treas-

ure Hunt. But read the official rules care-

fully. The awarding of some prizes is af-

fected by the winners' age and residence.

Why radar makes mistakes.
How to protect yourself.

It's hard to believe, but traffic radar does

not identify which vehicle is responsible

for the speed displayed. It shows only a

speed number. The radar operator must

decide who to blame.

How radar works
The radar gun is aimed at traffic and it

transmits a beam of invisible radar waves.

Moving objects reflect these waves back

to the radar gun. Using the Doppler principle,

the radar calculates speed from the

reflected waves. But there's a problem.

The bast guess
Remember, these reflections are in-

visible. And truck reflections can be ten

times stronger than car reflections. How
can the operator know for sure which vehicle

is responsible for the number?

meter. You'll know when the radar unit is

near enough to have you under surveillance.

Car and Driver, Popular Mechanics

and Roundel magazines have each tested

radar detectors. And each gave us their

highest ratings. Call toll-free and we'll send

reprints of the complete tests.

We're as close as your phone
To order, call toll-free. Orders in by

5:00 pm eastern time go out the same day

by UPS and we pay the shipping.

And we guarantee your satisfaction.

If you're not entirely satisfied within 30 days,

return your purchase. We'll refund your

money and shipping costs.

The best defense against wrongful

tickets can be in your car tomorrow.

TOLL FREE 1-800-543-1608

ESCORT
ESCORT $245: OH,:

The truth is, in many cases he can't

be sure. The result? You can be ticketed

for somebody else's reflection.

The only way to defend yourself

against these wrongful tickets is to know

when radar is operating near you.

Self Defense
We specialize in radarwarning. Escort

and Passport- have

system that tells you i

both a variable-rate beeper and

PASSPORT
fi A D A R • Kf CE I VEfi

Cincinnati Microwave

Department 625329
One Microwave Plaza

strength—with ' Cincinnati, Ohio 45249

Are you interested in finding out more

about the products and services fea-

tured in the Great Omni Treasure Hunt?

The following are the names, addresses,

and/or telephone numbers of the individ-

ual corporations and companies supply-

ing our prizes. For further information

concerning any particular item, contact

the companies directly. The specific

prizes donated by the manufacturers are

indicated after each address.

Brother International, Inc., 8 Corporate

Place, Piscataway, NJ 08854. (201) 981-

0300 {word processor)

Carillon Importers, Ltd., Glenpoinle

Centre West, Teaneck, NJ 07666-6897.

(201) 836-7799 (liquor assortment)

Casio, Inc., Attn: Product Information,

Dept. 570, Mount Pteasani Avenue, Dover,

NJ 07801 (synthesizer)

Resort Condominiums Intemational/End-

less Vacation magazine, (800)338-7777

(Caribbean vacation)

Infinity Systems, Inc., 9409 Owensmouth
Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311. (818) 709-

9400 (loudspeakers)

Jeep Corporation, (800) JEEP/EAGLE
(Jeep Wrangler Islander)

Kamikaze, H. Cotler Company, Inc., 10

West 33rd Street, New York, NY 10001

(clothing, accessories, and bicycle)

Kawasaki Motors Corporation, USA, 9950

Jeronimo Road, Irvine, CA 92714 (Jet

Mate party platform)

Kenwood USA Corporation, 2201 East

Dommguez, Long Beach, CA 90810.

(800) 4-KENWOOD (DAT deck, luner

)

Maxell Corporation of America, 22-08

Route 208, Fair Lawn, NJ 07410. (201)

794-5900 (product assortment)

Montague Corporation, Box 1118, Cam-
bridge, MA 02238. (617) 491-7200 (fold-

ing biframe bicycle)

Psion, Inc., 320 Sylvan Lake Road,

Watertown. CT 06779. (800) 548-4535

(Psion Organiser II)

Ricoh Corporation, 155 Passaic Avenue,

Fairfield, NJ 07006. (800) 225-5550 (Mirai

single-step camera)

Sanyo Fisher (USA) Corporation, 21314

Lassen Street, Chatsworth. CA 91311.

(818) 998-7322 (car audio receiver)

Shimano American Corporation, One
Shimano Drive, Irvine, CA 92718. (714)

951-5003 (fishing rods and reels; send

$2 for rod-and-reel catalog and a TEAM
Shimano patch)DO
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researcher to help their personal abduc-

tion investigations along.

• The researcher must be either a com-
petent hypnotist or must work with one.

• The investigator and/or hypnotist must

be well versed in the common patterns

of UFO abduction.
• The hypnotist should be either a thera-

pist or should work with one, in order to

help the abductee deal with the memo-
ries that may be revealed.

If the process of finding competent ab-

duction professionals seems intimidat-

ing, the Fund for UFO Research hopes to

help Omni readers with that task, too.

Sometime in the future, in fact, Swiatek

and company hope to personally inter-

view those who have filled out the ques-

tionnaire. "Even assuming these people

are telling the truth," Swiatek says, "with-

out talking to them one-on-one, there's no

way to tell."

"Our goal," says Berliner, "is to work with

investigators, mental-health profession-

als, and therapeutic groups around the

country and the world. As more profes-

sionals join this network, we can supply

them with names of possible abductees

in their regions by going through the in-

formation given in the Omni question-

naires." Adds Maccabee, "Those with pet

theories will now have data points to pit

their notions against. Budd Hopkins has

been criticized, but now the critics will

have the chance to put their money where

their mouths are by studying this mother

lode of virgin cases in which most people

have probably not been hypnotized or

exposed to the bulk of material associ-

ated with abductees."

Yet some critics disagree, contending

the questionnaire has no validity at all.

Says UFO skeptic Philip J. Klass, "The

Omni questionnaire reminds me of a poll

that asks whether there should be a fed-

eral law against male homosexuals with

polka-dot underwear. You will get re-

sponses only from those who are homo-
sexuals or those who are opposed to

federal regulations of personal matters.

A questionnaire about abductions will get

responses mostly from those who al-

ready believe in an extraterrestrial expla-

nation for UFOs. The results will be
biased, if the questionnaire indicates that

people have been abducted, and if Omni
puts any credence in those results," Klass

adds, "then Omni should encourage the

FBI to investigate what would certainly be

the worst emergency this country has

ever faced."

Even if the abduction scenario is noth-

ing more than fantasy, the Omni ques-

tionnaire may help to prove that, too. Cur-

rently the Center for UFO Studies

(CUFOS) in Illinois is studying abduc-

tees, including some *tx> filled out the

questionnaire, to determine how fantasy-

prone they are. "Four percent of the pop-

ulation is particularly prone to fantasy,"

says CUFOS's Mark Rhodigier. 'Are ab-

ductees in this group? Our study will get

at the answer, since fantasy-prone peo-

ple can often be identified with a test."

Working on a similar theme, Ohio Uni-

versity psychologist Steven Jay Lynn is

using the questionnaire to see whether

the UFO abduction experience is rooted

in modern myths. To do his study, Lynn

tells his subjects that after they see some
mysterious lights in the sky, they are driv-

ing down a road in a car when they be-

come aware of an episode of missing

time. Then he asks them to pretend they

have been hypnotized as he records the

yarn they spin. Half the subjects are

shown the Omni questionnaire prior to the

mock hypnosis session, and half are not.

Lynn's aim is to see whether those who
glimpse the questionnaire will come up

with a greater number of UFO abduction

scenarios than those who do not. "Can
those given minima! hints spin out full-

blown abduction stories?" Lynn wants to

know. "If so, il would suggest that alien

images are inherent in our culture."

Hopkins doesn't believe Lynn will prove

his hypothesis true. The questionnaire,

Hopkins says, has already "proved what

I feared it would—that there are lots of

people who seem to have genuinely had
the experience and who have scrupu-

lously avoided the trick question, which

they were in no position to understand."

To judge for yourself, you might be in-

terested in reading a written report pro-

duced by Swiatek and his fund. To obtain

information, write to the Fund for UFO
Research, Inc., Box 277, Mount Rainier,

MD 20712.OO
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Seeing is disbelieving: High-tech

illusions that use light and mirrors to

create images in your mind

By Scot Morris

Pictured above is Red
Flower, a light-emitting

diode (LED) display sculp-

ture created by Massachu-

setts artist and computer

engineer Bill Bell. Before

you plug it in, all you'll see is

a green circuit board cut

in the shape of a flower. Turn

it on and eight red lights

flicker in a column. Nothing

too remarkable about that.

If you look away from

Red Flower, you may see

a word out in space for

just an instant: hollyhock.

Looking back at the light

stick, you have the distinct

impression that you

just saw the word aaoR on

What's going on here? To

understand how it works,

think of one of those electric

news signs, like the one

in New York's Times Square,

where words travel across

a panel. The lights are,

of course, siationary, set in

several dozen columns,

each column containing

about eight bulbs.

Imagine what happens in

one single column of lights

as the letter n appears.

In the first millisecond all

eight lights are on. In the
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next millisecond, only light

two is lit. Then only light

three, and so oh until finally

all eight lights flash again

—

and then no lights for an

insiant, corresponding

to the space between the n

and the next letter. If the

next letter is. e. then all eight

lighfs are lit first, then only

lights one, four, and eight,

and so on.

If you look straight at this

column, you will see only

random flickering. But

if your eyes are moving

during the fraction of a

second that ne flashes

(keep in mind that the angle

of the light hitting your

eyeball changes each milli-

second), the letters map
out on the back of your

retina, and you'll see the

word projected somewhere
in space.

We are used to having to

focus on an object in order

to see if clearly, but that

was before Bell's light stick

(patent no. 4,470,004),

the first thing in history that

can be seen only by mov-

ing eyes.

Bell's largest work, called

Triple Aye, is on perma-

nent display at the Explora-

torium in San Francisco.

Hung high above the entry-

way, ihis eight-foot-tall

sculpture has 6,400 red

and green LEDs. Visitors

somefimes see a human
eye—with lids and a pupil.

At other times, when they

look away, they see the

word eye written in space.

When they look straight

at the light stick they see
only a vertical strip of light—

the letter/.

Another recent creation

by Bell was made for the

Reuben H. Fleet Space
Center in San Diego, for its

exhibit on "FACES." Pro-

grammed into the light stick

are 16 different faces,

including the Mona Lisa,

George Washington, and

Bugs Bunny. The museum
staff is used to hearing

conversations like, "Wow! I

think I just saw Einstein!"

"You're crazy, that was
Marilyn Monroe!"

{Red Flower is available

for $299 plus shipping

and handling from Star

Magic, 275 Amsterdam Av-

enue, New York, NY 10023.

To contact Bill Bell, write

to 56 Perry. MA 02146. Yes,

that's his full address!)

IT'S DONE WITH MIRRORS

Shown at far right is

"Mirage," familiar to those

who visit science museums
or magic shops. Life Savers

appear just below the top

hole of this saucer-shaped

object. But try to grasp

the candy and your finger

touches— nothing. The
candy isn't ihere.

"Mirage" consists of two

concave mirrors that face

each other. The real Life

Savers are' at the center of

the bottom saucer. The

optics of the inside surfaces

produce an image of the

candy right at the hole.

Now there's "Grand Mi-

rage," the next generation of

the double-mirror principle.

Units cost aboui $5,000

each, so you won't see them

in private homes soon,

but you will start seeing

them at trade shows and
amusement parks. Magician

Doug Henning has bought

nine of them to install at

Vedaland—the theme park

he is building in India with

Mahahshi Mahesh Yogi (the

Beatles' onetime guru).

"It's my favorite optical

illusion!" Henning beams.



"It looks like real magic!"

In "Grand Mirage," the

hole is an eye-level rectan-

gle, 12 by 18 inches. Inven-

tor Steve Welck explains

the effect: "If you sit inside

the cabinet with your head
back and look straight

up into the mirrors, the peo-
ple in the room would see
your face in the window,

and you'd see them looking

at you. Point your finger

straight up and the specta-

tors will get the impression

MAGIC METALS

When naturally o

magnets were first disc-ov^

ered, these lodestones,

as they were called,

were considered

magic stones—no ft

one knew why bits of '

metal stuck to them.

The new version

of this trick is Newton's

Folly, a square frame

inside which the law of

gravity seems canceled.

that your hand was coming
toward them. They may
reach into the window to

touch you, and their hands
will seem to pass through

your head."

("Mirage" is available for

$35 plus £5 postage and
handling from Opti-gone
Associates, Box 8118, Van
Nuys, CA 91409. For

"Grand Mirage," write

j
to 1322 White Oaks Road,

I Campbell, CA 95008.)

A sieel ball hovers (here in

midair as shown. It's no

illusion, it's really there—an
apparent impossibility.

How does it work? An
electric eye beam connects
the sides of the frame.

When the ball drops below
this line, the electric eye
completes its circuit, turning

on the electromagnet in

the top of the frame. This

pulls the ball up, which

breaks the light beam, turn-

ing off the

electromagnet.

The ball drops, turning the

magnet back on again,

and soon. If you look

closely you can see the ball

vibrate and rotate, but
from a few feet away it ap-
pears perfectly motionless.

(Newton's Folly is avail-

able from Markline,

g-8600, for $99.)

RASPBERRY EYES

At the low end of the

dignity scale in my report

on technological illusions is

the "Bronx Cheer Bulb."

As far as I can determine, it

s a brand-new optical

illusion described here for

the first time, and there

is only one public display of

it—at the Exploratorium.

Jim Meador created the

illusion—a clear light bulb
that glows on a pedestal.

Exploratorium visitors are

instructed to stand about
ten feet away and to give

the bulb a rousing rasp-

berry. When
I
tried it, the

bulb seemed to shudder
and wiggle. When I hit one

particular note, the bulb

stopped wiggling: an illusion

within an illusion.
I was

going to try to hit that note

again when I saw the irony

of trying to get a bulb

—

which wasn't wavering in the

first place—to quit wig-

gling.
I decided not to blow

another raspberry.

The bulb's elements have
two parts that alternately

flash on and off 60 times per

second. When you stick

your tongue out and buzz,

yo.ur entire skull vibrates,

including your eyes. Most of

your visual field gets blurry

when you do this, but if

you are looking at some-
thing that is vibrating at

about the same rate as you
are, you see it distinctly.

You can get a similar ef-

fect at home. "Try looking

at your TV from across the

room and buzzing," Meador
says. "The screen will

appear rubberlike, alter-

nately expanding and
contracting."DO



VIDEO SCANS

BAnnES

It's a place where Jeff

Bridges goes to work, Ste-

ven Spielberg to dream,

and Mick Jagger to re-

hearse—and to perform a

two-and-a-half-hour private

concert for employees.

George Lucas's Skywalker

Ranch provides a creative

hideaway for all kinds of

Hollywood people.

Cloistered in the hills

norlh of San Francisco, the

ranch's fantasy buildings

could be transplants from

Disneyland: Films are edited

in a vast brick "winery";

employees lunch in a glass-

vaulted Victorian solarium.

And in a quaint, rough-

hewn English stable house,

the designers and pro-

grammers of Lucasfilm

Games devise computer

entertainment.

Lucasfilm Games has

been a part of the Lucas

empire since the early post-

Star Wars days, a sign of

his personal belief in the fu-

ture of interactive entertain-

ment. In the beginning

the games were technolog-

ically advanced, even

when they weren't much
fun to play.

The company's empha-
sis, however, soon shifted

from technological tricks to

commercial realities, and
programmers began pro-

ducing marketable games.

Now Lucasfilm Games is

hitting its stride with re- .

leases that go beyond the

teen-targeted fly-and-

shooters that tend to domi-

nate video games.
Battlehawks 1942, a

simulation of World War II

naval air combat, soars

to the next level of visual

reality in flight simulation.

130 OMNI

Instead of the geometric

landmasses seen from the

computerized cockpits

of other games, Battlehawks

pilots—flying for either '

the Japanese or the Ameri-

can forces—view ani-

mated, digitized images of

Japanese Zeros, American

dive-bombers, aircraft

carriers, and cruisers,

Understanding the merits

and limitations of your

plane are the keys to suc-

cess in air combat. The

game's producer Noah Fal-

stein provides a few sug-

gestions on how to triumph

in a Battlehawks simulation:

1. Never give up the

advantage of altitude with-

out using it to the utmost. If

you have two enemies to

attack (one at your altitude

and one lower), start with

the one at your altitude.

2. On the Japanese side,

use your maneuverability

to stay away from the Amer-

ican guns. On the Ameri-

can side, use your superior

firepower and durability

to ignore enemy fire and go

in for a kill.

Unlike the simulated

reality of Battlehawks, Zak
McCracken and the Alien

Mindbenders is a spoof

of the "Man Eats Foot"

sleaze of tabloid newspa-

pers. Zak is a reporter (or is

that fiction writer?) for

The National inquisitor.

While covering UFO sight-

ings on Mount Rainier,

he discovers that Earth is

being taken over by inter-

galactic morons.

To get human intelligence

down to their own level,

the aliens blast Earthlings

with Stupid Ray guns. For-

tunately, these Space Age
underachieves are easy to

spot: They've infiltrated

human society by disguis-

ing themselves with nose

glasses. As a result they

look like a race of extrater-

restrial Groucho Marxes.

Zak falls firmly into the

genre of graphic adventure,

but playing the game is

very much like controlling

the outcome of a motion

picture. You guide the on-

screen figures of Zak and

other characters as they

wander through the game's

far-flung locales in search

of a way to defeat the aliens.

From tabloid, journalist

to intergalactic espionage

agent, Zak and his comput-

erized colleagues must
overcome interplanetary

silliness to survive. Lucasfilm

Games project leader

David Fox offers some hints

for solving the game's off-

the-wall puzzles:

1. If Zak bends the butter

knife, he can sell it to the

pawnbroker at a large profit

as sculptured art.

2. When mapping the

Mayan maze, you can light

various combinations of

the torches (two per room)

to help mark your way;

extinguish the torches with

the airplane seat cushion.

—Bob LindstromDQ



LAST
UUDRD
By Terry Runt6

^Flipper became a joke •

in the Hollywood community,

reducedto pathetic

appearances onTho Merv

Griffin Show, where

he performed tricks from

his earlier days

as a big television star3

They called htm Flipper Flipper—faster

thar. lightning. No one, you see, was
smarter than he. He was a young, gifie'd- :

bottle-nosed dolphin with a slar on his

door and his face on ever/ magazine

cover in the Gountry. He had it all—a

luxury sea; peri 'in Corona del Mar, a

stable of nubile girl dolphins who
squealed, at his every move. Ho even

had a recording contract.. He lived- ':

in a world full oJ wonder. Now, at age 25,

he's just another has-been animal actor.

"Sure, I'm bitter, i'.li admi! it," he told

me. recently at The Glass Bottom Boat

Hote;, whe'B tie's wrapping up a tour of

his one-doiphin show "Orca." Critics

have lambasted Flipper for his perform-

ance as the legendarykifler whale.

Although he put on half a: ton by using

.
..'. .

had his skin dyed- black in places,

he doesn't have the presence to

convincingly port ray- the famous "Wolf of

the Sea." One critic said he looked

.more iike a toothless. bull walrus than a

killer whale.

.. "Hollywood directors. didthls to. me," '

he says, lounging at pooiside with his

trademark cigar and a bottle of Old

jcasl me from the

star:. I wasn't content to play a happy-go-

lucky dolphin to: the -est of my life. But

people want to see the same dreck

week af ier week — f~ nppsr stands on his

tail, Flipper makes that creepy laughing

sound, Ftpper bashes an alligator

v/irh his nose until he can't see straight.

Givemea n^-v aifo.jay. How about-

Flipper gels the girl for a change7 How
about the King of the Sea gets to do
a little acting? ! hadte take control.'

1

"The Fiipmam bucked the system,"

says longtime friend Lancelot Link,

himself a famous chimp actor -who ss

now a msar executive at New Line

Cinema. 'God. how we admired him; He
.started out-as an extra on Hello, Down
There and never looked back."

Flipper shocked the entertainmen I

world when he walked ou: on his hit TV
ser nd tilm.

"

He also waked ou! on his long-standing

iive-in trainer. Susan R Ivlackiebe'rry.

Mackleberry never go', over the shock.

"When I found him. he was naif -dead in
.

some 'isherrrian's net," she says. "I

nursec him back to health and got him

involved with an improvisafionalhoop-- ' ;

'

jumping group. Those wore good times.

Everyone loved him When he left he

didn't even leave a note. He just grabbed

his ball and swam away with it. The
rsesf day I read about it in The Hollywood

Reporter like everyone else."

Flipper signed a multipicture deal to

produce and direct three movies, but he

made one poor choice after another.

His all-dolphin production of Samuel

Be* Mt h
' 2

.-. :•.
i

.:- '-:<:
screening alongside such bombs as

.'V" :.'.: .''.: .' .,. ':

persist that he turned down the Burt

Lancaster role In The Swimmer, a part

that many still believe was written with

Flipper in mind.

Meanwhile, his personal life deterio-

rated. Gentle Ben, the lovable TV grizzly

remembers Flipper's legendary temper.

"He obviously had a drinking problem—
and there's nothing more pathetic than

a bottle-nose hitting the bottle. One
night at a yacht party we noticed this

paparazzo swimming around the boat,

We|l, Flipper flipped. He bashed the

poor guy with his nose until lie went belly-

up. But that was Flipper -just a.iittle

too quick with lhat nose."

Flipper,was found guilty of second-

degree manslaughter and sentenced to ..

60 days in jail, which was scheduled

around his film appearances. When he

was released from prison, he.found

he had lost his job and his friends, too.

"He was poison," says herse-aetpr-

lurned-producer Fury "I offered him a

part in Hot- Tub- Dolphins, but he was too

proud to even, audition."

Too scandalous for television and too

weird tor film. Flipper turned tothe

stage. Bomb after homo sent his career

spinning wildly out of control. He
soon became a joke in the Hollywood

.

community, reduced to palnelic

appearances on The Merv Griffin Show,
': ti> performing tricks from

his television/days.

Now with a disastrous "Orca" as his

swan song, Flipper faces premature

retirement. "They'll put me out io sea,"

moans Flipper,
:

sprawlod at pooiside as

the last stub of his cigar burns out.

"This stupid killer whale makeup is

permanent, you know, so once the real

orcas get a load, of me I'm as good
as dead." A fear wells in his eye, and he

'

lamely tries to wipe it with a wet flipper

A janitor enters v.; annou: -oes it's time

for Fiipper to leave. For this once-proud

superstar, it's time to return Io the sea

ana almost certain death. •
;

'.
'

As Fiipper struggles to open the sea

gale wi:n his nose, the phone rings.

It's, his agent. "Flip, baby, we just signed

you to thirteen weeks on- prime time.

Are you ready for th
:

s concept" You and

Flip Wilson. Flipper and Flip. He's a

wacky cop,. you're his sentient sidekick!

We're sitting on a.gold mine herei Pack

/ourba js, wi ri sh i j ir ndayl

Flipper puts his little fin over the

mouthpiece. "Do you mind? I'm talking

business here. Out, get out! Wait a

mingle . . . give me a chunk ol herring

from that bucket. Right, now get out

or I'll call security" As I pack my tape

:
:

closing his mouth, spraying me with water

until I'm drenched, For the moment, at

least, Fiipper is a celebrity aga'rnv.OO
.

tony R'jr.'e. a Chicago humor writer, can

communicate with other 1- using a compli-

cated iangvogo of clicks and squeaks.
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